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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES
No other appeal in or from the same civil action in the district court has previously been before this or any other appellate court. The following cases may directly affect or may be directly affected by this court’s decision in the pending appeal: (1) The Medicines Company v. Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. et al., No. 112456 (D.N.J.); (2) The Medicines Company v. Mylan, Inc. et al., Nos. 15-1113, 151151, & 15-1181 (Fed. Cir.); (3) The Medicines Company v. Mylan Inc. et al., No.
11-1285 (N.D. Ill.); (4) The Medicines Company v. Apotex Inc. et al., No. 13-2801
(D.N.J.); (5) The Medicines Company v. Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. et al., No. 142367 (D.N.J.); (6) The Medicines Company v. Exela Pharma Sciences, LLC et al.,
No. 14-cv-58 (W.D.N.C.); and (7) The Medicines Company v. Accord Healthcare,
Inc. et al., No. 14-626 (M.D.N.C.).
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The district court had subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331
and 1338(a). The district court entered final judgment on April 15, 2014. MedCo
filed a timely notice of appeal on May 9, 2014, and Hospira filed a timely notice of
cross-appeal on May 23, 2014. A17083-86. This Court has jurisdiction over
MedCo’s appeal and Hospira’s cross-appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a)(1). The
Court granted rehearing en banc on November 13, 2015.
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STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1.

Do the circumstances presented here constitute a commercial sale un-

der the on-sale bar of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)?
a. Was there a sale for the purposes of § 102(b) despite the absence
of a transfer of title?
b. Was the sale commercial in nature for the purposes of § 102(b) or
an experimental use?
2.

Should this court overrule or revise the principle in Special Devices,

Inc. v. OEA, Inc., 270 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2001), that there is no “supplier exception” to the on-sale bar of 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)?
INTRODUCTION
The on-sale bar plays a vital role in the patent system. By providing a firm
deadline to apply for a patent, triggered by commercial exploitation of the invention, the on-sale bar prevents inventors from substantially extending the statutorily
limited period during which they may commercially benefit from their monopoly.
An inventor who wishes to commercialize an invention may do so freely and immediately. But once the inventor does so, he or she must apply for a patent within
one year or forfeit his or her patent rights.
Here, MedCo commercially exploited its invention extensively prior to the
critical date—i.e., one year before it applied for the patents-in-suit. Before that

2
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date, MedCo paid its third-party manufacturer, Ben Venue Laboratories (“BVL”),
to make tens of thousands of vials of its bivalirudin product, Angiomax, valued at
tens of millions of dollars, using the manufacturing process that is the only novel
aspect of those patents. MedCo and BVL treated these activities as commercial in
every respect: the batches of Angiomax were given commercial product codes;
they were released for commercial and clinical packaging; and they restocked
MedCo’s long-depleted commercial pipeline of Angiomax. Under settled legal
principles, these circumstances triggered the on-sale bar and, accordingly, the asserted claims of the patents-in-suit are invalid.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This suit arises from Hospira’s submission of ANDA Nos. 90-811 and 90816. In these ANDAs, Hospira sought approval to market its generic bivalirudin
drug products and filed paragraph IV certifications with respect to the patents-insuit, both of which are listed in the Orange Book as covering Angiomax. On August 19, 2010, MedCo sued Hospira in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Delaware (Hon. Richard G. Andrews), alleging infringement of the patents-in-suit.
The district court held a bench trial from September 23 to 25, 2013. On March 31,

3
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2014, the court found the asserted claims valid but also not infringed. A3-34.1
The court entered final judgment on April 15, 2014. A1-2.
MedCo appealed the district court’s non-infringement ruling, while Hospira
cross-appealed from, among other rulings, the district court’s decision that certain
pre-critical-date activities did not trigger the on-sale bar of § 102(b). On July 2,
2015, a panel of this Court ruled that MedCo’s patents were invalid under
§ 102(b), without reaching the remainder of the issues presented by the appeals.
See Medicines Co. v. Hospira, Inc., 791 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2015). On November
13, 2015, this Court granted rehearing en banc.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
I.

MEDCO’S CLAIMED INVENTION
A.

The Technology at Issue.

Bivalirudin is a peptide that can serve as an anti-coagulant. A50, 6:16-19.
MedCo markets a form of bivalirudin in the United States under the trade name
Angiomax. A48, col. 1, ll. 52-56. The bivalirudin active pharmaceutical ingredient (“API”), without further processing, is too acidic for health care providers to

1

Citations in the form “A___” are to the Appendix. After the filing of all en
banc briefs, the parties intend to file a Supplemental Joint Appendix containing
pages that are cited in those briefs but that were not cited in the parties’ panel
briefs, and thus were not included in the Joint Appendix previously filed with the
Court.
4
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A16320, 339:9-19. 2 Consequently, MedCo has prepared its

Angiomax product since 1997 by using a compounding process in which it creates
a bivalirudin solution; adjusts the solution’s pH with a base; and then freeze-dries
the solution. A16058, 78:81-7; A16120, 140:19-141:4; A58, col. 21, l. 43-col. 22,
l. 28.
MedCo itself does not manufacture Angiomax or any of its raw materials.
Instead, since 1997, MedCo has paid BVL to manufacture and deliver commercial
quantities of freeze-dried bivalirudin. A16053, 73:2-13. MedCo has an Italian
company ship the API to BVL. A16053, 73:20-24. BVL compounds the API with
water, sodium hydroxide (the pH-adjusting base noted above), and other common
chemicals; loads the resulting solution into vials; freeze-dries the contents of the
vials; and ultimately ships them to MedCo’s distributor, ICS. A16054, 74:3-17;
A58, col. 21, l. 44-col. 22, l. 28. A single batch consists of about 28,000 vials and
has a value between $10 million and $20 million. A15986, 6:7-14; A16055-56,
75:15-76:2.
One potential adverse consequence of the compounding process, however, is
the production of an impurity called Asp9. A48, col. 2, ll. 8-9. If high levels of
Asp9 form, the bivalirudin may become unusable. A 16056, 76:13-17. The pa-

2

To administer the drug, a health care provider must first dissolve it in water. A50, col. 6, ll. 27-34; A16051, 71:11-19; A16328, 347:12-17.
5
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tents-in-suit grew out of BVL’s manufacture of two batches with unacceptably
high Asp9 levels—a result that forced MedCo to discard these valuable batches rather than sell them. A16056-57, 76:24-77:6.
BVL made the first of these rejected batches in June 2005. A16055, 75:914. Thereafter, MedCo ordered BVL to shut down production of Angiomax for six
months while it investigated the problem. A16057, 77:7-21. To address the problem, MedCo implemented changes to the way that the base was added: whereas
BVL previously had added the base rapidly or all at once, MedCo now instructed it
to add the base in multiple smaller portions. A14403, A16061, 81:10-19.
This change, however, did not solve the problem, for in May 2006 the revised process yielded another batch with unacceptably high levels of Asp9.
A14412; A16062, 82:9-16; A16063, 83:1-4. Once again, MedCo ordered BVL to
shut down commercial production of Angiomax. A16066-67, 86:1-87:22.
While production was halted, MedCo determined, in laboratory experiments,
that the high Asp9 levels were caused by inefficient mixing as the base (sodium
hydroxide) was added to the bivalirudin solution during the pH-adjusting step, and
that a more efficient mixing process would prevent the formation of high levels of
Asp9. A16102, 122:10-20; A16109-110, 129:4-130:11. This experimental work—
disclosed in the patents-in-suit as Examples 1, 2, and 3—was conducted at BVL.
A16109-110, 129:22-130:1. BVL’s invoices identified this work as being for
6
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“product and process development,” performance of “pilot studies,” and “investigation” of the Asp9 impurity issue. A17175. In accordance with the results of this
experimental work, MedCo documented changes to the compounding process in its
“Master Batch Record,” the detailed instructions BVL was to follow to manufacture each batch of Angiomax. A15102-24.
B.

The Transactions at Issue.

In late 2006 and early 2007, MedCo paid BVL $347,500 to manufacture and
deliver the first three commercial batches using the revised process. A17177-78;
A17183. BVL completed the first such batch on October 31, 2006. A14959. That
batch was approximately one-quarter the size of a normal batch and contained
5,746 vials of commercially saleable bivalirudin. A14959; A16055, 75:15-22. On
November 21 and December 14, 2006, BVL completed two full-size batches containing 27,594 and 26,918 vials, respectively. A15210; A15452.
The commercial purpose of these activities was unmistakable. In instructing
BVL to manufacture these three batches, MedCo put at risk enough API to make
some 60,000 vials of Angiomax, worth between $23 million and $45 million. See
A16055-56, 75:15-76:2 (each batch worth between $10-$20 million.). Consistent
with the scale of these activities, MedCo instructed BVL that the resulting product
should be “filled for commercial use.” A14884. By May 2007, before the critical
date, MedCo gave each batch its commercial product code. A14959; A15210;

7
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A15452. And also by that date, the batches were “[r]eleased for commercial and
clinical packaging.” A14960; A15211; A15453. MedCo itself eventually sold almost all of the vials made in these batches. A14598 (5650 vials of October 2006
batch sold); A14604 (27,480 vials of November 2006 batch sold); A14610 (26,320
vials of December 2006 batch sold).
MedCo also sought to ensure that its revised process complied with FDA
regulations regarding process validation. See generally 21 C.F.R. § 211.110(a)
(providing that “control procedures shall be established to monitor the output and
to validate the performance of those manufacturing processes that may be responsible for causing variability in the characteristics of in-process material and the
drug product”); Food & Drug Administration, Guideline on General Principles of
Process Validation (1987). Accordingly, even as these first three batches began to
refill MedCo’s depleted commercial product stockpile, they also served the regulatory purpose of generating data to validate the revised process. A14883;
MedCo’s contemporaneous documents reflect that, in undertaking to “validate” the revised process, MedCo knew that the process worked. Specifically, the
goal of validation was to document what MedCo and BVL already knew from their
laboratory-scale experiments:
Based upon lab scale experiments (PPD Report #060130) and evaluation of the potential benefits of these
process improvements, it was deemed appropriate to implement them during the manufacturing of three lots of
8
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Bivalirudin drug product. This confirmational validation
is intended to verify and validate the effectiveness of the
process optimization steps associated with the formulation of Part III. This confirmational validation is intended to confirm the effectiveness of the process optimization steps associated with the formulation of Part III.
A14883 (emphasis added). To similar effect, the objectives of validation were to
“confirm” and “ensure” successful operation of the revised process, not to investigate whether it would work:
The first objective of this study is to confirm that all in
process specifications and critical parameters are maintained during manufacturing of the product Bivalirudin
(50mg/mL; 250mg/vial) with the implementation of the
process improvements.
The second objective of this study is to ensure that the
process optimizations indeed minimize the risk of high
levels of Asp9 impurity in the final product. Final product testing must meet the current approved specifications
for finished product.
A14884. By January 18, 2007, the FDA validation process was complete: all three
batches, as expected, were found acceptable. A14962.
With production having been shut down since May 2006, MedCo did not
stop with these three batches. Instead, MedCo paid BVL to make another eight
full-size, commercial-scale batches by March 30, 2007—still well before the critical date. A16678-79, 696:4-697:13. These additional batches encompassed some
224,000 vials of commercial-grade Angiomax and were worth between $80 million
and $160 million. A15986, 6:1-22; A16055-56, 75:15-76:2.
9
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MedCo’s Patents.

MedCo completed the design of its revised process no later than October 31,
2006, when BVL made MedCo’s first commercial-scale batch using that process.
A14959; A16663-65, 681:9-683:15. MedCo did not, however, apply for a patent
at that point. Nor did it apply for one after the first three commercial-scale batches, or even after the eight additional commercial batches in February and March
2007.
By 2008, however, MedCo was preparing for the end of the exclusivity associated with its patent on the bivalirudin molecule itself. In July 2008, therefore,
MedCo applied for patents describing the revised manufacturing process. A47;
A62.
Example 4 and the corresponding Table 6 of the patents-in-suit disclose
MedCo’s prior art process and the 87 resulting batches, dating back to 1997. A58,
col. 21, l. 44-col. 22, l. 28; A16120-21, 140:19-141:4; A6781; A7694. These
batches, Table 6 reports, had an average Asp9 level of 0.5%. A58, col. 22, l. 16.
Accordingly, MedCo has never disputed that many of these batches had an Asp9
level below 0.6%—the maximum level recited by the asserted claims of the patents-in-suit. A60, col. 25, ll. 63-64; A76, col. 27, ll. 29-31.
Example 5 and the corresponding Table 7 of the patents-in-suit disclose
MedCo’s revised process and the resulting batches. A58-59, col. 22, l. 30-col. 24,

10
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l. 35. The differences between Example 4 (the prior art) and Example 5 (the
claimed invention) are the conditions for mixing the base (sodium hydroxide) into
solution. See A58, col. 22, ll. 37-39 (presenting “[t]he effects of adding the pHadjusting solution to the bivalirudin solution at a constant rate and under efficient
mixing condition[s]”). Example 5 discloses that MedCo had made 24 batches with
this revised process. A59, col. 23, ll. 1-16. The first of these 24 were the three
validation batches and eight additional batches referenced above—all made prior
to the critical date, as shown below:

A15898; A16678-79, 696:4-697:9; A58-59, col. 22, l. 30-col. 24, l. 34.
Claim 1 of the ’343 patent, which is representative of the claims in that patent, recites:
11
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Pharmaceutical batches of a drug product comprising bivalirudin (SEQ ID NO: 1) and a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier, for use as an anticoagulant in a subject
in need thereof, said batches prepared by a compounding
process comprising:
(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to form a
first solution;
(ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the first solution to form a second solution, wherein the
pH-adjusting solution comprises a pH-adjusting solution
solvent; and
(iii) removing the solvent and pH-adjusting solution solvent from the second solution;
wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base,
said pH is about 5-6 when reconstituted in an aqueous solution for injection, and wherein the batches have a maximum impurity level of Asp9-bivalirudin that does not
exceed about 0.6% as measured by HPLC.
A76, col. 27, ll. 13-31. Claim 1 of the ’727 patent, which is representative of the
claims in that patent, recites:
Pharmaceutical batches of a drug product comprising bivalirudin (SEQ ID NO: 1) and a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier for use as an anticoagulant in a subject
in need thereof, wherein the batches have a pH adjusted
by a base, said pH is about 5-6 when reconstituted in an
aqueous solution for injection, and wherein the batches
have a maximum impurity level of Asp9-bivalirudin that
does not exceed about 0.6% as measured by HPLC.
A60, col. 25, ll. 57-64.
In construing the claims, the district court understood that MedCo’s revised
process was central to its claimed invention. First, the court stressed that, according to the intrinsic record—including the specification’s definition of “pharmaceu12
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tical batches”—“‘pharmaceutical batches’ of the invention must be prepared according to the special compounding process” described in the patents. A38 (citing
the ’343 patent); see id. (citing Anderson Corp. v. Fiber Composites, LLC, 474
F.3d 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2007), for the proposition that “[w]hen the intrinsic record reveals that a process step is essential to the invention as a whole, that step is a required limitation of the claims”). Indeed, the court reasoned, the patentee “refers
to the present invention as an improved compounding process for bivalirudin.” Id.
Referring to the batches of Example 4 and Table 6, the district court elaborated:
“The patentee cannot claim to have invented formulations of bivalirudin with less
than .6% Asp9 without regard to the process used, as batches with low Asp9 levels
existed in the prior art.” Id.
Second, in connection with “wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a
base,” a term used in both patents’ claims, the court again observed the centrality
of MedCo’s revised process to what it claimed to have invented. Construing this
term to mean “[w]herein said compounding process requires that a pH-adjusting
solution containing a base is added to bivalirudin solution under efficient mixing
conditions,” the court explained: “The only novel aspect of both the ’727 and ’343
patents is the special compounding process aimed at reliably reducing the amount
of Asp9 in ‘pharmaceutical batches.’” A39; see A39-40 (reiterating that “[t]he
term ‘pharmaceutical batches’ is explicitly defined in the specification as resulting
13
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from the compounding process”); A40 n.2 (quoting the patents’ discussion of the
necessity of “efficient mixing”). It continued: “The problem in the prior art was
not that batches with low Asp9 were unheard of, the problem was that no process
existed to reliably produce those batches. This was solved by the new compounding process.” A41.
II.

THE DISTRICT COURT PROCEEDINGS
In the district court, Hospira contested MedCo’s allegations of infringe-

ment. The mixing process described in Hospira’s ANDAs, and used to create
Hospira’s exhibit batches, uses slow mixing with a simple paddle mixer, just like
MedCo’s prior art Example 4. For that reason (among others), Hospira argued, the
fact that its ANDA exhibit batches had Asp9 levels below 0.6% did not warrant a
finding of infringement. The district court agreed, and held that Hospira did not
infringe, either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents. See A12-18.
The district court’s claim construction eliminated the batches of Example 4
as anticipatory because those batches did not use efficient mixing. A58, col. 21, ll.
46-48. Hospira raised other invalidity defenses, however, under § 102(b), § 103,
and § 112. As relevant here, Hospira argued that the first three batches of Example
5—which MedCo paid BVL to manufacture prior to the critical date—were invalidating under the on-sale bar of § 102(b).

14
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Applying the two-step inquiry prescribed by Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc.,
525 U.S. 55 (1998), the district court held that these batches were not invalidating.
The court began by holding that the invention was ready for patenting in late 2006.
A23. Specifically, the court concluded that MedCo’s instructions to BVL on how
to make the October 2006 batch and the “validation protocol” signed by the inventors were both enabling disclosures. Id. The court also found that the claimed invention was reduced to practice in October 2006 once the first batch was made.
Id.3
Still, the court rejected Hospira’s argument that the MedCo-BVL batches
were invalidating. A24. The court held that because title to the bivalirudin was
always with MedCo, and thus never passed between BVL and MedCo, the transactions at issue did not constitute a “sale.” Id. The court acknowledged, however,
that, “this does not end the inquiry.” Id. Specifically, the court recognized that,
under this Court’s decision in Plumtree Software, Inc. v. Datamize, LLC, 473 F.3d
1152, 1163 (Fed. Cir. 2006), “performing the patented method for commercial
purposes before the critical date constitutes a sale under § 102(b).” Id.

3

Hospira addressed MedCo’s ready-for-patenting argument—which urged
that the invention actually was not ready for patenting until BVL had made all of
the batches of Example 5—by showing that BVL had made eleven batches of
Angiomax with the revised process prior to the critical date, all at commercial
scale and all based on the same new instructions that MedCo had prepared in October 2006. A15898-99.
15
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Nonetheless, the court held that there had been no invalidating sale because
the three validation batches purportedly were experimental—an argument that
MedCo had never even made, and that Hospira thus had no opportunity to rebut at
trial. A25. In support of its sua sponte experimental-use holding, the district court
rested solely on the fact that the batches were made in part for the purpose of FDA
process validation. Id. It took no account of the numerous hallmarks of commercial activity surrounding the transactions between MedCo and BVL. Nor did it
acknowledge this Court’s holding in Allen Engineering Corp. v. Bartell Industries,
Inc., 299 F.3d 1336, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2002) that, for experimental use to save a patentee from the on-sale bar, experimentation must be the “primary purpose” of the
activity at issue, with any commercial purpose merely incidental.4 And it cited no
evidence that the inventors had any doubt that the revised process would work to
make commercial-grade vials of low-Asp9 bivalirudin.
III.

PROCEEDINGS IN THIS COURT
MedCo appealed the district court’s non-infringement ruling, as well as cer-

tain claim construction rulings. Hospira, in turn, cross-appealed certain of the dis-

4

The district court also rejected a second on-sale bar argument that Hospira
had made—namely, that MedCo had offered batches of Angiomax for sale to its
distributor, ICS, prior to the critical date. A26. The district court held that
MedCo’s agreement with ICS was merely “a contract to enter a contract,” and not
an invalidating offer for sale. Id.
16
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trict court’s invalidity rulings, including its holding that the transactions between
MedCo and BVL did not trigger the on-sale bar.
After hearing oral argument, the panel held the patents-in-suit invalid under
§102(b) by virtue of MedCo’s transactions with BVL. The panel acknowledged
that “title to the pharmaceutical batches did not change hands” but stressed that this
“does not end the inquiry.” Medicines Co., 791 F.3d at 1370. Quoting this Court’s
decision in D.L. Auld Co. v. Chroma Graphics Corp., 714 F.2d 1144 (Fed. Cir.
1983), the panel explained that the on-sale bar’s purpose is “to preclude attempts
by the inventor or his assignee to profit from commercial use of an invention for
more than a year before an application for patent is filed.” Medicines Co., 791
F.3d at 1370. “To ensure the doctrine is not easily circumvented,” the panel continued, “we have found the on-sale bar to apply where the evidence clearly demonstrated that the inventor commercially exploited the invention before the critical
date, even if the inventor did not transfer title to the commercial embodiment of the
invention.” Id. at 1370-71; see id. at 1371 (noting that “in D.L. Auld Co., we found
the on-sale bar to apply where, before the critical date, an inventor sold products
made by the patented method”).
These principles, the panel held, dictated a result for Hospira here. “We find
no principled distinction,” the panel explained, “between the commercial sale of
products prepared by the patented method at issue in D.L. Auld Co. and the com17
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mercial sale of services that result in the patented product-by-process here.” Id. at
1371. On that score, the panel observed that “the sale of the manufacturing services here provided a commercial benefit to the inventor more than one year before
a patent application was filed.”

Id. BVL, the panel observed, had “marked the

batches with commercial product codes and customer lot numbers” and had sent
them to MedCo “for commercial and clinical packaging, consistent with the commercial sale of pharmaceutical drugs.” Id. Indeed, each batch had a commercial
value in excess of $10 million, by MedCo’s own admission. Id. The panel therefore held that BVL’s “sale of services” constituted a commercial sale for purposes
of § 102(b). See id. (reasoning that “[t]o find otherwise would allow [MedCo] to
circumvent the on-sale bar simply because its contracts happened to only cover the
processes that produced the patented product-by-process”).
The panel also held that the district court had erred in concluding that BVL’s
batches fell within the experimental-use exception to the on-sale bar. The panel
explained: “This is not a situation in which the inventor was unaware that the invention had been reduced to practice, and was experimenting to determine whether
that was the case. The batches sold satisfied the claim limitations, and the inventor
was well aware that the batches had levels of Asp9-bivalirudin well below the
claimed levels of 0.6%.” Id. at 1372.

18
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Finally, the panel upheld the district court’s conclusion that MedCo’s invention was ready for patenting before the critical date, because the BVL batches had
reduced the invention to practice. Id.

Accordingly, the panel held the asserted

claims invalid.5 Id. at 1372-73.
MedCo petitioned for panel rehearing and rehearing en banc. On November
13, 2015, the Court granted the petition for rehearing en banc, vacated the panel’s
decision, and ordered the parties to submit new briefs.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
I.

MedCo’s transactions with BVL constituted a commercial sale. Prior

to the critical date, MedCo paid BVL to manufacture and deliver three batches of
Angiomax, using the process that is central to the patents. These batches totaled
more than 60,000 vials, with a value well over $20 million. These transactions
commercially benefited BVL, which was paid $347,500 for the batches. They also
commercially benefited MedCo, which was able to restock its long-depleted commercial pipeline. Indeed, after these first three batches—but still before the critical
date—MedCo paid BVL to manufacture another eight batches of Angiomax, these
accounting for another 224,000 vials valued at more than $80 million. Under these circumstances, it is plain that both BVL and MedCo commercially exploited the
5

Because the panel held that the patents were invalid as a result of MedCo’s
transactions with BVL, it did not reach the parties’ remaining arguments, including
non-infringement and Hospira’s other invalidity arguments.
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invention prior to the critical date, and that this commercial exploitation triggered
the on-sale bar.
The fact that title to the Angiomax was always with MedCo does not alter
this conclusion, for title need not pass in order for there to be a § 102(b) “sale.”
This Court has never declined to apply the on-sale bar simply because the underlying transaction did not encompass the passage of title to an embodiment of the invention. To the contrary, the Court has applied the on-sale bar even where title
passed to something other than the invention itself, or where title did not pass at
all. This approach sensibly recognizes that an invention can be commercially exploited regardless of whether title passes to the invention or any of its embodiments. It also recognizes that insisting upon the passage of title would allow inventors to unduly prolong the period during which they can exclusively commercialize their inventions.
Nor is there any basis to conclude that the activities undertaken by BVL and
MedCo constituted “experimental use” so as to negate the on-sale bar’s application. MedCo did not even argue experimental use below; rather, the district court
addressed the issue sua sponte. In all events, there is no basis for a conclusion that
MedCo’s primary purpose was experimental (as it must be to preclude application
of the on-sale bar). MedCo instructed BVL to fill the batches “for commercial
use”; BVL released them “for commercial and clinical packaging”; the written pro20
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tocol made clear that MedCo and BVL expected the process to work when run at
commercial scale; and the sheer scale of these activities belies any experimental
purpose. The fact that the first three batches also served the purpose of validating
the revised process for FDA regulatory purposes cannot overcome the conclusion
that their primary purpose was commercial, not experimental. And even if those
batches were somehow experimental—which they were not—the same cannot be
said of the next eight batches that MedCo paid BVL to manufacture before the critical date.
II.

This Court should not overrule or revise the principle of Special De-

vices, Inc. v. OEA, Inc., 270 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2001), that there is no “supplier
exception” to the on-sale bar. That principle is sensible and well-founded. As the
Court recognized in Special Devices, the text of § 102(b) includes no limitation regarding who must put the invention on sale, or who must purchase it, in order to
trigger the bar. Consistent with the statute’s categorical approach, this Court has
repeatedly declined to weaken the on-sale bar by creating exceptions based on the
purchaser’s or seller’s identity. The principle of Special Devices accords with these other decisions. It also accords with the broader principle that any commercial
exploitation of an invention will trigger the on-sale bar. And it recognizes that
commercially stockpiling an invention—as MedCo did here—can provide an in-
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ventor with enormous commercial benefit regardless of whether the inventor
makes any sales itself.
Principles of stare decisis, moreover, counsel strongly against overruling
Special Devices. As the Supreme Court recognized just last year, stare decisis carries the most force when the precedent at issue concerns the interpretation of a
statute—and in patent law, the need for doctrinal stability is particularly acute.
Special Devices, an interpretation of the Patent Act, has been settled law for fifteen
years. It has not proven unworkable, nor have its foundations been undermined.
To the contrary, this Court has continued to adhere to the principle that commercial
exploitation of an invention triggers the on-sale bar. And Congress, for its part,
said nothing about the settled lack of a supplier exception when, in 2011, it substantially revised the Patent Act. Under these circumstances, stare decisis applies
with full force.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court reviews the district court’s factual findings for clear error and its
ultimate conclusions of law de novo. Electromotive Div. of Gen. Motors Corp. v.
Transp. Sys. Div. of Gen. Elec. Co., 417 F.3d 1203, 1209-10 (Fed. Cir. 2005). In
particular, “[w]hether an invention was on sale within the meaning of § 102(b) is a
question of law that [is] review[ed] de novo based upon underlying facts, which
[are] review[ed] for clear error.” Id.; see id. at 1210 (explaining that whether an
22
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invention is the subject of commercial use under the first prong of Pfaff is a “legal
question”). A district court’s conclusion that a use was experimental, thereby negating the on-sale bar, is also reviewed de novo. See Petrolite Corp. v. Baker
Hughes, Inc., 96 F.3d 1423, 1426 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (“Experimental use is a question
of law to be analyzed based on the totality of the surrounding circumstances.”).
ARGUMENT
I.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES HERE CONSTITUTED A COMMERCIAL
SALE.
The on-sale bar serves two important policies. First, the bar limits the dura-

tion of the period when a patentee can derive commercial benefit from the exclusivity associated with his or her invention. See, e.g., Pfaff v. Wells Elecs., Inc., 525
U.S. 55, 64 (1998) (explaining that “§ 102 of the Patent Act serves as a limiting
provision, both excluding ideas that are in the public domain from patent protection and confining the duration of the monopoly to the statutory term”); UMC
Elecs. Co. v. United States, 816 F.2d 647, 652 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (noting the policy
of preventing an inventor “from commercially exploiting the exclusivity of his invention substantially beyond the statutorily authorized” period); Ferag AG v.
Quipp, Inc., 45 F.3d 1562, 1565-67 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (stressing “the policy of preventing inventors from exploiting the commercial value of their inventions while
deferring the beginning of the statutory term”). Were it not for the on-sale bar, an
inventor could extend his or her monopoly simply by delaying the application
23
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date—even while deriving commercial benefit for the entire period of delay. See
City of Elizabeth v. Am. Nicholson Pavement Co., 97 U.S. 126, 137 (1877) (“[A]n
inventor acquires an undue advantage over the public by delaying to take out a patent, inasmuch as he thereby preserves the monopoly to himself for a longer period
than is allowed by the policy of the law . . . . Any attempt to use [the invention] for
a profit, and not by way of experiment, for a longer period . . . before the application, would deprive the inventor of his right to a patent.”).
Second, the on-sale bar incentivizes speedy disclosure of an invention to the
public. See, e.g., Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 63 (stressing that “the patent system represents
a carefully crafted bargain that encourages both the creation and the public disclosure of new and useful advances in technology, in return for an exclusive monopoly for a limited period of time” (emphasis added)). By establishing a one-year
window to apply for a patent, the on-sale bar ensures that once the inventor begins
to commercialize the invention, the process of disclosing the invention will commence within one year—laying the groundwork for future innovation.
The Patent Act does not elaborate on what it means for an invention to be
“on sale.” This Court and the Supreme Court, however, have held that the invention must have been the subject of a commercial sale (or offer for sale) prior to the
critical date, and it must have been ready for patenting. See, e,g., Plumtree Software, Inc. v. Datamize, LLC 473 F.3d 1152, 1161 (Fed. Cir. 2006); Pfaff, 525 U.S.
24
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at 67-68. In articulating this two-pronged inquiry, Pfaff did not directly address the
meaning of “commercial sale” or “commercial offer for sale.”6 Immediately after
announcing the now-familiar two-part test, however, it favorably quoted Judge
Hand’s decision in Metallizing Engineering Co. v. Kenyon Bearing & Auto Parts
Co., 153 F.2d 516 (2d Cir. 1946): “[I]t is a condition upon an inventor’s right to a
patent that he shall not exploit his discovery competitively after it is ready for patenting.” Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 68 (quoting Metallizing, 153 F.2d at 520) (emphasis
added).
Consistent with Pfaff, Metallizing, and the policies set forth above, this
Court has given the on-sale bar broad scope. The touchstone of whether an invention was “on sale,” the Court has repeatedly stressed, is commercial exploitation of
the invention. See, e.g., STX, LLC v. Brine, Inc., 211 F.3d 588, 590 (Fed. Cir.
2000) (“The overriding concern of the on-sale bar is an inventor’s attempt to commercialize his invention beyond the statutory term.”). Thus, it has long been clear
that transactions exploiting the invention for commercial purposes are sufficient to
trigger the bar.

See, e,g., Plumtree, 473 F.3d at 1163 (explaining that

“[p]erforming the steps of the patented method for a commercial purpose is clearly
an attempt to profit from the commercial use of an invention” and therefore trig6

The issue presented in Pfaff was not what sorts of transactions trigger the
bar but, instead, whether the bar can be triggered in the absence of reduction to
practice. See 525 U.S. at 57.
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gers § 102(b)); In re Kollar, 286 F.3d 1326, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (explaining that
“performing the [patented] process itself for consideration would trigger the application of § 102(b)”); id. (explaining that “a sale by the patentee or a licensee of the
patent of a product made by the claimed process would constitute . . . a sale because that party is commercializing the patented process in the same sense as
would occur when the sale of a tangible patented item takes place”).
It is also well-settled that the commercial benefit triggering the bar may flow
from any commercialization of the invention, regardless of whether an embodiment of the invention is itself sold. Thus, in D.L. Auld Co. v. Chroma Graphics
Corp., the Court held that the sale of products made with the patented process triggered the bar. See 714 F.2d 1144, 1147 (Fed. Cir. 1983). It explained: “If Auld
produced an emblem by the method of the invention and offered that emblem for
sale before the critical date, the right to a patent on the method must be declared
forfeited.” Id.; see Scaltech, Inc. v. Retec/Tetra, LLC, 269 F.3d 1321, 1328 (Fed.
Cir. 2001) (applying the bar where “the process itself was not offered for sale but
only offered to be used by the patentee”).
Both this Court and the Supreme Court have taken a broad view, moreover,
of whose sales (or offers to sell) may trigger the on-sale bar. Sales by third parties
are sufficient to trigger the bar. See, e.g., In re Caveney, 761 F.2d 671, 675 (Fed.
Cir. 1985); Zacharin v. United States, 213 F.3d 1366, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2000). That
26
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is so, the Supreme Court has held, even if the underlying sale takes place without
the inventor’s consent. See The Driven-Well Cases, 123 U.S. 267, 275 (1887).
This Court has reaffirmed as much. See Evans Cooling Sys. Inc. v. Gen. Motors
Corp., 125 F.3d 1448, 1453-54 (Fed. Cir. 1997). And in Special Devices, Inc. v.
OEA, Inc., 270 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2001), this Court rejected the argument that
the on-sale bar is subject to a “supplier exception” under which sales by a supplier
to the inventor do not trigger the bar. See id. at 1355-56 (explaining that “neither
statutory text[] nor precedent” supports a supplier exception). As the Court explained in Special Devices: “If such an exception is to be created, Congress, not
this Court, must create it.” Id. at 1357; see also Brasseler U.S.A. I, L.P. v. Stryker
Sales Corp., 182 F.3d 888, 890 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (applying on-sale bar despite allegation that buyer and seller were joint developers of the invention).
Despite its breadth, the on-sale bar leaves ample room for an inventor to perfect his or her invention. As the Supreme Court explained in Pfaff: “[A]n inventor
who seeks to perfect his discovery may conduct extensive testing without losing
his right to obtain a patent for his invention—even if such testing occurs in the
public eye.” 525 U.S. at 64; see id. (“The law has long recognized the distinction
between inventions put to experimental use and products sold commercially.”).
Thus, if an inventor’s activities qualify for this “experimental use” exception, the
on-sale bar does not apply. See, e.g., Allen Engineering Corp. v. Bartell Industries,
27
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Inc., 299 F.3d 1336, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2002); see also Brasseler, 182 F.3d at 890-91
(envisioning that the bar might not apply where an inventor orders “a few sample
products” from a supplier); Trading Techs. Int’l, Inc. v. eSpeed, Inc., 595 F.3d
1340, 1361-62 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (noting that “[i]nventors can request another entity’s services in developing products embodying the invention without triggering
the on-sale bar” (emphasis added)). To fall within that exception, however, it is
not enough for those activities to have some experimental benefit. Rather, their
“primary purpose” must be experimental. See Allen Eng’g, 299 F.3d at 1354.
A.

The Transactions Between MedCo and BVL Triggered The OnSale Bar.

Under the standards set forth above, the transactions between MedCo and
BVL constituted a commercial sale for purposes of the on-sale bar.7 Prior to the
critical date, MedCo paid BVL $347,500 to perform the process that is the subject
of the patents. A17177-78; A17183. In return, MedCo received vast commercial
quantities of Angiomax—three batches totaling more than 60,000 vials. A14959;
A15210; A15452. MedCo specifically requested that these batches be “filled for
commercial use.” A14884. Each batch was given a commercial product code and

7

In addition, the invention was ready for patenting, as required by the second prong of the inquiry prescribed by Pfaff: the invention was reduced to practice at the time when MedCo documented the manufacturing protocol, and certainly no later than the time when BVL successfully produced the first batch using the
revised process. A23; A14959-60; A15102-36; A16662-73.
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was “[r]eleased for commercial and clinical packaging.” A14959-60; A15210-11;
A15452-53. Collectively, these batches were valued at well over $20 million.
A14959; A15210; A15452 (batches contained 5746, 27,594, and 26,918 vials, respectively); A16055-56, 75:15-76:2 (a batch of about 28,000 vials is worth $10 to
$20 million). And MedCo then had BVL manufacture eight more commercial
batches valued at $10-20 million each, all before the critical date. A16055-56,
75:15-76:2, A16678-79, 696:4-697:13.
These activities easily encompassed a commercial sale for purposes of the
on-sale bar. MedCo paid BVL to produce vast amounts of commercially saleable
embodiments of the invention. And this arrangement constituted commercial exploitation from the standpoint of both companies. BVL received hundreds of thousands of dollars in exchange for performing MedCo’s revised process and providing MedCo with commercial-scale quantities of Angiomax. MedCo, meanwhile,
derived a massive commercial benefit from the transactions: whereas it had previously shut down production because of failed batches, see A16057, 77:7-21;
A16066-67, 86:1-12, 87:19-22, it now was able to fully restock its commercial
pipeline with Angiomax whose impurity levels were acceptably low. See, e.g.,
Special Devices, 270 F.3d at 1357 (explaining that there is “no reason why sales
[by a supplier to an inventor] for the purpose of commercial stockpiling of an invention . . . should merit different treatment” from other sales). With both parties
29
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commercially exploiting the invention prior to the critical date, it was necessarily
“on sale” within the meaning of § 102(b). See Plumtree, 473 F.3d at 1163; In re
Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1333; D.L. Auld, 714 F.2d at 1147; Scaltech, 269 F.3d at 1328;
Metallizing, 153 F.2d at 520.
B.

The Fact That Title Did Not Pass Cannot Save MedCo From The
On-Sale Bar.

As explained above, MedCo’s transactions with BVL bore all the hallmarks
of commercial activity. MedCo arranged for BVL to be given large quantities of
extremely valuable API; paid BVL hundreds of thousands of dollars to manufacture Angiomax using the process that the district court recognized was integral to
the patents; and received tens of millions of dollars of commercially saleable
Angiomax produced with that process.
In light of the foregoing, it is immaterial whether title to the API and
Angiomax ever passed between BVL and MedCo. To begin with, the case law has
long made clear that the passage of title to an invention’s embodiment is not necessary for the on-sale bar to be triggered. As noted above, Pfaff did not define what
constitutes a “commercial sale” or a “commercial offer for sale”; it did, however,
invoke Judge Hand’s statement that an inventor “shall not exploit his discovery
competitively” once it is ready for patenting—a broad formulation that contains no
requirement that title pass. Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 67-68 (quoting Metallizing, 153 F.2d
at 520) (internal quotation marks omitted). This Court’s case law likewise has de30
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clined to insist upon the passage of title. In D.L. Auld, for instance, the Court considered the validity of a patent on a manufacturing process. It held that the inventor had forfeited its rights by using that process to manufacture products, then selling the products—even though title never passed to any embodiment of the invention itself. See 714 F.2d at 1147. The Court explained: “If Auld produced an emblem by the method of the invention and offered that emblem for sale before the
critical date, the right to a patent on the method must be declared forfeited.” Id. In
Scaltech, the Court again declined to require the passage of title to the invention or
its embodiment. See 269 F.3d at 1328 (applying the bar where “the process itself
was not offered for sale but only offered to be used by the patentee”). And in
Plumtree, the Court once more confirmed that title need not pass: “[P]erforming
the patented method for commercial purposes before the critical date constitutes a
sale under § 102(b).” 473 F.3d at 1163; see In re Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1333 (stressing that “performing the process itself for consideration” would trigger the on-sale
bar); Minton v. Nat’l Ass’n of Secs. Dealers, Inc., 336 F.3d 1373, 1377 (Fed. Cir.
2003) (applying on-sale bar to lease of computer program).
To be sure, the above-cited cases involve patented processes or methods.
But there is no sensible reason for a different rule to apply to patented processes
than to other inventions. This Court has repeatedly explained that the on-sale bar
is designed to prevent inventors from unduly prolonging the period during which
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they can exclusively commercialize their inventions. See STX, 211 F.3d at 590;
Plumtree, 473 F.3d at 1163; Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1333; see also Metallizing, 153
F.2d at 520. Commercialization of a product, even where title does not pass, implicates those concerns no less than does commercialization of a process. Notably,
MedCo’s briefs have cited no case declining to apply the on-sale bar simply because title has not passed.
Here, moreover, the relevant transactions between MedCo and BVL are
economically equivalent to ones in which title would pass. MedCo paid BVL
$347,500 characterized as a manufacturing charge, and had its own supplier provide the API to BVL. A16053, 73:202-4; A17177-78; A17183. Just as easily,
BVL could have purchased the API from that same supplier (taking title to the
API), then charged MedCo an amount equivalent to that cost plus the $347,500.
This case, in which title remained with MedCo, differs economically from that hypothetical scenario only in that MedCo paid the API’s cost directly to the supplier,
instead of BVL paying it and then passing it along to MedCo as part of the drug
price. Whether the on-sale bar applies should not depend on differences that do
not alter a transaction’s basic economics. Cf. Group One, Ltd. v. Hallmark Cards,
Inc., 254 F.3d 1041, 1049 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“[A] sale of an interest that entitles
the purchaser to possession and use of the machine, unrelated to any patent present
or future, could be couched as a ‘license’; such labeling would not prevent the
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transaction from triggering the on-sale bar, all other requirements being met.”); In
re Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1330 n.3; Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 553
U.S. 617, 628-29 (2008) (stating, for purposes of patent exhaustion, that “[o]ur
precedents do not differentiate transactions involving embodiments of patented
methods or processes from those involving patented apparatuses or materials,” and
rejecting a rule in which “[p]atentees seeking to avoid patent exhaustion could
simply draft their patent claims to describe a method rather than an apparatus”).
That is particularly true here, for the asserted claims have process limitations. As the district court observed, there is “nothing novel here about the product
alone,” because the specification itself shows that “pharmaceutical batches containing less than .6% Asp9 existed in the prior art.” A41. MedCo’s innovation, if
any, consisted solely of a process to more reliably manufacture batches with those
low levels of impurity. See id. (“The problem in the prior art was not that batches
with low Asp9 were unheard of, the problem was that no process existed to reliably
produce these batches. This was only solved by the new compounding process.”).8
And it is that very process that, according to MedCo’s own “manufacturing services” characterization of the transaction, MedCo paid BVL to perform prior to the
8

Even under MedCo’s own proposed construction, moreover, the claims
contain process limitations. See A39 (reciting MedCo’s proposal that “Wherein
the batches have a pH adjusted by a base” be given its plain and ordinary meaning
or, alternatively, be construed to mean that “[d]uring compounding, the pH of the
batches is adjusted using a base”).
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critical date. Where a manufacturer is paid to practice a claim’s process limitations—and particularly where those limitations are exactly what distinguishes the
invention from the prior art—it is particularly inapt to suggest that the on-sale bar
can be avoided on the technicality that title did not pass.
Insisting upon passage of title would not be sound policy, either. Even a few
months of pharmaceutical exclusivity can be worth hundreds of millions of dollars,
creating overwhelming incentives to delay a patent’s expiration date—and
MedCo’s proposed rule would give inventors a road map to do so. Under that rule,
an inventor could readily skirt the bar by recharacterizing a transaction as a mere
“manufacturing contract” under which title never passes—even where, in economic substance, the transaction constitutes a highly lucrative commercial exploitation
of the invention. That result could severely undermine the on-sale bar’s goal of
“preventing inventors from exploiting the commercial value of their inventions
while deferring the beginning of the statutory term.” Ferag, 45 F.3d at 1566; see
UMC Elecs., 816 F.2d at 652; Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 64-65.
Nonetheless, in its rehearing petition, MedCo argued—for the first time—
that the on-sale bar was not triggered because the Uniform Commercial Code’s
definition of “sale” requires the passage of title. That argument is meritless. This
Court has never held that the on-sale bar encompasses only those transactions that
are “sales” within the meaning of the UCC. To the contrary, as described above,
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the Court has repeatedly stressed that the bar broadly encompasses commercial exploitation of the invention, and has applied the bar even where no goods have been
“sold” as a matter of commercial law. See supra pp. 25-26, 30-32. And the Court
has rejected approaches that turn on a transaction’s form, rather than its substance.
See Group One, 254 F.3d at 1049 n.2; In re Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1330 n.3; cf. Quanta, 553 U.S. at 628-29. There is no reason why form should prevail here.
The one case that MedCo has cited in support of its UCC argument cannot
bear the necessary weight. See Group One, 254 F.3d at 1047. In Group One, the
Court considered whether certain communications between the patentee and a potential purchaser were sufficiently definite to constitute an “offer for sale.” The
Court explained that “[a]s a general proposition” it would look to the UCC “to define whether, as in this case, a communication or series of communications rises to
the level of a commercial offer for sale.” Id. Even as to the limited question before it, the Court declined to ascribe talismanic significance to the UCC. See id. at
1047-48 (characterizing the UCC as a “useful, though not authoritative, source in
determining the ordinary commercial meaning of terms used by the parties” (emphasis added; internal quotation marks omitted)); see also Scaltech, 269 F.3d at
1328 (characterizing the UCC as “an important relevant source of general contract
law” for purposes of that determination, and citing Group One). And Group One
said nothing about a title-passage requirement for purposes of the on-sale bar, or
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about using the UCC to determine whether particular consummated transactions
(as opposed to putative offers for sale) trigger the bar.9
C.

The Experimental-Use Exception Does Not Apply Here.

In the district court, MedCo never argued experimental use. Instead, the issue was raised for the first time by the court itself in its post-trial decision. There,
the court held—sua sponte—that the transactions at issue satisfied the experimental-use exception because they were used to satisfy the FDA’s process validation requirements. A24. Under long-settled law restricting the scope of the experimental-use exception, the district court was wrong.
The experimental-use exception applies in only a narrow set of circumstances. It is not enough for the patentee’s activities to have had some experimental
character, however defined. See Allen Eng’g, 299 F.3d at 1354 (“[T]he question
. . . is not whether the invention was under development, subject to testing, or oth9

This Court’s on-sale bar cases concerning the effect of a license do not
counsel in favor of MedCo’s rule, either. The Court has held that a patentee’s
grant of a license to practice an invention, even in exchange for consideration, does
not trigger the bar. See, e.g., In re Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1330-31; see also MasHamilton Group v. LaGard, Inc., 156 F.3d 1206, 1217 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Moleculon
Research Corp. v. CBS, Inc., 793 F.2d 1261, 1267 (Fed. Cir. 1986). These decisions, however, rest on the idea that a mere sale of the “right to commercialize” an
invention should not be equated with commercialization of the invention itself.
See, e.g., In re Kollar, 286 F.3d at 1330 (stressing the absence of any “indication
that a product of the claimed process was actually offered for sale”). Here, the
transactions between MedCo and BVL, in which MedCo paid BVL to manufacture
large amounts of Angiomax using its revised process, amounted to actual commercialization of the invention—not just the transfer of a right to commercialize.
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erwise still in its experimental stage at the time of the asserted sale.” (internal quotation marks omitted)). Rather, experimentation must have been the “primary purpose” of those activities. Id. (quotation marks omitted); see Electromotive, 417
F.3d at 1210 (activities must have ben “primarily . . . for experimentation”). The
sale, by contrast, must have been purely “incidental” to that experimental purpose.
Id.; see Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 64 (noting “the distinction between inventions put to experimental use and products sold commercially”). Insisting that the experimental
purpose be “primary”—and that the commercial purpose be “incidental”— makes
good sense, given the ease with which a patentee can assert some manner in which
the invention was still being refined or tested. In all events, a patentee must
demonstrate experimental use with evidence, not conclusory recitations of an experimental purpose. See, e.g., Lisle Corp. v. A.J. Mfg. Co., 398 F.3d 1306, 1316
(Fed. Cir. 2005).
MedCo failed to make the required showing. Indeed, MedCo did not even
argue that the experimental-use exception applied here—an omission difficult to
square with the notion that the record actually supports such a determination. And
the record below contains not a shred of evidence that the purpose of the batches
was to determine whether the invention “work[ed] for its intended purpose”—as is
required for the exception to apply. RCA Corp. v. Data Gen. Corp., 887 F.2d
1056, 1061 (Fed. Cir. 1989); see City of Elizabeth, 97 U.S. at 137 (no on-sale bar
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“when the delay is occasioned by a bona fide effort . . . to ascertain whether it will
answer the purpose intended”).
It is unsurprising that MedCo did not attempt to demonstrate experimental
use, for the record overwhelmingly demonstrated the contrary—i.e., that MedCo
knew the process worked as intended, and that the transactions’ commercial purpose was far more than “incidental.” Allen Eng’g, 299 F.3d at 1354. First, the
manufacturing protocol (approved by MedCo and BVL) announced the commercial purpose of BVL’s manufacturing. That protocol unequivocally proclaimed:
“The solution will be filled for commercial use.” A14884 (emphasis added). That
statement alone disposes of any notion that MedCo’s purpose was experimental.
Consistent with that statement, the batches were each given a commercial product
code and were “[r]eleased for commercial and clinical packaging.” A14959-60;
A15210-11; A15452-53.
Second, the same manufacturing protocol demonstrated that MedCo expected the process to succeed in minimizing the risk of Asp9 impurity. One objective, the protocol stated, was “to confirm that all in process specifications and critical parameters are maintained during the manufacturing of the product . . . with the
implementation of the process improvements.” A14884 (emphasis added); see id.
(noting objective “to ensure that the process optimizations indeed minimize the
risk of high levels of Asp9 impurity in the final product” (emphasis added); id.
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(“The satisfactory test results . . . will successfully support the process improvements of the formulation manufacturing process . . . ”); id. at 14883 (lots “will be
utilized as an effectiveness verification of the process improvements” (emphasis
added)). Like MedCo’s statement that the solution “will be filled for commercial
use,” this is not the language of experimentation. Indeed, the protocol stated that
the necessary experiments had already been conducted. See A14883 (“Based upon
lab experiments . . . and evaluation of the potential benefits of these process improvements, it was deemed appropriate to implement them during the manufacturing of three lots of Bivalirudin drug product.” (emphasis added)).
Third, the sheer scale of BVL’s batch manufacturing belies any assertion
that these activities were experimental. See S. Snow Mfg. Co. v. SnoWizard Holdings, Inc., 567 F. App’x 945, 951 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 2014), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct.
1416 (2015) (rejecting experimental-use argument because of scale of purchases).
In the first three batches alone, BVL manufactured 60,000 vials of Angiomax, valued at more than $20 million. A14959; A15210; A15452; A16055-56, 75:15-76:2.
Manufacturing at that scale cannot plausibly be deemed experimental. What is
more, MedCo had previously shut down production, and developed its revised process, because of the great expense associated with discarding commercial batches
for unacceptably high levels of impurity. A15986; A16057, 77:7-21; A16066-67,
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Calling the new commercial-scale batches “experimental”

would illogically treat MedCo as suddenly willing to risk that same expense.
Fourth, BVL and MedCo communicated about the batches in a manner inconsistent with an experimental purpose. BVL’s invoices did not mention experimentation. Instead, they described each of the invoiced amounts (which totaled
$347,500) as “Charge to manufacture Bivalirudin lot.”

A17177-78, A17183.

When BVL had undertaken work of an experimental character, by contrast, it invoiced MedCo for “product and process development” and “performance of pilot
formulation studies to support investigation of Asp9 impurity.” A17175 (capitalization removed).
Fifth, even if the primary purpose underlying the first batch was experimental, that purpose cannot have persisted for subsequent batches. The experimental-use exception allows an inventor to perform experiments targeted towards
reducing the invention to practice. But once the invention has in fact been reduced
to practice, the exception cannot apply.

See RCA, 887 F.2d at 1061

(“[E]xperimental use, which means perfecting or completing an invention to the
point of determining that it will work for its intended purpose, ends with an actual
reduction to practice.”). Here, even assuming that the first batch was experimental—which it was not—its successful manufacture necessarily amounted to a
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reduction to practice. Subsequent batches therefore could not fall within the exception. See id.
Finally, even if all of the first three batches somehow were experimental—
and they were not—the experimental-use exception still would not save MedCo
from the on-sale bar. MedCo and BVL did not stop with these three batches. Instead, MedCo paid BVL to manufacture eight more commercial batches of
Angiomax using the revised process—all before the critical date. 16678-79, 696:4697:13. As implausible as it is to conclude that the first three batches were experimental, it is even less plausible to suppose that eight more batches were experimental—especially after the first three batches yielded acceptably low levels of
Asp9 impurity.10
10

MedCo has previously claimed that Hospira waived this argument by failing to present it to the district court. See MedCo Panel Reply Br. 36. That contention, however, ignores the course of proceedings below. MedCo never argued experimental use in the district court—presumably because it realized that the facts
could not support the exception. Only in its post-trial decision did the district court
raise the experimental-use issue sua sponte, holding that the three validation batches were experimental. A24.
Because MedCo never argued experimental use in the first place, Hospira
had no need to argue that anything more than the first three batches triggered the
on-sale bar. That is so even though the record contained evidence of all eleven
batches. A16678-79. Had MedCo (or the district court) raised the issue earlier
with respect to the first three batches, Hospira not only would have argued that the
first three batches were not experimental, but also would have included the last
eight batches in its on-sale argument. It would make little sense to hold that
Hospira has waived an argument by failing to make it at a time when it was unnecessary.
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Nonetheless, and in the face of all of this evidence, the district court concluded that the transactions at issue satisfied the experimental-use exception because one purpose of BVL’s and MedCo’s activities was to satisfy FDA process
validation requirements. A24. The district court’s reasoning cannot be sustained.
To begin with, the record contains no evidence that the process validation
undertaken here was experimental. The manufacturing protocol suggests just the
opposite.

It describes the process validation here as “confirmational validation”

that was “intended to verify and validate the effectiveness of the process optimization steps” A14883 (emphasis added). Calling this undertaking “confirmational” is
inconsistent with the idea that MedCo and BVL actually were seeking to determine
whether the revised process worked as intended. See RCA, 887 F.2d at 1061.
Nor is there any basis for a conclusion that “process validation” is inherently
experimental. Such a conclusion finds no support in the FDA’s regulations. Those
regulations provide only that “control procedures shall be established to monitor
the output and to validate the performance of those manufacturing processes that
may be responsible for causing variability in the characteristics of in-process material and the drug product.” 21 C.F.R. § 211.110(a). The regulations do not characterize process validation as “experimental.” Nor do they otherwise purport to relate to the experimental-use exception—or, for that matter, to any criteria for patentability. See id.; see also Food & Drug Administration, Guideline on General
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Principles of Process Validation 6 (1987) (“Process validation is establishing documented evidence which provides a high degree of assurance that a specific process will consistently produce a product meeting its pre-determined specifications
and quality characteristics”).11
In any event, even assuming that the process validation here had some experimental character—which it did not—it cannot overcome the overwhelmingly
commercial character of the activities at issue. Again, MedCo expected the process to succeed; it directed that that the solution be “filled for commercial use”; the
batches were treated like other batches; the scale of manufacturing was vast; and
the three validation batches were followed by eight more batches. See supra pp.
38-41. Under these circumstances, any experimental purpose cannot plausibly be
characterized as the “primary purpose” of MedCo’s and BVL’s activities, and thus
cannot defeat the on-sale bar.
II.

THE COURT SHOULD NOT OVERTURN OR REVISE SPECIAL
DEVICES.
As explained above, this Court’s decision in Special Devices compels rejec-

tion of MedCo’s argument that, because the sales here were made to the inventor,
they did not trigger the on-sale bar. In granting en banc review, however, the Court
11

The fact that process validation can be characterized as a form of “testing”
likewise does not mean that it is “experimental.” Every batch of pharmaceutical
product must be “tested” before it is made available for sale, see 21 C.F.R.
§ 211.110(a)—but that does not turn it into an experimental batch.
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has asked whether Special Devices should be overruled or revised. Hospira respectfully submits that the answer is no. Special Devices was rightly decided, and
principles of stare decisis underscore that the decision should be left intact.
A.

The Holding Of Special Devices Is Sound.

In Special Devices, this Court considered whether to create an exception to
the on-sale bar. At issue was whether an inventor-supplier relationship should be
granted special status, so that commercial sales between those parties would not
trigger the bar. See 270 F.3d at 1355. The panel declined to create such an exception. Id. That decision was correct in all respects.
To begin with, the text of § 102(b) cannot accommodate a supplier exception
to the on-sale bar. That text states categorically that if “the invention was . . . on
sale in this country” prior to the critical date, the patent will be invalid. See 35
U.S.C. § 102(b) (2010).12 As Special Devices explained, Section 102(b)’s text includes no limitation regarding who must put the invention on sale, or who must
purchase it, in order to trigger the on-sale bar. See 270 F.3d at 1355 (explaining
that “the text of section 102(b) itself makes no room for a ‘supplier’ exception”).
The Court reasoned: “By phrasing the statutory bar in the passive voice, Congress

12

Congress amended 35 U.S.C. § 102 in 2011 as part of the America Invents
Act (“AIA”). Unless otherwise noted, citations to § 102 in this brief are to the preAIA version of the section, for that is the version that applies here. See LeahySmith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 35, 125 Stat. 284, 341 (2011).
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indicated that it does not matter who places the invention ‘on sale’; it only matters
that someone—inventor, supplier or other third party—placed it on sale.” Id.
Particularly since a supplier exception has no basis in the statutory text, there
is no reason for the judiciary to create one. The Special Devices Court recognized
as much. It explained: “If such an exception is to be created, Congress, not this
court, must create it.” Id. at 1357.
This Court’s precedent provides no more basis for a supplier exception than
does the statutory text. Instead, Special Devices is just one of a long line of decisions rejecting efforts to weaken the on-sale bar by excepting certain transactions
based on the identity of the buyer or seller. In Buildex Inc. v. Kason Industries,
Inc,, 849 F.2d 1461, 1466 (Fed. Cir. 1988), for example, this Court refused to create an exception for sales made by a supplier to a party with whom it worked to
develop the invention. In Ferag, the Court refused to create an exception for sales
made by a supplier to an inventor— even though the inventor company partially
owned the supplier. See 45 F.3d at 1565-67. And in Brasseler, the Court refused
to create an exception for sales between joint developers of an invention. See 182
F.3d at 890. It reached this conclusion even though the co-inventor/purchaser “retained control over the manufacturing of the patented invention” by the coinventor/supplier. Id. Thus, the Special Devices decision was—and remains—
hardly remarkable. It simply clarified what other cases had already determined: “it
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does not matter who places the invention ‘on sale’; it only matters that someone—
inventor, supplier or other third party—placed it on sale.” Special Devices, 270
F.3d at 1355.
More generally, a judicially created supplier exception would undermine the
purpose of the on-sale bar. See id. at 1357. As the Supreme Court has explained,
“the patent system represents a carefully crafted bargain that encourages both the
creation and the public disclosure of new and useful advances in technology, in return for an exclusive monopoly for a limited period of time.” Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 63.
The on-sale bar plays a critical role in maintaining this balance: “Congress was
concerned with encouraging inventors to file for a patent as soon as possible and,
at the same time, prevent[ing] the commercial exploitation of an invention as a
trade secret for more than 1 year.” Gould Inc. v. United States, 579 F.2d 571, 580
(Ct. Cl. 1978); see also, e.g., Ferag, 45 F.3d at 1566 (describing “the policy of
preventing inventors from exploiting the commercial value of their inventions
while deferring the beginning of the statutory term” as “[f]oremost” among the
motivations for the on-sale bar); D.L. Auld, 714 F.2d at 1147 (explaining that the
intent of the on-sale bar “is to preclude attempts by the inventor . . . to profit from
commercial use of an invention for more than a year before an application for a patent is filed”).
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A supplier exception, as Special Devices explained, would improperly permit an inventor to commercially stockpile his invention (as MedCo did here) without starting the clock to apply for a patent. See 270 F.3d at 1357 (explaining that
there is “no reason why sales [by a supplier to an inventor] for the purpose of
commercial stockpiling of an invention . . . should merit different treatment” from
other sales). The facts of that case vividly illustrate this point: There, the inventor
purchased 20,000 commercial units of its invention from a supplier before the critical date. Id. at 1355. The “sheer number of units purchased” and the commercial
purpose of that sale led the Court to conclude the obvious: “the invention was
commercially exploited before the critical filing date.”

Id. at 1356; see also

Biogen, Inc. v. Schering AG, 954 F. Supp. 391, 396-97 (D. Mass. 1996) (holding
that a manufacturer’s spending $24 million to stockpile and prepare to market a
drug product made the manufacturer subject to suit even before FDA approval).
This case illustrates the point just as vividly. Before the critical date, BVL
supplied MedCo with eleven commercial batches of Angiomax made with the revised process. A16678-79, 696:4-697:13. These batches, each valued at more
than $10 million, accounted for vast numbers of commercially saleable doses.
A15986; A16055-56, 75:15-76:2; A14959; A15210; A15452. By the time of the
critical date, therefore, the transactions at issue gave MedCo a fully stocked commercial pipeline with a commercial value exceeding $100 million—manifesting
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commercial exploitation of the sort that should start the clock to apply for a patent.
Indeed, MedCo’s replenishment of its long-depleted commercial pipeline gave it a
further commercial benefit before the critical date: Confident that it would be able
to fill orders for Angiomax well into the future, in February 2007 MedCo entered
into a new exclusive distribution agreement with ICS. A14674-700. That agreement envisioned that ICS would order enough Angiomax to maintain appropriate
levels of inventory, and that MedCo would make commercially reasonable efforts
to fill ICS’s orders promptly. A14676-78. Without a fully stocked commercial
pipeline, it is difficult to imagine MedCo entering into this agreement.
The absence of a “supplier exception” is far from harsh. Even without such
an exception, inventors maintain significant flexibility to engage in noncommercial purchases of embodiments of their inventions without starting the oneyear grace period. This Court has long recognized the important distinction between the commercial exploitation of an invention, on one hand, and transactions
in which “an individual inventor takes a design to a fabricator and pays for . . . a
few sample products,” on the other. Brasseler, 182 F.3d at 891. Here, however,
MedCo plainly was not transacting for “a few sample products” before the critical
date. Rather, as discussed above, MedCo transacted with BVL to obtain tens of
millions of dollars of commercially saleable Angiomax—transactions that amounted to commercial exploitation under any reasonable understanding of the term.
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In a similar vein, the absence of a “supplier exception” does not mean that
using another entity’s services to perfect the invention will start the one-year grace
period of § 102(b). In such instances, the experimental use exception could apply.
See, e.g., EZ Dock v. Schafer Sys., Inc., 276 F.3d 1347, 1351-52 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
But that is not the case here; as detailed at length above, MedCo’s primary purpose
in its transactions with BVL, the basis for applying the on-sale bar here, was commercial, not experimental. See supra pp. 38-41.
Nor is there merit to MedCo’s argument that the lack of a supplier exception
unfairly disadvantages smaller companies that lack in-house manufacturing capacity. Pet. for Reh’g 3. Whatever the legal significance of large-scale in-house manufacturing, the on-sale bar does not prohibit any transactions between an inventor
and its supplier, nor does it restrict inventors and suppliers from structuring their
businesses as they wish. The bar merely requires the inventor to file a patent application—even a provisional one—within a year of the commercial exploitation of
the invention. See Special Devices, 270 F.3d at 1355 (explaining that inventors
can simply “protect themselves in these circumstances by taking ‘prompt action’
and filing a patent application within the one-year deadline” (quoting Evans Cooling Sys., 125 F.3d at 1453) (internal quotation marks omitted)). That is not an onerous requirement at all. And enforcing the requirement as to inventor-supplier
transactions is entirely consistent with the purpose of the bar: to “encourag[e] in49
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ventors to file for a patent as soon as possible.” Gould, 579 F.2d at 580. Doing
away with the principle of Special Devices, by contrast, would merely impose additional costs on the public.
B.

Stare Decisis Requires Adherence To The Principle Of Special
Devices.

As explained above, the rule of Special Devices is the right one. Bedrock
principles of stare decisis, moreover, require adherence to the Court’s settled precedent—especially where, as here, the precedent is a statutory decision that Congress has declined to overrule.
“Stare decisis—in English, the idea that today’s Court should stand by yesterday’s decisions—is ‘a foundation stone of the rule of law.’” Kimble v. Marvel
Entertainment, LLC, 135 S. Ct. 2401, 2409 (2015) (quoting Michigan v. Bay Mills
Indian Cmty., 134 S. Ct. 2024, 2036 (2014)). “The doctrine rests on the idea . . .
that it is usually ‘more important that the applicable rule be settled than that it be
settled right.’” Id. (quoting Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393, 406
(1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting)); see also id. (“[A]n argument that we got something wrong—even a good argument to that effect—cannot by itself justify scrapping settled precedent.”).
The need for doctrinal stability is particularly important in patent law. The
Supreme Court made this point clear less than a year ago in Kimble. See 135 S. Ct.
at 2410 (explaining that property law—including patents—is a context in which
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“considerations favoring stare decisis are ‘at their acme’” because “parties are especially likely to rely on such precedents when ordering their affairs”).
Under the doctrine of stare decisis, there must be “special justification” to
overrule binding precedent. Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428, 443 (2000);
Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2398, 2407 (2014).

Mere

disagreement with that precedent is not enough. Departure from precedent may be
proper when “subsequent cases have undermined [its] doctrinal underpinnings,”
when applying the precedent has proved “unworkable,” or when “a considerable
body of new experience” requires revisiting and changing the law. Dickerson, 530
U.S. at 443; J.R. Sand & Gravel Co. v. United States, 552 U.S. 130, 139 (2008);
Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 234 (2009).
Here, Special Devices has been the law for nearly fifteen years. See Robert
Bosch, LLC v. Pylon Mfg. Corp., 719 F.3d 1305, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (en banc)
(stressing that “[p]anel opinions are . . . opinions of the court” and form the precedent of this Circuit); id. (explaining that panel decisions “represent[] the established law of the circuit, [and] a due regard for the value of stability in the law requires that [there be] good and sufficient reason to reject it at this later date” (quoting United States v. Bailey, 36 F.3d 106, 110 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (en banc)). In the
absence of any “special justification,” therefore, the Court must adhere to that decision.
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No “special justification” exists here. First, the decision in Special Devices
is doctrinally sound and consistent with the broader swath of case law regarding
the on-sale bar. As described above, when the Court in Special Devices declined
to create a “supplier exception” to the on-sale bar, it was hardly breaking new
ground. Rather, that decision was just one in a long line of cases declining to create exceptions to the bar based on the identity of the buyer or the seller. See supra
pp. 26-27. Overruling Special Devices would not amount to eliminating a lone aberrant precedent; rather, it would call into question a line of cases dating back decades.
Subsequent decisions, meanwhile, have not called Special Devices into question. Compare Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc., 566 F.3d 1282, 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2009)
(en banc) (overruling a case that had been undermined by a later Supreme Court
decision). To the contrary, this Court has expressly relied upon the lack of a supplier exception after Special Devices. See Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc. v. Sunbeam Prods., Inc., 726 F.3d 1370, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (explaining that because
“there is no ‘supplier exception’ to the on-sale bar[,] . . . it is of no consequence
that the ‘commercial offer for sale’ at issue in this case was made by Hamilton
Beach’s own supplier and was made to Hamilton Beach itself.”). More generally,
the Court has reiterated the broad principle from which Special Devices flows: that
the on-sale bar precludes “an attempt to profit from the commercial use of an in52
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vention” for more than a year before a patent application is filed. Plumtree, 473
F.3d at 1163.
Second, the Special Devices rule has not proven unworkable or difficult to
administer. Compare Therasense, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 649 F.3d 1276,
1289 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (en banc) (revising standards where prior doctrine had
“plagued not only the courts but also the entire patent system”); TiVo Inc. v.
EchoStar Corp., 646 F.3d 869, 881 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (en banc) (overruling prior decision that had “confuse[d]” two distinct legal inquiries and proved to be “unworkable” in the lower courts). The decision in Special Devices articulated a simple,
bright-line rule: the on-sale bar contains no exception for sales by a supplier to the
inventor. 270 F.3d at 1357. That holding, as discussed above, is consistent with a
long line of cases rejecting other exceptions based on the identity of the buyer or
seller. Lower courts, for their part, have not expressed frustration, confusion, or
dismay in applying the simple rule that there is no supplier exception to the on-sale
bar. Instead, they have easily applied this straightforward rule to each case’s specific facts. See Myers v. Master Lock Co., No. 06-cv-619, 2008 WL 2168977, at
*4 (D. Colo. May 22, 2008); PGH Techs., LLC v. TimeMed Labeling Sys., Inc.,
No. 3:05-cv-1091, 2006 WL 2670967, at *9 (M.D. Tenn. Sept. 18, 2006); see also
Fisher-Price, Inc. v. Safety 1st, Inc., No. 01-civ-51, 2002 WL 1307333, at *11 (D.
Del. June 14, 2002). And the clear rule articulated by Special Devices—that the
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on-sale bar applies to transactions with suppliers—undoubtedly has guided inventors in deciding when to apply for patents in the first instance. The workability of
Special Device’s holding, in short, counsels against overturning the decision.13
Third, the fact that Special Devices is a statutory decision only underscores
the inappropriateness of overruling or revising it. That is because the doctrine of
stare decisis has particular importance where the precedent at issue is statutory.
This presumption that the courts will adhere to prior rulings has “special force” for
precedents that resolve statutory questions, because “Congress remains free to alter
what we have done.” J.R. Sand & Gravel Co., 552 U.S. at 139 (internal quotation
marks omitted); Robert Bosch, LLC, 719 F.3d at 1316. The Supreme Court reiterated this point less than a year ago—and in a case involving the Patent Act, no less.
See Kimble, 135 S. Ct. 2409 (explaining that all judicial decisions interpreting a
statute, “in whatever way reasoned, effectively become part of the statutory
scheme, subject (just like the rest) to congressional change”). “Absent special justification,” the Supreme Court emphasized, statutory rulings “are balls tossed into
Congress’s court, for acceptance or not as that branch elects.” Id. So too here: The
fact that Special Devices is a statutory ruling counsels strongly in favor of adhering
to principles of stare decisis.
13 Further,

new experience has done nothing to undermine Special Devices.
There is no reason to think, for instance, that applying for a patent within one year
has become any more difficult than it was when Special Devices was decided.
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That conclusion is only bolstered by the fact that Congress has extensively
revised the Patent Act, including § 102, since Special Devices was decided. In so
acting, Congress modified the text of the on-sale bar—but it did not revise the statute further to create an exception for sales between suppliers and inventors.14 See
Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 102, 125 Stat. 284, 28586 (2011); Kimble, 135 S. Ct. at 2410 (reasoning that “Congress’s continual reworking of the patent laws . . . further supports leaving the decision in place”).
Particularly where Congress has declined to overrule Special Devices, this Court
should not do so itself.
Finally, overruling Special Devices would give an undeserved windfall to
MedCo, at the public’s expense. In 2006 and 2007, when MedCo undertook the
transactions at issue here, Special Devices was settled law. MedCo therefore
should have exercised diligence and applied for patents within one year. It did not.
Overruling Special Devices would effectively reward Medco for ignoring settled
law and sleeping on its rights.
14

Until 2011, the statutory text provided that a patent could issue unless “the
invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign
country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the
date of the application for patent in the United States.” 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) (2010).
The statute now provides that a patent may issue unless “the claimed invention was
patented, described in a printed publication, or in public use, on sale, or otherwise
available to the public before the effective filing date of the claimed invention,”
except if the “disclosure [was] made 1 year or less before the effective filing date
of a clamed invention.” 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a)(1), (b)(1) (2012).
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the district court’s decision that MedCo’s transactions with BVL did not trigger the on-sale bar should be reversed. In the event that
the en banc court holds otherwise, it should remand to the panel for consideration
of the remaining issues raised by MedCo’s appeal and Hospira’s cross-appeal.

January 11, 2016

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Bradford P. Lyerla
Bradford P. Lyerla
Aaron A. Barlow
Sara T. Horton
Jenner & Block LLP
353 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654-3456
(312) 222-9350
Attorneys for Defendant-Cross-Appellant
Hospira, Inc.
January 11, 2016
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JN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

THE MEDICINES COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

v.
HOSPIRA, INC.,

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

C.A. No. 09-750 (RGA)

)
)

_____________________________ )
Defendant.

IPH TPOi:KDJ FINAL JUDGMENT
For the reasons stated in the Court's March 3l, 2014 Trial Opinion (D.I. 827), IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED ON THIS

lS_~ay of~ 2014 that:

l.

The Medicines Company has standing and is a proper plaintiff in this case.

2.

The asserted claims, i.e., claims 1-3, 7-10, and 17 ofU.S. Patent No. 7,582,727

("the '727 patent") and claims 1-3 and 7-11 of U.S. Patent No. 7,598.343 ("the '343 patent"), are
not invalid (i) under the on-sale bar of 35 U.S.C. § I 02(b), (ii) for obviousness under 35 U.S.C. §
103, or (iii) for failing to comply with the written-description, lack-of-enablement, or
definiteness requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112.
3.

Judgment of validity of each asserted claim of the ' 727 and ' 343 patents is entered

in favor of The Medicines Company and against Hospira, Inc. ("Hospira")
4.

Hospira's Abbreviated New Drug Applications (Nos. 90-811 and 90-816) do not

infringe the asserted claims of the ' 727 and '343 patents.
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5.

Judgment of non infringement of each asserted claim of the ' 727 and ' 343 patents

is entered in favor ofHospira and against The Medicines Company.

The Honorable
United States District Judge
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

The Medicines Company,
Plaintiff,

v.

Civil Action No. 09-750-RGA

Bospira, Inc.,
Defendant.
TRIAL O PINION

Frederick L. Cottrell, Til, Esq., Richards, Layton & Finger, P.A., Wilmington, DE;
Edgar H. Haug, Esq., Frommer, Lawrence & Haug, LLP, New York, NY; Porter
F. Fleming, Esq., Frommer, Lawrence & Haug, LLP, New York, NY; Angus
Chen, Esq., Frommer, Lawrence & Haug, LLP, New York, NY, Attorneys for
Plaintiff.
Mary B. Matterer, Esq., Morris James LLP, Wilmington, DE; Bradford P. Lyerla,
Esq., Jenner & Block, LLP, Chicago, IL; Sara T. Horton, Esq., Jenner & Block,
LLP, Chicago, IL; Aaron A. Barlow, Esq., Jenner & Block, LLP, Chicago, IL;
Jamie K. Lord, Esq. , Jenner & Block, LLP, Chicago, IL, Attorneys for Defendant.

2L,

March
2014
Wilmington, Delaware
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Plaintiff, The Medicines Company, brought this suit against Hospira, Inc. ("Hospira"),
for infringement of U.S. Patent Nos. 7:582,727 ("the ' 727 patent") and 7,598,343 ("the '343
patent") (collectively, "the patents in suif'). The Medicines Company sells a bivalirudin drug
product for injection under the trade name Angiomax and Listed the ' 727 and '343 patents in the
Food and Drug Administration' s "Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence
Evaluations" (commonly referred to as the "Orange Book") as covering Angiomax. Hospira' s
Abbreviated New Drug Applications ("ANDAs") seek approval to engage in the commercial
manufacture, importation, use, or sale of a bivalirudin drug product for injection before the
expiration of the patents in suit. 1
The Medicines Company asserts that Hospira has infringed, and will continue to infringe,
claims 1-3, 7-10, and 17 ofthe ' 727 patent, as well as claims J-3 and 7-11 of the '343 patent.
Hospira contends that the asserted claims are invalid under the on-sale bar of35 U.S.C. § 102(b),
are obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), and are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 because the claims
lack written description, are not enabled, and are indefinite. The Court held a three day bench
trial on September 23-25, 2013. 2 As explained below, The Medicines Company did not prove
infringement by a preponderance of the evidence, and Hospira did not prove invalidity by clear

and convincing evidence.

I. INFRINGEMENT
The Medicines Company asserts that Hospira's generic product would infringe claims 13, 7-1 0, and 17 of the '727 patent, as well as claims 1-3 and 7-11 of the '34 3 patent. Claim 1 of

1

Angiomax is also covered by U.S. Patent. No. 5, 196, 404 (''the 404 patent"). which is listed in the Orange Book.
Hospira does not contest the validity of the '404 patent, and certified to the FDA that it would not market generic
bivalirudin until the ' 404 patent expires on June 15.2015. (D.L 780 at ~15 ).
2 Transcripts are available at D.L 815. 816, and 817.

1
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the '727 patent is drawn to pharmaceutical batches ofbivaJirudin having a maximum impurity
level of Asp 9 -bivalirudin:
Pharmaceutical batches of a drug product comprising bivaJirudin (SEQ ID NO: 1)
and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier for use as an anticoagulant in a subject
in need thereof, wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base, said pH is
about 5-6 when reconstituted in an aqueous solution for injection, and wherein the
batches have a maximum impurity level of Asp9-bivalirudin that does not exceed
about 0.6% as measured by HPLC.
(Claim 1 ofthe '727 patent). Dependent claims 2 and 3 contain additional limitations lowering
the maximum Asp9-bivabrudin level. Claim 7 contains an additional limitation regarding the
maximum level ofD-Pbe 12-bivalirudin. Claims 8-10 contain additional limitations regarding the
carrier, which is comprised of a bulking or stabilizing agent. Claim 17 contains an additional
limitation that the particular base used to adjust the pH of the batches is sodium hydroxide.
Claim 1 of the '343 patent claims the same subject matter as that of claim 1 of the ' 727
patent, but as a product-by-process:
Pharmaceutical batches of a drug product comprising bivalirudin (SEQ ID NO: 1)
and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, for use as an anticoagulant in a subject
in need thereof, said batches prepared by a compounding process comprising:
(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to form a first solution;
(ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first solution to form a
second solution, wherein the pH adjusting solution comprises a pH-adjusting
solution solvent; and
(iii) removing the solvent and pH-adjusting solution solvent from the second
solution;
wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base, said pH is about 5-6 when
reconstituted in an aqueous solution for injection, and wherein the batches have a
maximum impurity level of Asp 9-bivalirudin that does not exceed about 0.6% as
measured by HPLC.
(Claim 1 of the '343 patent). Dependent claims 2, 3, and 7-11 of the '343 patent are analogous to
those of the '727 patent.
2
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The Court previously construed three claim limitations. (D.l. 732). "Pharmaceutical
batches" was construed as, '·All batches prepared by a same compounding process, or a single
batch wherein the single batch is representative of ali commercial batches and wherein the levels
of impurities and reconstitution time in a single batch represent levels for all potential batches
made by said process." (D.l. 732 at 1-2). "Wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base'·
was construed as, "Wherein said compounding process requires that a pH-adjusting solution
containing a base is added to bivalirudin solution under efficient mixing conditions." (D.l. 732 at
4). "Efficient mixing'' was construed as, "A pH-adjusting solution is added to a bivalirudin
solution slowly and in a controlled manner, and mixed together by a process comprising high
shear mixing conditions (i.e., mixer speeds above 1000 rpms).'" (D.I. 732 at 7).

In its post-trial briefing, Hospira contended that The Medicines Company failed to prove
three claim limitations: "efficient mixing," "pharmaceutical batches," and ·'a maximum impurity
level of Asp9-bivalirudin that does not exceed about 0.6%."3 (D.l. 818 at 1). Because Hospira
does not contest the other claim limitations, I find that they are met. Additionally, because these
three claim limitations are present in both independent claims,4 I deal with the claims together.

A. Legal Standard
The application of a patent claim to an accused product is a fact-specific inquiry. See

Kustom Signals, inc. v. Applied Concepts, Inc. , 264 F.3d 1326, 1332 (Fed. Cir. 2001). Literal
infringement is present only when each and every element set forth in the patent claims is found
in the accused product. See Southwall Techs., Inc. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575-76

3 The

dependent claims further limit the maximum impurity levels to 0.4% and 0.3%. Hospira treats these as a
group. as does the Court.
4
The "efficient mixing" limitation is present in claim of the '727 patent due to the Court's construction oftbe term,
''wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base." While not belaboring the point, the inclusion of this process
limitation was necessary because the inventive aspect of the ' 727 patent relates to the process, and the construction
sustains the validity of the claims. (D.l. 732 at 6).

3
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(Fed. Cir. 1995). The patent owner has the burden of proving infringement by a preponderance
ofthe evidence. Envirotech Cmp. v. AI George, Inc., 730 F.2d 753, 758 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (citing
Hughes Aircraft Co. v. United States, 717 F.2d 1351, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 1983)). "Under [35 U.S.C.]

§ 271 (e)(2)(A), a court must determine whether, if the drug were approved based upon the
ANDA, the manufacture, use, or sale of that drug would infringe the patent in the conventional
sense.'· Glaxo, Inc. v. Novopharm, Ltd., 110 F.3d 1562, 1569 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
Where there is no literal infringement, there may still be infringement under the doctrine
of equivalents. "The doctrine of equivalents allows the patentee to claim those insubstantial
alterations that were not captured in drafting the original patent claim but which could be created
through trivial changes."' Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushil.:-i Co. , 535 U.S. 722,
733 (2002). A patentee may prove infringement under the doctrine of equivalents "by shovring
on a limitation by limitation basis that the accused product performs substantially the same
function in substantially the same way with substantially the same result as each claim limitation
of the patented product.'' Crown Packaging Tech., Inc. v. Rexam Beverage Can Co. , 559 F.3d
1308, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2009).

B. Findings of Fact
1.

Hospira' s Exhibit Batch is representative of future batches.

2.

Asp9 -bivalirudin levels may decrease upon compounding.

3.

Hospira·s Exhibit Batch contains less than 0.6% of Asp9-bivalirudin.

4.

Hospira adds the pH-adjusting solution in three portions.

5.

The first two portions of the pH-adjusting solution are added rapidly.

6.

The third portion of the pH-adjusting solution is added gradually.

7.

Hospira does not add a pH-adjusting solution slowly and in a controlled manner.

4
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8.

Hospira's Exhibit Batch was not mixed using high shear mixing.

9.

Hospira will not keep impeller size constant during scale up.

10. Hospira does not infringe under the doctrine of equivalents.
C. Conclusions of Law
1.

Hospira's Exhibit Batch is a "Pharmaceutical Batch"

"Pharmaceutical batches" refers to, "[a]ll batches prepared by a same compounding
process, or a single batch wherein the single batch is representative of all commercial batches
and wherein the levels of impurities and reconstitution time in a single batch represent levels for
all potential batches made by said process." (D.I. 732 at 1-2). The parties do not dispute that if
Hospira were to infringe this limitation, it would be under the single batch alternative. (Tr.
625:2-7). Hospira argues that the Exhibit Batch is not a "pharmaceutical batch" because its
impurity levels do not represent the impurity levels which would be present in all ofHospira' s
future batches. (D.l. 818 at 18). Essentially, Hospira argues that The Medicines Company must
prove that every one ofHospira's future batches are represented by the Exhibit Batch. Because
of manufacturing process variability, Hospira contends that the Exhibit Batch cannot be
representative of every single future batch, and is therefore not a " Pharmaceutical Batch." (Tr. at
461:5-18, 624:10-625:21 ).
The Medicines Company contends that Hospira · s Exhibit Batch is representative of all
future batches because ANDAs are typically approved based on a single test batch, and the FDA
requires that single test batch be representative of all commercial batches. (D.l. 809 at 10). In
support of this assertion, The Medicines Company points out that the ' 727 patent, in discussing
the term "pharmaceutical batches," cites to the "Manual of Policies and Procedures, Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research, MAPP 5225.1 , Guidance of the Packaging ofTest Batches at l."

5
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('727 patent at 5:25-35). This document states that, "ANDAs and AADAs are usually approved
based on data from a single test batch. It is critical that all testing be conducted on samples that
represent the entire batch and mimic the product which will be marketed post-approval." (PTX
169.1). Furthermore, in their ANDAs, Hospira stated that, "(t]he commercial scale process
contains the same unit operations and utilizes equipment of the same design and operating
principles as used to produce the exhibit batches." (PTX 165.32, PTX 166.32). The Medicines
Company asserts that this was a representation by Hospira that the exhibit batch is representative
of the commercial batches. (D .I. 809 at 10- 11 ).
Hospira replies that this argument neglects the second half of the Courfs claim
construction, which requires that a batch have impurity levels that " represent levels for all
potential batches." (D .I. 818 at 19). Because an Exhibit Batch shows onJ y that a manufacturer
can make a drug product within its specifications, (Tr. at 460:21-161:4), Hospira asserts that an
Exhibit Batch is not representative of all commercial batches. (D.I. 81 8 at l 9) . Furthermore,
Hospira asserts that it did not represent to the FDA that the Exhibit Batch was representa6ve,
only that it will keep its overall design the same if it scales up its process.Jd. Essentially,
Hospira argues that because of process variability, it would be impossible to make a batch that is
representative of all future batches. Jd. at 20.
Hospira' s argument is not persuasive. The ' 727 patent defines the term "pharmaceutical
batches" with reference to a document which essentially defines exhibit batches. To say that
exhibit batches cannot be '·pharmaceutical batches" would mean that there could not be
infringement. Yet the filing of an ANDA is an act of infringement. 35 U.S .C. § 27l (e)(2)(A).
Hospira' s interpretation would negate this. Because the Exhibit Batch must "mimic" the

6
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commercial product, the Exhibit Batch is inherently representative of the commercial product. I
therefore find that Hospira's Exhibit Batch meets the "pharmaceutical batch" limitation.
u.

Hospira Literally Infringes the "Maximum lrnpuritv Level of Asp9-Bivalirudin
that Does Not Exceed About 0 . 6%~' Limitation

This claim limitation requires that the batches, "have a maximum impurity level of Asp9bivalirudin that does not exceed about 0.6% as measured by HPLC." (' 727 patent claim 1).
HPLC refers to high performance liquid chromatof,rraphy, (' 727 patent at 16:37-40), which is an
analytical technique used to separate peptides from one another, and in this case to determine the
amount of Asp 9 -bivalirudin. (Tr. at 349:18-24). The Asp 9 -bivalirudin 5 in Hospira's Exhibit Batch
was measured four times via HPLC, yielding values of 0.1 %, 0.1 %, 0.1 %, and 0.2%. (PTX
165.10, PTX 166.10, PTX 179.19, PTX 180.9). Because the Exhibit Batch is representative of all
commercial batches, The Medicines Company contends that this limitation is met. 6
Hospira makes three arguments in reply. First, that the claim term is invalid under 35
U.S.C. § 1 I 2 because a person of ordinary skill cannot determine the number of batches that
must be considered to calculate the " maximum" value. Second, that process variability will result
in some future batches having Asp 9 -bivalirudin levels above 0.6%. Third, that Hospira 's ANDA
specification provides for Asp9-bivalirudin levels above 0.6%, both because the starting
bivalirudin API ("Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient") may contain up to 0.7% Asp9 -bivalirudin
(DTX 191 at H00178612; Tr. at 458:14-20, 629:3- 16), and because the ANDA specification calls
for up to 1.0% of Asp9 -bivalirudin. (DTX 191 at H00178630; Tr. at 458:24-459:8, 628:19629:2).

5

Referred to as " Related Substance 5." (PTX 165.5, PTX 166.5).
Because the Exhibit Batch tested lower than 0.4% and 0.3%, The Medicines Company contends that claims 2 and 3
are also met.

6
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As for the first point, as Hospira correctly notes, this is an invalidity argument, not an
infringement argument. (D.I. 818 at 20). Therefore it will be dealt with in the Court's invalidity
analysis. As for the second and third points, it is irrelevant that some batches might contain
above 0.6% Asp 9-bivalirudin. While Hospira contends that Asp 9-bivalirudin levels do not
decrease during compounding, the evidence does not support this assertion. The Asp 9 -bivalirudin
levels in Hospira's Exhibit Batch actually decreased. (PTX 43.512, PTX 43.517, PTX 57.509,

PTX 57.514, PTX 179.10, PTX 180.9). In any event, this argument goes against controlling
Federal Circuit case law. In Sunovion Pharms., Inc. v. Teva Pharms. USA, Inc. , 731 F.3d 1271
(Fed. Cir. 2013), the Court held that a claim which called for "less than 0.25%'' of a particular
isomer was infringed by an ANDA application which allowed for up to 0.6% of the isomer. 731
F.3d at 1280. This was because, "[w]hat [a generic manufacturer] has asked the FDA to approve
as a regulatory matter is the subject matter that determines whether infringement will occur.''Jd.

at 1278.
Hospira argues that Sunovion does not apply because Hospira · s ANDA application is not
within the scope of the asserted patents. (D.l. 818 at 22). Hospira contends that the ANDA
specification ';does not pennit a product within the claimed maximum impurity range of0-0.6%

Asp 9 -bivalirudin." (D.I. 818 at 22) (emphasis in original). Ifthe Court' s claim construction
requires that every batch made by the compounding process not exceed 0.6% Asp 9 -bivalirudin,
and Hospira's ANDA specification allows for Asp 9-bivalirudin levels above 0.6%, then
Hospira' s compounding process cannot infringe because it might result in maximum Asp 9bivalirudin levels above 0.6%.
This argument repeats the same issue raised in connection with ·'pharmaceutical batch."
Batches containing less than 0.6% Asp 9-bivalirudin were known in the prior art. IfHospira uses
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a prior art compounding process, then it does not infringe, even if the Asp9-bivalirudin level is
below 0.6%. In order to find infringement, Hospira must make the batch according to the
claimed process, and the batch must have an Asp9-bivalirudin level below 0.6%. However, the
fact that the ANDA application includes Asp 9-bivalirudin levels above 0.6%, and at some point
Hospira might make a batch with levels above 0.6%, does not negate a finding of infringement.

See Sunovion, 731 F.3d at 1278. Therefore, I find that Hospira infringes the "maximum impurity
level of Asp9 -bivalirudin that does not exceed about 0.6%" limitation.
111.

Hospira Does Not Literally lnfrin2e the ..Efficient Mixing" Limitation

I previously construed "efficient mixing" as, "[a] pH-adjusting solution is added to a
bivalirudin solution slowly and in a controlled manner, and mixed together by a process
comprising high shear mixing conditions (i.e. , mixer speeds above 1000 rpms): ' (D.I. 732 at 7).
When making the Exhibit Batch, Hospira added the pH-adjusting solution in three portions.
(PTX 170.19, PTX 171.19). The first two portions "can be added rapidly with about 2-minute
mixing time." (PTX 170.19, PTX 171.19). The third portion is '·added gradually over a period of
approximately 10 minutes." (PTX 170.19, PTX J 71.19). The batch record states that the third
portion is added gradually in order to " minimize drastic pH shift." (PTX 170.19, PTX 171.19).
The Medicines Company contends that because the third portion is the "principal"
portion, and that portion is added gradually, Hospira' s addition meets the '·slowly and in a
controlled manner" requirement. (D.l. 809 at 14). Hospira responds that the rapid addition of the
first two portions entirely negates the '·slowly" requirement. (D.I. 818 at 8). In support of this
argument, Hospira points to Example 4 of the patent, in which rapid addition of multiple portions
was described as inefficient mixing. ('7'2.7 patent at 21 :45-60). The Medicines Company replies
that because the overall pH-adjusting process takes at least 14 minutes (Tr. at 655:10-11 ), the
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addition is slow. This is not persuasive. In Example 1, the pH-adjusting solution was added in
four equal portions over the duration of an hour, and yet this was described as inefficient mixing.
('727 patent at 16:43-45, 17:30-35). Whether one looks at the addition of the pH-adjusting
solution piecemeal or as an overall process, The Medicines Company has not shown that the
addition is "slowly''.
ln addition to "slowly,'' the addition must be " in a controlled manner." (D.l. 732 at 7).

Hospira argues that " controlled" refers to ·'constant" and "metered." (D.I. 818 at 10). The
Medicines Company contends that the Court's claim construction distinguished between
"constant" and "controlled" by using the conjunction "or:' (D.I. 822 at 3). The Medicines
Company reads too much into the Court' s claim construction opinion. ln using the term "or," the
Court was merely referencing Example 5 of the patent, which used the term "constant" and
"controlled" interchangeably. ('727 patent at 22:35-50).
The Medicines Company' s attempt to cite to other portions of the patent is also not
persuasive. The Medicines Company cites to a portion of the patent which describes that the base
may be added in portions, that the period of time between additions may vary, and that each
portion can be added at variable rates. (D.I. 822 at 3; "727 patent at 9:52-10:41). However. in its
claim construction order, the Court rejected the notion that the specification is dispositive of the
term "efficient mixing,'' as the specification and the examples are contradictory. (D.I. 732 at 10).
The Court noted that the specification stated that using a paddle mixer between 400 and 800 rpm
was efficient mixing, and yet Example 4 indicated that mixing between 400 and 800 rpm was
"inefficient." (D.l. 732 at 10).
Rather than the specification, the Court based its claim construction on the difference
between Example 4, which was described as inefficient mixing, and Example 5, which was
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described as efficient mixing. ln Example 4, the additions were made in portions, yet this is
described as "inefficient:· Yet again there is an inherent contradiction between the specification
and the examples, and again I find that the examples are controlling. Because Example 4, which
was "inefficient" mixing, used a portion-wise addition, 1 find that a portion-wise addition is not
efficient mixing, even if other sections of the patent describe it as such.
It is clear from the examples that "slowly and in a controlled manner" requires a constant

and metered rate. Both Example 3 and Example 5 describe a "controlled addWon," and both use
a constant rate of2 Llmin. ('727 patent at 20:34, 22:48). While The Medicines Company argues
that Hospira's addition is metered, the evidence does not support this assertion. Hospira's first
two additions are rapid. The third addition is added gradually at the operator's discretion, likely
using a graduated cylinder. (Tr. at 447:9-448:6). This is not consistent with a constant and
metered rate.
The other requirement of efficient mixing is that it is "mixed together by a process
comprising high shear mixing conditions (i. e., mixer speeds above 1000 rpms)." (D.I. 732 at 7).
Hospira's Exhibit Batch was mixed at 560 rpm using a convective mixer, i. e., a paddle mixer.
(PTX 170.19, PTX 171.19; Tr. at 449:18-19, 619:18-620:1 , 632:20-23). Hospira did not use
mixing speeds above 1000 rpm. The Medicines Company contends that mixing speed depends
on the volume of the batch (D.I. 809 at 15), because the Court·s claim construction references
Example 5 of the patent, which had a batch size of 150 liters. ('727 patent at 22:40-45).
Hospira's Exhibit Batch was 45liters. (PTX 170.16, PTX 171.16). The Medicines Company
contends that a 45 liter batch mixed at 460 rpm is equivalent to a 150 liter batch mixed at 1248
rpm, such that Hospira actually employs high shear mixing. (D.l. 809 at 17).
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There are two related arguments at play here, depending on how one interprets the
Court' s claim construction. If the "mixer speeds above l 000 rpms, language is exemplary, as
opposed to required, the argument is that 560 rpm is high shear mixing, because if one adjusts
for volume, it is equivalent to 1248 rpm, and that is high shear mixing. The second argument, if
the mixer speed language is required, is that because Hospira·s ANDAs provide for commercial
batch sizes of 150 and 220 liters (PTX 57.1592, PTX 43.689), during scale up Hospira will use
mixer speeds above 1000 rpm. Neither argument is persuasive.
In order to show that 560 rpm is equivalent to 1248 rpm when adjusted for volume, Dr.
Byrn, The Medicines Company' s expert, used a scale-up equation from the McCabe textbook
"Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering." (Tr. at 235:5-244:1 5). Using the McCabe equation,
Dr. Byrn calculated that at 560 rpm it would take 26.4 seconds to circulate the 45 liter batch five
times. (Tr. at 242:1-24). Then, assuming that the tank to batch volume ratio remained constant
(Tr. at 238: 1-24), he calculated that in order to circulate a 150 liter batch five times in 26.4
seconds, a mixing speed of 1248 rpm was required. (Tr. at 243:1-244:24).
While the equivalency and the scale up arguments can be understood as separate and
distinct lines of reasoning, they share the same faults. First, Hospira does not use a high shear
mixer, but a convective or paddle mixer. (Tr. at 449:18-19, 619:18-620:1 , 632:20-23). The
patents themselves differentiate between paddle mixers and homogenizers (' 727 patent at 10:4850), of which only homogenizers are described as providing high shear mixing. ('727 patent at
10:50-51 , 10:56-57). Even the two inventors of the patent are not in agreement over whether a
paddle mixer can provide high shear mixing. Dr. Musso, while conceding that a paddle mixer is
not a high shear mixer, maintained that a paddle mixer can achieve high shear mixing. (Tr. at
153:5-1 8). Dr. Krishna. on the other hand, described high shear mixing as " provid[ing)
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mechanical shearing effect." (Tr. at 509:13-16). When asked if paddle mixers could provide a
mechanical shearing effec~ Dr. Krishna answered, "I don't think so." (Tr. at 153: 17-19).
The Medicines Company's equivalency argument did not account for mechanical
shearing effect. The equation Dr. Byrn applied deals with miscible7 liquids (Tr. at 258:9-1 1), and
is based on the understanding that "essentially complete mixing (99 percent) should be achieved
if the contents ofthe tank are circulated about 5 times." (DTX 628 at H00182367). In fact. Dr.
Byrn only calculated how long it would take to mix in the base, not how long it would take to
disperse and dissolve the bivalirudin. (Tr. at 257:21-258:2). Dr. Byrn calculated that for a 45liter
batch mixed at 560 rpm, which corresponds to Hospira's Exhibit Batch, the base would be fully
mixed in 26.4 seconds. (Tr. at 242:5-23). If mixing in the base were alJ that mattered, why then
did Hospira mix its Exhibit Batch for 4 hours and 52 minutes? (PTX 170.19, PTX 171 .19; Tr. at
257:6-10). At trial, Dr. Byrn maintained that factor was not relevant to his calculation, because
"[t]hat length oftime is involved in trying to get the mass 8 dissolved:· (Tr. at 257:13-16). And
yet the patents contemplate that rapid re-dissolurion of the precipHate is important to efficient
mixing. ('727 patent at 9:3-17). Simply put, The Medicines Company did not meet its burden to
show why Dr. Bym's calculations are relevant.
In addition to the relevancy of Dr. Byrn ' s calculations, they are based on flawed
assumptions. In his scale up calculation, Dr. Bym keeps impeller size constant, and yet increases
the size of the tank to accommodate the larger batch size. (Tr. at 241 :7-22). Dr. Byrn admitted
that a larger impeller could achieve the same mixing at the same mixing speed. (Tr. at 254:1 112). While Dr. Byrn did not believe Hospira would use a larger impeller size (Tr. at 264:8-24),
Dr. Bemat testified that Hospira would typically use a larger impeller size when scaling up

7
8

Miscible liquids form a homogenous solution. For example, water and ethanol are miscible. Oil and water are not.
The mass is the bivalirudin precipitate, which is also referred to as a white solid, gel, or glob. (Tr. at 258: 19-259:7).
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because, "a larger tank will have a larger impeller."9 (Tr. at 462:10-24). Lastly, iflarger batches
rea1ly did require faster mixing speeds, why do the patents' examples not follow this trend? For
instance, Example 3 mixes two 562.5 mL batches at 1500 rpm and 3000 rpm (' 727 patent at
20:35-50), whereas Example 5 mixes a 150 L batch at between 1000 and 1300 rpm . (' 727 patent
at 22:40-60). If mixer speed really did depend on batch size, one would expect that the nearly
300 fold increase in hatch size would necessitate at least some increase in mixer speed. In
actuality. the larger batch was mixed at a lower speed. The Medicines Company did not meet its
burden to prove literal infringement.
tv.

Hospira Does Not lnfrin2:e the "Efficient Mixing" Limitation Under the
Doctrine of Equivalents

The Medicines Company' s final infringement argument is that Hospira infringes under
the doctrine of equivalents. In order to infringe Wlder this doctrine, The Medicines Company
must show that Hospira performs "substantially the same function in substantially the same way
with substantially the same result." Crown Packaging Tech., Inc. v. Rexam Beverage Can Co ..
559 F.3d 1308, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2009). The parties disagree on the function, way, and result of
"efficient mixing." The Medicines Company asserts that the funct ion is to achieve a desired
mixing through the addition of a pH-adjusting solution slowly and in a controlled manner, the
way is through high shear mixing conditions, and the result is minimizing levels of Asp 9bivalirudin formation. (D.I. 809 at 18-19). This merely parrots The Medicines Company's literal
infringement argument, and, as such, was dealt with above. Hospira treats the base addition step
and the mixing step as separate limitations, the function of the base addition step being operator

9

l accept Dr. Bernat's testimony over Dr. Byrn's testimony. It makes more sense. Further, Dr. Byrn presents more
as an advocate than as an expert seeking the truth. and thus I reject his testimony on this point.
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independence and the function of the mixing step being particle dispersion through mechanical
shearing forces. (D.I. 818 at 25-27).

I need not reach Hospira's arguments. Nevertheless, I do not agree with them either. The
patents contemplate "efficient mixing"' as one limitation involving a combination of slow
addition and high shear mixing, so the combination should be dealt with as one limitation.
However, I believe that the real function of "efficient mixing·• is minimizing precipitate. The
patents describe that, "without efficient mixing, a dense precipitate may form. This dense
precipitate may result in a slower dissolution and surrounding solution being maintained at a
high pH for extended time." ('727 patent at 9:3-7). In contrast, the patents describe that, '·if the
pH-adjusting solution is efficiently mixed vvith the bivalirudin solution, the formed precipitate is
amorphous. The amorphous character allows for a more rapid re-dissolution of the precipitate
and a better control of pH throughout the compounding process." ('727 patent at 9:1 0- 13). Slow
addition and high shear mixing both achieve the desired result of minimizing precipitate. Slow
addition prevents a rapid buildup of precipitate in the first place. High shear mixing makes sure
that any precipitate is quickly dissolved. It is this combination that is the novel aspect of the
patents in suit. Hospira does not use this combination, literally or via the doctrine of equivalents.

II.

ANTICIPATION
Hospira contends that the asserted claims are invalid under the on-sale bar of35 U.S.C. §

102(b), are obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103, and are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 because the
claims lack written description, are not enabled, and are indefinite. Hospira argues that the
invention was sold or offered for sale before the critical date 10 because The Medicines Company
paid its contract manufacturer, Ben Venue Laboratories ("Ben Venue"), to manufacture

10

Both patents in suit were filed on July 27,2008. (PTX 1.2, PIX 2.2). Therefore, the critical date is July 27,2007.
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Angiomax according to the new method, and because The Medicines Company offered to sell
the new Angiomax to its distributor, Integrated Commercial Solutions ("ICS"'). Hospira also
argues that the inventions would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time
of the invention, that because the patents fail to disclose the impurity levels of the starting
material, they fail to comply with the written description requirement, and that the term
"maximum" is indefmite and not enabled.
Since 1997, Ben Venue has manufactured Angiomax for The Medicines Company. (Tr.
at 78:8-17). In 2005, a batch of Angiomax failed due to high Asp 9-biva1irudin levels. (Tr. at
75:4-77:6). Ben Venue investigated the problem and attempted to fix the issue. (Tr. at 76:2182:16). Unable to solve the problem, The Medicines Company retained Dr. Gary Musso to
consult with Ben Venue to modify the compounding process. (Tr. at 87:23-88:11). Dr. Musso ' s
work led to the new compounding process claimed in the patents in suit. (Tr. at 95:7-15). In
October 2006, the new process was incorporated into a revised Master Batch Record

("MBR'~),

and since then all batches have been made using the new process. (Tr. at 616:22-617:22, 680:19682:5, 885:18-886:16). After The Medicines Company revised its MBR, it asked Ben Venue to
perform a process validation study in order to confirm that the process worked as intended. (Tr.
at 689:3-693:6). Ben Venue manufactured three validation batches, for which The Medicines
Company was invoiced. (Tr. 693:15-695:17, 856:5-17, 886:9-13).
Generally, after Ben Venue would manufacture a batch, it would create a batch record,
which was sent to The Medicines Company. (Tr. at 815:11-24, 820:16-821:13). The Medicines
Company would review the batch records and issue a Certificate of Manufacture if the records
met the specifications. (Tr. at 816:1-22, 819:10-820:15, 822:13-824: 13). Once The Medicines
Company issues the Certificate of Manufacture, it clears the product for delivery to the packager.
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(Tr. at 822:13-824:13, 890: 18-23). After the packager applies the required labeling and boxing,
the batch is released and sent to the distributor, ICS, under "quarantine" conditions. (Tr. at
824:14-825:14, 875:19-24). Once The Medicines Company conducts a final review, the batch is
removed from quarantine status and is available for sale. (Tr. at 862: I 0-22).
On February 27, 2007, The Medicines Company entered into a new "Distdbution
Agreement" with ICS. (DTX 84, Tr. at 849:10-851:1). The Distribution Agreement made ICS
the exclusive authorized distributor of Angiomax in the U.S., and states that, "[t]itle to and risk
of loss to each order of Product shipped to Distributor hereunder [passed] to Distributor upon
receipt of Product at the distribution center." (DTX 84 at" 4.1). Hospira asserts that Ben Venue
sold the claimed invention before the critical date when it sold the validation batches to The
Medicines Company, and The Medicines Company contracted to sell batches made by the new
process when it entered into the Distribution Agreement with ICS. The Medicines Company
opposes these contentions, and asks that Hospira's invalidity claims be dismissed because
Hospira improperly relies on documents not disclosed in its § 282 notice.

A. Legal Standard
A patent claim is invalid under the on-sale bar of35 U.S.C. § 102(b) if'·'the invention
was ... on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in
the United States." The on-sale bar requires proof of two conditions: (i) the product is "ready for
patenting," and (ii) the invention is "the subject of a commercial offer for sale." Pfaff r. Wells

Elecs., Inc. , 525 U.S. 55, 66-68 (1998). To invalidate a claim under the on-sale bar, "the record
must show by clear and convincing evidence that the claimed invention was in public use before
the patent's critical date:· Clock Spring, L.P. v. Wrapmaster.lnc. , 560 F.3d 1317, 1325 (Fed.
Cir. 2009).
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B. Findings of Fact
1. The Medicines Company' s invention was ready for patenting prior to July 27,
2007.

2. The Medicines Company paid Ben Venue to manufacture validation batches.
3. The Medjcines Company•s payment to Ben Venue for the validation batches was
for experimental purposes.
4. The Medicines Company's Distribution Agreement with ICS was not an offer for
sale.
C. Conclusions of Law
i.

Hospira Met lts Obli2:ations Under 35 U.S.C. § 282

Under § 282 a party asserting invalidity is required to give notice "in the pleadings or
otherwise in writing'· of:
the title, date, and page numbers of any publication to be relied upon as
anticipation of the patent in suit or ... as showing the state of the art, and the name
and address of any person who may be relied upon as the prior inventor or as
having prior knowledge of or as having previously used or offered for sale the
invention of the patent in suit. In the absence of such notice proof of the said
matters may not be made at the trial except on such terms as the court requires.
35 U.S.C. § 282(c). At trial. The Medicines Company objected to Hospira's use of documents
that were not identified in its § 282 notice. (Tr. at 704:15-706:8, 709:3-711 :3). Hospira argued
that it had complied with the notice requirement because its § 282 statement ''incorporates by
reference all pleading discovery responses, expert reports, and references cited therein as
providing notice under§ 282." (Tr. at 704:21-705:4, D.I. 779). The Court expressed doubt that
such a blanket statement provided adequate notice, but reserved judgment until after post-trial
briefing. (Tr. at 710:4-711:2).
The Medicines Company objects to the following documents: DTX 110, DTX 205 , DTX
600A, DTX 624, and DTX 645. Hospira's initial argument is that because The Medicines
Company did not object to the latter four exhibits, any objection to their admission has been
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waived. At trial, the Court expressly reserved judgment until after post-trial briefing. Making
The Medicines Company object to every document would have accomplished nothing, and
therefore any objections are not deemed waived.
Hospira next argues that§ 282 does not apply to the exhibits because they are not
anticipatory references, nor do they show the state of the art. This is persuasive. DTX 205, DTX
600A, and DTX 645 relate to H.ospira's on-sale defense, and are not anticipatory references.
Section 282 deals specifically with the on-sale bar, requiring only "the name and address of any
person who may be relied upon ... as having previously used or offered for sale the invention of
the patent in suit." 35 U.S.C. § 282(c).
Hospira also argues that DTX 624 and DTX 11 0 are outside the scope of§ 282, and that
DTX 110, DTX 205, and DTX 600A were disclosed, either in its§ 282 document or in its expert
report. While these arguments appear persuasive, I do not reach them. The purpose of§ 282 is
"to prevent patentees being surprised, at the trial of the cause, by evidence of a nature which they
could not be presumed to know, or be prepared to meet, and thereby to subject them either to
most expensive delays, or to a loss of their cause." Eaton Corp. v. Appliance Valves Corp. , 790
F.2d 874, 879 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Most of these documents belong to The Medicines Company and
as such there is no surprise. As for those that belong to Hospira, i.e., DTX 624, there is no
prejudice to The Medicines Company, as will become evident infra.
ii. The Invention Was Ready for Patentin2 Before the Critical Date
In order to show that an invention was ready for patenting, there must be proof of a

reduction to practice before the critical date or proof that the inventor prepared enabling
drawings or descriptions of the invention. Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 67-68. Hospira contends that The
Medicines Company developed two sets of drawings and instructions which enabled Ben Venue
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to manufacture the invention. (D .I. 810 at 9). The first purported enabling disclosure is the MBR,
which was printed on October 25. 2006, and which Ben Venue followed in order to manufacture

a batch on October 31,2006. (Tr. at 680:19-683:15, DTX 598 at MEDC04103510). The second
purported enabling disclosure is a validation study protocol, signed by the inventors in
November 2006, which describes the compounding process. (DTX 205 at MEDC04043391,
MEDC04043419-27; Tr. at 688:12-689:2, 690:15-693:14).
The Medicines Company's only argument in response is that the invention was not ready
for patenting because the maximum Asp9-bivalirudin level of about 0.6% was not determined
until after the critical date. (D.l. 819 at 8-9). The Medicines Company states this same argument
in a different way by claiming that the validation batches are not enabling disclosures because
they do not disclose the maximum level of Asp 9 -bivalirudin. (OJ. 819 at 10-11). This argument
is not persuasive. The invention was the process itself The process produced a batch having an
Asp 9-bivalirudin level of0.3%. (DTX 598 at MEDC04103356, DTX 599 at MEDC04103635,
DTX 600A at MEDC04071518). The MBR and validation protocol disclose how to use the
process according to the invention. Nothing more is needed. Alternatively, the invention was
actually reduced to practice prior to the critical date, since batches according to the invention
were produced.
iii. The Invention Was Not Sold or Offered for Sale Before the Critical Date
The existence of an invalidating offer for sale or actual sale is determined according to
traditional contract principles. Electromotive Div. of Gen. Motors Corp. v. Transp. Sys. Div. of

Gen. Elec. Co. , 417 F.3d 1203, 1209 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Hospira asserts that two different
transactions trigger the on-sale bar. (D.I. 810 at 10). First, Hospira contends that Ben Venue sold
The Medicines Company the three validation batches made by the new compounding process.
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Second, Hospira contends that The Medicines Company contracted to sell to ICS Angiomax
made by the new process. (D.I. 810 at 11).
The parties describe the Ben Venue transaction very differently. Hospira describes the
transaction as a sale ofthe validation batches. (D.I. 810 at 11). The Medicines Company
describes the transaction as a contract manufacturer relationship in which Ben Venue was paid to
manufacture Angiomax for The Medicines Company, but wherein title to the Angiomax always
resided with The Medicines Company. (D.I. 819 at 11-12). The Medicines Company's
characteriza6on is the better understanding, as the invoices clearly stated, "Charge to
manufacture Bivalirudin lot." (DTX 29 at MEDC04550164-65). However, this does not end the
inquiry.
Hospira cites to Plumtree Software. Inc. v. Datamize, LLC, 473 F.3d 1152, 1163 (Fed.
Cir. 2006), for the proposition that payment for the perfom1ance of a claimed process constitutes
a sale under§ 102(b). What Plumtree actuaUy stated is that, '·performing the patented method for
commercial purposes before the critical date constitutes a saJe under§ 102(b)." 473 F.3d at 1163.
The reasoning behind this statement is that the purpose of§ 102(b) "is to preclude attempts by
the inventor or his assignee to profit from commercial use of an invention for more than a year
before an application for patent is ftled .., I d. Hospira admits that the batches were for validation
purposes. (D.I. 810 at 12). Therefore, at the time ofthe supposed sale, the batches were not for
commercial purposes, but experimental batches made in order to verify that the invention worked
for its intended purpose. 11

11

The same reasoning applies to tbe "service provider" argument. The Medicines Company ''purchased"' the
validation batche-S for its own secret use, as did the patentee in Trading Techs. Jnt '/. Inc. v. eSpeed. inc., 595 F.3d
1340, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2010). The fact that the batches were subsequently sold does not change the underlying
tranSaction from experimental to commercial. At the time of the transaction, the intent was experimental.
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The second transaction which Hospira contends is an invalidating sale is the amendment
of the Distribution Agreement between The Medicines Company and ICS. Hospira
mischaracterizes the agreement. In its briefing, Hospira states that the Distribution Agreement
replaced a prior "3PL Agreement" (D.I. 810 at 13), and yet the Distribution Agreement itself
states that the 3PL Agreement "will continue in effect." 12 (DTX 84 a~ 2.2). Hospira also stated
that title passes to ICS upon receipt of the product (D.I. 810 at 13), but, as was shown during
trial, title only passes when product is received at an ICS distribution center, not an ICS 3PL
facility. (Tr. at 861 :6-865:13; DTX 84 at MEDC04555475). In order to receive product, ICS was
required to submit individual purchase orders. (DTX 84

at~

3.1). The Medicines Company

would invoice res on the same day that the product was shipped. (DTX 84

at~ 4.2).

Hospira contends that the Distribution Agreement was a requirements contract, which
would be an offer for sale, because the agreement requires that res '·place orders for such
quantities ofProduct as are necessary to maintain an appropriate level of inventory based on
customers' historical purchase volumes. Any purchase order not rejected in whole or in part by
TMC within two (2) business days after receipt will be deemed accepted." (DTX 84 at~ 3.1).
This does not rise to the level of a requirements contract, but merely states the contemplated
scope of the agreement. The Distribution Agreement was just what it said it was, an agreement
for ICS to be the sole U.S. distributor of Angiomax. lt was not an offer to sell Angiomax, as
individual purchase orders were required. In the payment section of the agreement, one
paragraph deals with payment for product orders, and another paragraph deals with payment for
distribution services. (DTX 84 at~ 5.1 , 5.3).ln order to be a commercial offer for sale, "[o)nly
an offer which ... the other party could make into a binding contract by simple acceptance

12

Hospi.ra argues that the language only applies to activity outside the U.S. (D.I. 824 at 12). The language is not
conclusive.
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(assuming consideration), constitutes an offer for sale under§ 102(b)." Grp. One, Ltd.

1'.

Hallmark Cards, Inc., 254 F.3d 1041 , 1048 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
The Distribution Agreement is a contract to enter into a contract. ICS is bound to place an
order at some later date, which could be rejected by The Medicines Company. 13 The contract
deals mainly with ICS providing distribution services, not with the sale of Angiomax from The
Medicines Company to ICS. Hospira only cites to one case in which such a distribution
agreement was held to be an invalidating offer for sale. In Cardiac Sci., Inc. v. Koninklijke

Philips Elecs. NV, 2006 WL 2038625 (D. Minn. July 19, 2006), the court invalidated a patent
because the patentee entered into a distribution agreement prior to the critical date. However, in

Cardiac, the patentee reported to its shareholders that it had, "entered into a distribution
agreement ... to market and sell the [product]!' ld. at *2. The court relied on the "to sell''
language as an admission that the distribution agreement was a sales contract. ld. at *4 (''Gilman
and Bourgraf's testimony is contrary to both the clear language of the contract and to Gilman's
description of the Distribution Agreement to the Survivalink shareholders"). In any event,

Cardiac is not binding on this Court, and I therefore decline to follow its reasoning. I hold that
the ICS Distribution Agreement was not an offer to sell Angiomax made by the new method. 14
Ill.

OBVIOUSNESS

Hospira asserts that claim 1 of each patent is invalid because "efficient mixing, was an
obvious change to the prior art compounding process. (0.1. 810 at 16). The prior art consists of
the old compounding process for Angiomax, literature and patents related to bivalirudin, and
scientific literature, including FDA materials, related to process optimization, drug formulation,

13

Of course, rejecting an order would be unlikely given the parties· course of dealing. (Tr. at 854:17-855:3, 864:20865:8).
14
Because 1 hold that there was no offer to sell. I need not reach whether the Distribution Agreement concerned
Angiomax made by the new method as opposed to Angiomax. made by the original method.
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mixing, and peptides and proteins. (Tr. at 700:2-701 :4). The old compounding process for
Angiomax is prior art because The Medicines Company sold bivalirudio made by that process
before the critical date. (Tr. at 78:8-I 7). It was also known in the prior art literature that a
"known degradation product of bivalirudin involves the deamidation of asparagine in position 9
to [A]sp[<~]_bivalirudin." (DTX 273). Additionally, it was known in the art that peptides such as
bivalirudin are sensitive to degradation when exposed to basic conditions (Tr. at 159:4-ll ), and
that base must be added to bivalimdin to make it safe for human injection. (Tr. at 703:12-24).
The only difference between the claims of the patents and the prior art compounding
process is "efficient mixing," which reliably yields batches having low levels of Asp 9bivalirudin. (D.l. 732 at 4). Therefore, the claimed invention differs from the prior art only in
that the base addition step is done slowly and in a controlled manner and with high shear mixing.
Furthermore, there is no dispute that a person of ordinary skill in the art has a B.S., M.S. , or
Ph.D. with at least several years' experience working as a professional in pharmaceutical process
development, scale characterization and/or validation of manufacturing processes for
pharmaceutical fommlations. (Tr. at 698:4-20, 912: I 0-17).

A. Legal Standard
Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) a patent "may not be obtained ... if the differences between the
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subj ect matter as a whole
would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in
the art." Obviousness is a question oflaw that depends on the following factual inquiries: (1) the
scope and content of the prior art; (2) the differences between the claims and the prior art; (3) the
level of ordinary skill in the relevant art; and (4) any objective considerations such as
commercial success, long felt but unsolved need, and the failure of others. Transocean Offshore
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Deepwater Drilling, Inc. v. MaerskDrilling USA, Inc. , 699 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
The improvement over the prior art must be "more than the predictable use of prior art elements
according to their established functions." KSR Int'l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 401
(2007).
To prove obviousness, Defendants must show that a person skilled in the art would be
motivated to combine the claimed combinations with a reasonable expectation of success.

Allergan, Inc. v. Sandoz Inc. , 726 F.3d 1286, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 2013). Evidence of obviousness,
especially when that evidence is proffered in support of an "obvious-to-try'' theory, is
insufficient unless it indicates that the possible options skilled artisans would have encountered
were "finite," '·small," or '·easily traversed,'" and that skilled artisans would have had a reason to
select the route that produced the claimed invention. In re Cyclobenzaprine Hydrochloride

Extended-Release Capsule Patent Litig., 676 F.3d 1063, 1072 (Fed. Cir. 20 12). Obviousness
must be proven by clear and convincing evidence. Id. at 1078.

B. Findings of Fact
1. The old compounding process for Angiomax is prior art.
2. Asp 9 -bivalirudin was a known degradation product ofbivalirudin in basic
conditions.
3. High shear mixing was a known method of dispersion.
4. It would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use high
shear mixing with bivalirudin.
C. Conclusions of Law

i.

The Asserted Claims Are Not Obvious Under 35 U.S.C. § 103{a)

Hospira contends that a person of ordinary skill would be motivated to reduce Asp 9bivalirudin levels in order to minimize the presence of drug impurities. The person of ordinary
skill would identify the base addition and mixing step as the source of the problem because it
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was known that peptides degrade in base. Because the base addition and ~ixing step comprises
only addition and mixing, the person of ordinary skill would have only two variables to
manipulate. (Tr. at 713 :2-6). First, it would have been obvious to add the base more slowly and
in a controlled manner because it removes undesirable human variability. (Tr. at 162:7-11,
719: 12-720:20). Second. because base addition causes the formation ofbivalirudin precipitate
(Tr. at 512:21-513 :7, 711:1 7-713 :1 ), which must be dissolved (Tr. at 177:3-10, 454:2-21 ,
714:23-715:1 0), the person of ordinary skill would have used high shear mixing because such
mixers were used in the prior art to dissolve solids. (Tr. at 714:23-716:14).
While this argument seems fairly logical, it fails to overcome the burden of proving
obviousness by clear and convincing evidence. First of all, there were more than just two
variables at play. During his investigation, Dr. Musso identified ten potential causes for the high
Asp9-bivalirudin problem: residual peroxides, residual perchlorates, speed ofbase addition, base
viscosity, timing of the base addition, mixing speed, properties of the precipitated bivalirudin,
the location of pH addition, stirrer heights and location, and batch scale. (PTX 27; Tr. at 116:1123). The question of residual peroxides and perchlorates as causing the impurities was quickly
dismissed (PTX 27.2), yet that still left eight potential variables, all of which deal with the base
addition step.
Second, other than a conclusory opinion that a person of ordinary skill would add base
slowly and in a controlled manner, Hospira offers little support for such an assertion. Naturally,
the removal of variability is an important parameter for anyone working in the phannaceutical
industry. (Tr. at 162:7-11, 719: 12-720:20). However, without evidence that the variability
actually caused a problem, the argument is circular. Ostensibly, Hospira argues that the person of
ordinary skill would be motivated to reduce variability in order to decrease impurity levels, but
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the person of ordinary skill does not know that reducing variability decreases impurity levels
until after variability is reduced. Of course, the person of ordinary skill could have a different
reason for attempting to implement controlled addition. But incorporating controlled addition for
its own sake is not sufficient motivation.
Third, while Hospira contends that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not have
been dissuaded from using a high shear mixer, the evidence is in equipoise. Dr. Johnson,
Hospira's expert, testified that high shear mixers were routinely used with peptides similar to
bivalirudin. (Tr. at 716:15-718: 17). However, the inventor, Dr. Musso, testified that peptides
often experience foaming under vigorous mixing (T r. at 120:13-121:3 ), and The Medicines
Company" s expert, Dr. Klibanov, testified that foaming leads to degradation. (Tr. at 914:18915:7). Additionally, the patents state that most proteins and peptides are susceptible to
degradation by high shear. (' 727 patent at 10:53-55). Hospira also contends that only peptides
with structural complexity are subject to degradation during mixing, and since biva!irudin does
not have such a structure, the person of ordinary skill would not be concerned about using high
shear mixing. (Tr. at 440:6-442: I 0, 716:15-717:24). Even assuming that foaming does not cause
degradation of the bivalirudin. foaming itself is not desirable, as it can lead to solution Joss via
the foam coming out of the compounding vessel. (DTX 216.75). I therefore find that Hospira has
not met its burden of proving obviousness by clear and convincing evidence.

IV.

35 U.S.C. § 112
Hospira asserts that the claims at issue do not comply with 35 U.S. C. § 112 because they

do not satisfy the written description, are not enabled, and are indefinite.

A. Legal Standard
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A patent specification must "contain a written description of the invention, and of the
manner and process of making and using it. in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to
enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly
connected, to make and use the same ... " 35 U .S.C. § 112 ~ 1. The test for written description is
'·whether the disclosure of the application relied upon reasonably conveys to those skilled in the
art that the inventor had possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date .'' Ariad
Pharms., Inc. v. Eli Lil~v & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane).

A patent's specification must enable the claimed invention. In re Cortright, 165 F.3d
1353. 1356 (Fed. Cir. 1999). Furthermore, "[t]he scope of enablement ... is that which is
disclosed in the specification plus the scope of what would be known to one of ordinary skill in
the art without undue experimentation." Nat'l Recovery Technologies, Inc. v. Magnetic
Separation Sys., Inc .. 166 F.3d 1190, 1196 (Fed. Cir. 1999). Whether a patent claim is enabled is

a question oflaw based upon the underlying facts of the case. Wyeth & Cordis Corp. v. Abbott
Labs. , 720 F.3d 1380, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2013). Here, the burden of proof must be carried by the

Defendant, and must be proven by clear and convincing evidence. Cephalon, Inc. v. Watson
Pharm., Inc. , 707 F.3d 1330, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2013). "Claims are not enabled when, at the

effective filing date of the patent, one of ordinary ski11 in the art could not practice their full
scope without undue experimentation." Id.
A claim is indefinite if it does not reasonably apprise those skilled in the art as to its
scope. Morton Int 'l v. Cardinal Chern. Co. , 5 F.3d 1464, 1470 (Fed. Cir. 1993). This occurs only
when "it is not 'amenable to construction' or ' insolubly ambiguous."' Biosig Instruments, inc. v.
Nautilus, Inc. , 715 F.3d 891 , 898 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (citations omitted).
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B. Conclusions of Law
1.

The Asserted Claims Satisfv the Written Description Requirement

Hospira contends that the patents in suit do not satisfy the written description because the
specification does not disclose the amount of Asp9-bivalirudin in the API starting material. (D.l.
810 at 26). Because the patents in suit are directed at minimizing the Asp 9-bivalirudin impurity,
Hospira argues that the person of ordinary skill would expect to see an assessment of the
invention's effect on that impurity level. Without knowing the impurity level of the starting
material, the person of ordinary skill in the art would not be able to gauge the effectiveness of the
invention. Additionally, Hospira argues that claim 7 of each patent, which limits the level ofDPhe 12-bivalirudin, is invalid because the claimed levels ofD-Pbe 12-bivalirudin were known in the
prior art.
This argument is not persuasive. The specifications explain that the Asp9-bivalirudin
levels in the final product account for the Asp9-bivalirudin levels in the API. ('727 patent at
12:3 8-41). The person of ordinary skill in the art, reading the specification, would understand
that the inventor had possession of the claimed subject matter. The claimed subject matter is the
finished "pharmaceutical batch," not the starting compound. It appears that Hospira's argument
is premised on the assumption that Asp9 -bivalirudin levels do not decrease during compounding
(D.I. 824 at 18), which is contrary to my factual findings. As for the D-Phe 12-bivalirudin levels,
there is no requirement that every limitation be novel over the prior art. Where an independent
claim is novel, the dependent claims do not have to add further novel features. Hospira bas not
met its high burden of proving lack of written description by clear and convincing evidence. 15

Hospira also argues that claims 2 and 3 fail to meet the written descriprion req~irement because the patents do not
disclose any means to lower the maximum level of Asp9-bivalirudi.n to 0.3-0.4%. (D.I. 824 at 18-19). Tllis appears
to be an enablement argument, not a written description argument. In any event, it was not raised until the reply
brief, and is therefore waived.
15
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ii. The Asserted Claims Are Enabled and Not Indefinite
Hospira next contends that the claims are not enabled because the claim term
"maximum" does not reasonably apprise those skilled in the art how to determine the number of
samples needed to calculate the "maximum" impurity level for a pharmaceutical batch. (D.I. 810
at 28). Essentially, because the specification does not state how many samples are needed to
determine the maximum impurity level, the person of ordinary skill could not determine the
maximum, because the next batch could increase the maximum. Alternatively, Hospira argues
that a person of ordinary skill could never obtain a maximum impurity level of all potential
batches, and because the impossible cannot be enabled, the claims are invalid.
This argument is not persuasive. The Court's claim construction allowed for
"pharmaceutical batches" to be a "single batch wherein the single batch is representative of all
commercial batches and wherein the levels of impurities and reconstitution time in a single batch
represent levels for all potential batches made by said process." (D.I. 732 at 1-2). Certainly the
person of ordinary skill could determine the impurity level of a single batch. As discussed supra,
representative does not mean identical.
Hospira rephrases this argument as an indefiniteness argument: the person of ordinary
skill in the art cannot know the scope of the claimed "maximum impurity level" for all batches
because a maximum might increase the more one practices the invention. Hospira argues
therefore that the term "maximum" is itself indefinite. This is not persuasive. The claim
construction a) lows for one batch to be representative of other batches. Where the Asp9bivalirudin levels of a representative batch can be determined, the person of ordinary skill can
determine the "maximum" impurity levels. The term "maximum" does not rise to the level of
"insolubly ambiguous" and was in fact "amenable to construction," so it is not indefinite.
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V.

CONCLUSION
Plaintiffhas failed to prove that Hospira 's generic product infringes claims 1-3, 7-10, and

17 of the '727 patent, or claims 1-3 and 7-11 of the '343 patent. The Defendants have not proven
by clear and convincing evidence that any of the asserted claims of the '727 or '343 are invalid.
The Plaintiffs should submit an agreed upon form of final judgment within two weeks.
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ABSTRACT

Pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical formulation(sj
comprising bivalintdin as the active ingredient, and a method
of preparing the pham1accutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
fonnulation(s). The phannaceutical batcb(es) or pbannaccutical formulation(s) may have a maximtun impurity level of
Asp9 -bivalirudin t1Jat does not exceed abont 0.6%. Also, the
pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s)
may have a reconstitu tion time that does not exceed about 42
seconds. The method of preparing the phannaceutical
batcb(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) may comprise
dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to form a first solution.
efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first solution to form a secoud solution in which the pH-adjusting
solution may comprise a pH-adjusting solution solvent. and
removing the solvent and the pH-adjusting solution solvent
from the st--cond solution.
20 Claims, No Dra,,ings
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2

PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS OF
BIVALIRUDfN AND PROCESSES OF MAKING
THE SAME

Jn light of the medical and thempeutic applications of
bivalimdin, it is essential that the bivalintdin formulation
maintains a high level of purity. The bivalirudin formulation
is a compounded formulation containing bivalintdin, e.g.,
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
bivalirud in undergoes a compounding process following its
synthesis so tha t it is usable and stable for medical and theraThe foregoing applications, and aU documents cited
peutic applications.
therein or during their prosecution ("appln cited documents'')
Impurities such as Asp9 -bivalirudin (deamidation of asparand all documents cited or referenced in the appln cited docuagine at position 9 of bivalirudin to aspartic acid) and
meuts, and all documents cited or referenced herein ("herein 10 o-Pbe 12 -bivalintdiu (isomeri:t.ation of ~-phenylalanine at
cited documents''). and all documents cited or referenced in
position I2 ofbivalimdin to the o-isomer) may be generated
herein cited documents, together with any manufacturer's
during the symhesis of bivalirudiu. Consequently, processes
instructions, descriptions. product specifications, and product
for synthesizing bivalirudin have been developed to minimize
sheets for any products mentioned herein or in any document
ilie generation of impurities. However, impurities can nlso be
incorporatt'CI by reference herein. arc hereby incorporat<:d t5 produced during the compounding process, i.e., the process to
herein by reference, and may be employed in the practice of
generate a formt~ation ofbivalimdin. lt has been shown that
U1e invemion.
various compmmding processes can result in formulations
that have up to 12% of Asp9 -bivalirudin, which may affect
FIELD OF TilE INVEI\!J!ON
product stability and shelf-liJc. Therefore, development of a
20 compounding process for formu lating bivalinrdin tha t conVarious embodiments of the present invention are genersistently generates fommlations having low levels of impuriaUy directed towards a method for preparing a pharmaceutities is desirable.
cal batch(es) or a pharmaceutical fom1ulation(s) comprising
Citation or identification of any document in this applicabivalirudin as the active ingrt'Ciient. Sorueembodimentsofthe
tion is not an admission tha t such document is available as
present invention are also directed towards a phannaceutical 15 prior art to the present invention.
batch(es) or a pharmaceutical formulation(s) comprising
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
bivallrudin as the active ingredient. For example, certain
embodiments of the present invention relate to phamJaceutiVarious embodiments of the present invention relares to a
cal batch(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) of a drug
product having reduced levels of a major degradation prod- 30 compounding process tor preparing a pharmaceutical
batch(es) of a drug product or a phannaceutical
uct. i.e., Asp9 -bivalirudin, which may contribute to improved
formulation(s) comprising bivalintdin as an active illgt'Cd ient.
stability and shell~ life. ln some embodiments, the pharmaTn certain embodiments, the compounding process comprises
ceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) is char(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to fom1 a fi rst solution;
acterized by a maxinum1 impurity level of As[l-bivalirudin
that does not exceed about 0.6%.ln various embodiments. the 35 (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first
solution to form a second solution, wherein Asp9 -bivalintdin
pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical lormulation(s)
in tbe second solution is minimized: and (iii) removing the
of the present iuvemion are charactt~rized by a reconstitution
solvent from tbe second solution.
time that does not exceed about 42 seconds. Various embodiIn some embodiments, tbe pH of the second solution does
ments ofU1e invention fi.111her generally relate to an injectable
dosage tonn comprising a pharmaceutical formulation and a 40 not exceed about 8. In some embodiments, the pH of the
second solution does not exceed about 7. ln further embodivehicle, and methods of administering the injectable dosage
ments, the pH oft be second SQ(ution does no t exceed abQut6.
form.
l n certain embodiments, efficient mixing is achieved by
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
adding the pH-adjusting solution to the fm;t solution, by
45 adding the first solution to the pH-adjusting solution, or a
Anticoagulallls are substances that prevent blood from
combination thereof. In some embodiments, the pH-adjusting solution is added to the first solution in portions. In further
clotting. 111ey arc commonly used during percutaneous coroembodiments, the pH-adjusting solution is added to the first
nary intervention (PC!) and othercatberization techniques in
solution at a constant rate.
order to reduce bleeding complications. One class of anticoag11lants is direct thrombin inhibitors that disrupt the activity so In some embodiments, efficient mixing is achieved by
using one or more mixing devices. In ce11ain embodiments,
of thro mbin, an important protein in the coag11lation cascade.
tile mixing device is selected from a group consisting of a
In particular, biVlllirudin (ANGIOMAX®), which directly
paddle mixer, magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-circulating pump,
inhibits thrombin by specifically binding to both its catalytic
homogenizer. and any combination thereof ln some embodisite and to the anion-binding exosite, is regarded as a highly
effective anticoagulant tor use during catberization proce- ss ments, the mixing device is a homogeni zer. a paddle mixer, or
a combination thereof.
dures.
ln further embodiments, !be efficient mixing is achieved
13ivalirudin. also known as I lirnlog-8, is a synthetic conthrough high shear mixing.
gener of the naturally occurring thrombin peptide inhibitor
In certaiu embodiments, removal of the solvent from the
himdin, which is found in the saliva of the medicinal leech
Hirudo medicinalis. l-limdin consists of 65 an1ino acids, 60 second solution is achieved through lyophilization.
In some embodiments, the ('Ompouudiog process may furalthough shorter peptide segments bave proven to be e!Tective
ther oomprise sterilianion of the second solution before
as thrombin inhi bitors. U.S. Pat. No. 5. 196,404 (incorporated
removal of the solvent. In certain embodinleuts, steri lization
herein by reference) discloses bivalirudin among these
is arhieved by aseptic Hitration.
shorter peptides that demonstrate an anticoagulant activity.
However, in contrast to hintdin. bivalintdin is a reversible 65
Various embodiments of the present invention also rela te to
inhibitor, whic h is ideal for temporary prevention of blood
a pharmaceutical batch(cs) or a phannaceuiical
clotting during catherization procedures.
formulation(s) prepared by the compounding process of the
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invention. In certain embodiments, a phannaceutical
batch(es) or phatmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized
by a maximum impurity level ofAsp 9 -bivalintdin that does
not exceed abou t 0.6%. In some embodiments, a pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical fonuulatiou(s) is cbaracteriztxl by a maximum total impurity levelthnt does not exceed
about 2%. )Jl additional embodiments, a pharmaceutical
batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized
by a maxinnm1 reconsrituiion time that docs not exceed about
42 seconds.
In addition. various embodiments of the presem invention
relate to a pbannaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product or a
pharmaceutical formu latiotl(s) comprising bivallrudi n as an
active ingredient for use as au anticoagulan t in a subject in
ueed thereof. said pharmaceutical hatch(es) or phannaceuticallormulation(s) prepared by a eompmmdingprocess comprising: (i) dissolving bivalimdin in a solvent to form a first
solution: (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the llrst solution to fonn a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent from the second solution.
In certain embodiments. the pharmaceutical batch(es) or
pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximum impurity level of Asp 9 -bivalimdin that does not exceed
about 0.6%. Jn some embodiments, the maximum impurity
level of As p9 -bivalirudiu does not exceed about 0.4%. IJ1
further embodiolents, the maximum impurity level of Asp9 bivalirudiu does not exceed about 0.3%.
In some embodiments of the present invention, the pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fom1ulation(s) is
charactetized by a maxinnun total impurity level tha t does not
exceed about 2%. ln certain embodiments, the maximum
total imptu·ity level does not exceed about I%. ln additional
embodiments. the phanuacentical batch(es) or phanuaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximtuu level of
D-Phe 12-bivalintdin that does not exceed about 2.5%.
lu other embodiments, the pharmaceutical batch(es) or
pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximum reconstitution time that docs not exceed about 42 seconds. In some embodiments, the maximum reeonstit11tion
time does not exceed about 30 seconds. In f11rther embodiments, the maxinlum reconstillltion time does not exceed
about 21 seconds.
In some embodiments of the preseut invention, tbe pharmaceutically acceptable carrier comprises one or more of a
bulking agent or a stabilizing agent. lu certain embodiments,
the phannaceutically acceptable carrier is a bulking agent. ln
additional embodiments. the bulking agent is a sugar. lulhrther embodiments, the sugar is matmitol.
In certain embodiments, eflicient mixing is achieved by
adding the pH-adjusting solution to the first solution. by
addi ng the first solution to the pH-adjusting solution, or a
combination thereof. In some embodiments. the pi t-adjusting solution is added to the t1rst solution at a constant rate. In
further embodiments, elncient mixing is achieved by using
one or more mixing devices. In yet additional embodiments.
the clncient mixing is achieved through high shear mixing.
Moreover, various embodiments of the present invention
relate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product or
pharmacemicallormulation(s) comprising bivalimdin as an
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulan t in a subject in
need thereof. said pharmaceutical batcb(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) prepared by a compounding process comprising: (i) dissolving bivalintdin in a solvent to form a first
solution; (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the first solution to fom1 a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent liom the second solution; wherein the phannaceutical batch(es) or phanuaceutieal fomm lation(s) are char-

acterized by a maxim um impurity level or Asp9-bivalirudin
that does not exceed about 0.6%.
Certain embodiments of the present invention also relate to
a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product or pharmaceutical fonnulatiou(s) comprising bivalin1din as an active ingredient for use as an anticoagulant in a subject in need thereof.
said pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical
formulatiou(s) prepared by a compounding process comprising: (i) dissolving bivalimdin in a solvent to fonu a first
solution: (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the first solution to fom1 a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent from the second solution: wherein the pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s) is characterized by a maximum reconstirution time that does not
exceed about 42 seconds.
Furthermore, various embodiments of the present inveutionrelate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a drug product or
a pharmaceutical fonnulation(s)comprising bivalintdin as an
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulant in a subject in
need thereof. Some embodiments of the present invention
also relate to a phannaceutical batch(es) of a drug product or
a pharmaceutical formulalion(s) comprising bivalirudin as au
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulant in a subject in
need thereof, wbereiu the pbanuaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonuulatiou(s) IS characterized by a maximum
impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalirudin thai does not exceed about
0.6%.
In some embodiments, the maximum impuriry level of
Asp9 -bivalin1din does no! exceed abou t 0.4%. Jn certain
em.bodiments, the maximum impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalimdin does not exceed about 0.3%.
ln additional embodiments. the pbam1aceutical batch(es)
or pharmaceutical fomm lation(s) is fitrthcrcharacterizcd by a
maxi mum total impurity level that does not exceed about 2%.
ln certain embodiments, the maximum total impurity level
does not exceed about 1%. ln some embodiments. the maximum total impurity level does not exceed about 0.5%.
In CCJ1ain embodiments of the invention. the pbamJaccutical batch(es) or phannaceutical lormulation(s) is funher
characterized by a maximum level ofo-Phe12-bivalimdin that
does not exceed about 2.5%.
In some embodiments, the pham1aceutically acceptable
carrier comprises one or more of a bulking agent or a stabilizing agent. In certain emhodin1etl1S. the pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier is a bulking agent.ln further embodiments,
the bulking agent is a sugar. Jo yet addi tional embodiments.
the sugar is mannitol.
Some embodiments of the present invention relate to a
pharmaceu tical batch(es) ofa dntg product or pharmaceutical
formulation(s) comprising bivalirudin as an active ingredient
for use as au auticoag11lant iJl a subject in need thereof,
wherein the pharmaceutical hatch(es) or pham1acenrical formulation(s) is characterized by a maxinuun reconstitution
time. that does not exceed abou t 42 seconds.
In certain embodiments. the maximum reconstirution time
does not exceed about 30 s<X'onds. In some embodi men ts, the
maximum reconstitution time docs ll()t exceed abou t 21 seconds.
In some embodiments of the invention, the phannaceutically acceptable caJTier comprises one or more of a bulking
agent or a stabilizing agent. ]n certain embodiments, the
pbannaceutically acceptable carrier is a bulking agent. l n
further embodiments, the bulking, agent is a sugar. lu yet
additional embodioleuts, the sugar is mannitol.
Also. various embodiments of the present invention relate
to a phan11aceutical batch(cs) of a dmg product or phannaceutical fomltllation(s) comprising bivalirudin as an active
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ingredient for usc as an anticoagulant in a subject in need
thereof, wherein the pharm~ceutical batch(es)or pharmaceutical Jormulation(s) is characterized by a maximum impurity
level ofAsp9 -bivalirudin that docs not exceed about 0.6%, <1
maximum total impurity level tha t docs not exceed about 2%,
and a maximum r~'Constitution time that does not exceed
about 42 seconds.
These and other embodiments are disclosed or are obvious
from and cnoompasscd by. the Jollowing Detailed Description.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

thesis, solution-phase peptide synthesis, or a combination of
solid-phase and solution-phase procedures (e.g., U.S. Pat.
No. 5. 196,404: Okayama et al., Chem. Plwrm. Bull. 1996,44:
1344-1350: Steinmetzer et al.. Eur. J. Biochem. 1999. 265:
598-605; PCT Patent Application WO 91/02750).
As described above. Asp9 -bivalintdin is formed due to
de<tmidation of asparagine at position 9 of bivalirudin to
aspartic acid. llte amino acid sequence ofAsp9 -bivalirudin is:
(o-Phe)-J>ro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Giy-Giy-Gly-Asp-Giy-Asp-Phet ~ Glu-Giu-llc-Pro-Giu-Giu-Tyr-Leu (SEQ 10 NO: 2). Funhcr.
o-Phe12-bivalimdin is generated from ic;omeri?ation oft-phenylalanine at position 12 ofbivalirudin to t11e o-isomer. The
amino acid sequence of o-Phe12 -bivalintdin is (o-Pbe)-ProArg-Pro-Gly-Gly-Gly-Giy-Asn-Giy-Asp-(o-Phe)-Giu-Glut~ llc-Pro-Glu-Glu-Tyr-Lcu (SEQ ID NO: 3)
Rivalintdin inhibits blood cloning by binding to thrombin.
a key serine protease in blood clot formation. This synthetic
20 amino acid peptide binds to thrombin at the catalytic site
and at 1he anion-hind ing cxocite, thereby inhibiting thrombin.
20 Thrombin plays a centml role in hcmoswsis. The ooagulation
pathway initiates clouing when thrombin. a serine protease.
converts fibrinogen into fibrin. Additionally. tllrombin activates Factor XIII into Factor Xllla (the latter \\hich links
fibrin polymers covalently), !'actors V and VIII (which pro25 mote thrombin generation). and platelets (which help propagate the thrombus).
Titc method of delivery or bivalimdin may be througlt
intravenous administration. 13iv<~lirudin may be supplied in
single-usc vials as a white lyophiliz.:d sterile cake. E(lCh
30 single-use vial may contain about 250 mg. of bivalirodin.
When reconstituted with a sterile aqueous solution tor injectinn. the product yields a clear to opalescent, colorless to
sligl!tly yellow, solution. Such a solution has a pi I of about
5-6.
3'
Tile pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) according to certain embodiments of the present
invention may be used in any application which requires
altered or inhibited thrombin activity. ·n1c phannaceutical
batch(cs) or pharmaceutical fonnulntion(s) may be used to
40 alter or inhibit the coag1tlation cascade, for example. as an
anticoagulant.
Approved indications include treatment in patients with
unstable angina undergoing percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty: administ.mtion with the pnwisional use of
4~ glycoprotein Ilb/llla inhibitor Jor usc as an anticoagulant in
patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI): and treatment in patients with. or at risk of heparininduced thrombocytopenia (HIT) or heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and thrombosis syndrome (I UTTS) undergoing
so PC!. Also. the pharmaceutical batch(cs) or pharmaceutical
formulation(s) according to various embodiments of the
present invemion can be used forti1C prevention and treatmem
0 rvenous thromboembolic disease.

Various embodiments of the present invention relate to a
compounding proccs~ for preparing a pharmaceu tical
batch(es) of a dmg product, which results in pharmaceutical
lormulations comprising bivalirudin and a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier. Certai nembodiments of the present inventionalso relate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product. resultant phamtaceutical fommlatioo(s) comprising
bivalirudin and a phamtaccutically acceptable carrier. and an
injectable dosage form comprising the pharmaceutical formulation and a vehicle.
As used here. "batch'' or "pham1aceutical batch"' refers to
material produced by a single execution of a compounding
process of various embodiments of tl1e present invention.
"Batches" or"pharmaccutical batches" as defined herein may
include a single batch, wherein the ~ingle batch is representative of all commercial batches (sec generally. Manual of
Policies and Procedures, Center for Dmg Evaluation aud
Research, MAPP 5225. L Guidance on tile Packaging ofTest
Batches at 1). and wherein the levels o[ for example. Asp9 bivalimdin. total impurities. and largest unknown impurity,
and the reconstitution time represent levels for all potential
batches made by said process. "Batches" may also include all
batches prepared by a same compow1ding process.
The tem1 "dmg product'' herein refers to an active ingr<.!dient and a phannaoeutically acceptable carrier.
The term "formulation" or "phamtaceuticaJ formulation"
refer; to a unit dose of an nctivc pharmaceutical ingredient
aud a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, whlch is prepared
by the various prt.1cesscs in certain embodiments 11f the
J>resent invention. In the case oft he present pharmaceutical
formulation. the active pbarmaCl'llltcal ingredient is bivalintdin.
The term "carrier" refers to any component of the pharmaceutical bateh(cs) or phanllaceutical fonuulation(s) that. for
example. scl"\·es as a bulking agent or functions as a stabili7ing agent for tile active ingredient. A bulking agent refers to
any material that fills or provides volume to the active ingreclient. Examples or appropriate bulking agents may include,
but are not limited to, sugars such as mannitol. sucrose, lactose, fntctosc and trehalose.
A stabilizing agen t refct-:; to any material which servt'S to
PrtlC(.'SS lor Preparing a Pharmaceutical Batch(es) or a Pharminimize degradation of the active ingredient. Examples of 55
maceutical Pormulation(s)
stabilizing agent$ may include. but arc not limited to, antioxiVarious embodinleuts of the present invention relate to a
dants. buJJcring agents. preservatives, etc.
compounding process for pr('paring a pharmaceutical
Bivalimdin has the chemical name of o-Phenylalanyi-Lbatch(cs) or pharmaceutical formulationts) comprising bivaProlyi-L-Arginyi-L-Prolyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Llimdin.
Asparagyi-Giycyl-t -Aspanyl-t-Phenylalanyi-L-Giutamyi-L- 6;l
I) Dissolving Bivalimdin in a Soh ent to Fonn a Bivalimdin
Glutamyl-L-lsoleucyl-t-Prolyl-t.-Giutamyi-L-Glutamyi-LSolution
Tyrosyl-t-Lcucinc trifluoroacetatc (~h) hydrate and ha$ a
In the compounding process of various embodiments of tile
molecular weight of21 80 daltons. Bivalin1din is made up of
present invention, bivalintdin may be dtssolved in a solvent to
the anilno acid sequence: (n-Phe)-Pro-Arg-Pro-Giy-GiyGly-Giy-Asn-Giy-Asp-Phe-G iu-Giu-lle-Pro-Giu-Giu-Tyr- 65 form a bivalirodin solution.l3ivalil\ldin may be commercially
purchased or synthesized by various procedures as described
Leu(SEQ ID NO: I). Methods lor thcsynthcsisofbivalirudin
nbove The concentration ofbivalintdin in the solvem may be
may include. but arc not limited to. solid-phase peptide syn-
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between about 0.010 g/mL and about I gimL, or between
may comprise carriers such as dissolved sugars. For instance,
about 0.050 g/m.L and about 0.1 g/mL. Solvents may include
the sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose or frucaqueous and non-aqueous liquids, including but not limited
tose; a disaccharide Sltch as sucrose, maltose, or trehalose; an
to, mono-and di-alcohols such as methanol, ethanol, isoprooligosaccharide; or a polysaccharide. The sugar may also be
pyl alcohol, and propylene glycol: polyhydric alcohols such
a sugar alcohol, such as sorbitol or maWJ.itol. The quan tity of
as glycerol aud polyethylene glycol: bul1ers; and water.
the carrier in the pH-adjusting solution solvent may be
adjusted to provide the final product as described above.
The solvent may comprise carriers such as sugars. For
The base is mixed or dissolved in the pH-adjusting solution
example. the sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose
solvent. 'DJC mixing or dissolution can be performed by methor fmctose; a disaccharide such as sucrose, maltose, or trehalose: an oligosaccharide; or a polysaccharide. Altematively. 10 ods known in the art. For instance. the base may be addl.'Cito
the pl !-adjusting solution solvent rapidly, slowly, in portions,
the sugar may be a sugar alcohol, such as sorbitol or marmitol.
at a constant rate. at a variable rate. or a combination thereof.
The quantity of carrier in the solvent may be adjusted to
Also. a mixing device known in lbeart maybe used to mix the
provide a phannaceutical batch or pharmaceutical .formulabase and the pll-aqjustingsolutiou solvent. Examples of mixtion preferably having a ratio of the carrier to the active
ingredient of between about 5:1 and abou t I: 10, or between t5 ing devices may include, but are not limi ted to. a paddle
mixer, magnetic stirrer, sltaker, re-<:i.rculating pump, homogabout 1: I and about 1:4, or more preferably about 1:2.
enizer, and any combination thereof. The mixing device may
Bivalimdin can be dissolved in lhe solvent by methods
be applied at a mixingrate between about JOOand about 1500
known in the art, preferably by adding the bivalin1din to the
rpm, or between about 300 and abou t 1200 rpm. TI1e base is
solvent. For example, bivalirudin may be added to the solvent
rapidly, slowly, in portions, at a constant rate, at a variable 20 added/mixed with the pH-adjusting solution solvent in a
quantity tl1at will result in a pE-l-adjusting solution tl1at is
r<~te. or a combination thereof. A mixing device known in the
characterized as being between about 0.01 Nand about 5 N,
(Ut may be used to dissolve bivalirudin. Examples of mixing
or between about 0. 1 Nand I N.
devices may include. but are not limited to, a paddle mixer,
-Inc pH-frdjusting solution may then be mixed witb the
magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-circulating pump, homogenizer,
and any combination thereof. The mixing device may be 15 bivalirudiu solution. This mixing may occur by adding the
pH-adjusting so'lution to the b.ivalimdiu solution. Altemaapplied at a mixing rate between about 100 and about 2000
tively, tl1e bivalimdin solution may be added to the pH-adrpm, or between about 300 and aboutl500 rpm. The solution
justing solution. or the pH-adjusting solution and tl1c bivaresultiJJg from dissolving the bivalirudin in U1c solvent is
lirudiu solution may be added simultaneously (into a separJte
referred to here as the "bivalirudin solution" or alrematively
30 vessel), or there may be a combination of these addilion
the "first solution."
methods thereof. It is important during the adding or mixing
2) Mixing a pH-Adjusting Solution with the Bivalirudi nSoluof the pH-adjusting solution and the biv-<1limdin solution that
tion to Form a Compounding. Solution
pi I is controlled. Sec below. The solution resulting from
The compounding process may comprise mixing a pHmixing the pll-adjustiug solution aud tbe bivalimdiu solution
adjusting solution with the bivalirudin solution to form a 35 is referred to here a~ the "compounding solution," or the
compounding solution. lne pH-adjusting solution may be
"second solution." The compounding solution or the second
prepared before, after, or simultaneously with, the bivalirudin
solution can refer to the bivatimdin solution during or atler
solution.
the pll-adjusting solution is added, or can refer to the pHTI1e pH-adjusting solution may comprise a base dissolved
aqjusting solution during or aller the bivalimdin solution is
in a solvent, wherein the solvent is referred to here as the 40 added. or can refer to the resulting solmion formed during or
"pH-adjusting solution solvent." In othrr words, the solution
after both the pH-adjusting solution and the bivalirudiu soluresulting from the combination of the base with the pHtion are added together.
adjusting solution solvent is referred to here as the "pHThe mixing of the pll-adjusting solution and the bivalimadjusting solution."TI1e pi 1-adjustingsolution may also comdiu solution may occur under controlled cond.itiOJIS. For
prise a neat base such as pyridine or a volatilizable base such 45 example. temperature may be controlled by means known in
as amruot1inm carbonate.
the art, such as by mixing tl1e pH-adjusting solution and the
TI1c base may be an organic base or an inorganic basc.ll1e
bivalirudin solution in a vessel inside a cooling jacket. TI1c
tcm1s "inorganic base" and "organic base," as used herein,
temperal11rc may be set between abo ut 1° C. and abom25° C..
refer to compounds that react with an acid to form a salt;
or between about 2° C. and about 10° C. In some instances.
compounds that produce hydroxide ions in an aqueous solu- 50 the temperaltlre may exceed 25° C. for lin1ited periods of
tion (Arrhenius bases); molecules or ions that captu re hydrotime. Also, the mixing of the pH-adjusting solution and the
gen ions (Bronsted-Lowry bases); and/or molecules or ions
bivalirudin solution may occur under controlled conditions
that donate au electron pair to form a chemical bond (Lewis
such as under nitrogen, etc.
bases). In certain processes, lh.e inorganic or organic base
The pH-adjusting solution will be efficiently lllixed with
may be an alkaline carbonate, an alkaline bicarbonate, au 55 the bivalimdin solution to form the compounding solution.
alkaline earth metal carbonate, an alkaline hydroxide, an
Et11cient mixing of the pH-aqjustiog solution with the bivaalkaline earth metal hydroxide. an amine. or a pbospl1ine. For
lirudin solution will minimize levels of Asp 9 -bivalimdin in
example, the inorganic or organic base may be an alkaliue
the compounding solution. "1\.iinimize" as used herein refers
hydroxide such as lithium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide,
to tbe generation of a level of Asp9 -bivalimdin in the comcesium hydroxide, or sodium hydroxide; an alkaline carbon- 60 pounding solution that is less than about 0.6%. or less than
ate such as calcium carbonate or sodium carbonate; or an
about 0.4%, or less than abo ut 0.3%.
alkaline bicarbonate such as sodium bicm·bonate.
Critical to the ellicient mixing is the !~1ct that the isoelectric
Solvents may include aqueous and non-aqueous liquids,
point ofbivalinrdin is about 3.6. As the bivalimdin solution
including but not limited to. mono- and di-alcohols such as
itself has a pH of between about 2.5 and about 2.8, and the
methanol, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol. and propylene glycol: 65 compounding solution is adjusted to a final pH of between
polyhydric !llcohols such as glycerol and polyethylene glyabout 5.1 and about 5.5. a portion of bivalinrdin precipitates
out during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution. -nle
col; buffers; and water. The pH-adjusting solution solvent
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charttcteristics of this precipitate are critical to regulating and
controllingAsp9 -bivalirudin levels.
For example. if the pH-adjusting solution is imroduced
without efficient mixing, a dense precipitate may form. This
dense precipitate may result in a slower dissolution and the
surrounding solution being maintained at a high pH for
extended time. Although the concentration of bivalinldin in
the solution phase is low. it is also very susceptible to Asp9 bivalintdin generation at this high pH.
Couvecsely, if the pH-adjusting solution is efficiently
mixed with the bivalimdin solution. the formed precipitate is
amorphous. The amorphous character allows for a more rapid
re-dissolulion of the precipitate and a better comrol of pH
throughout the compounding process. Thus, process operations to control the pH transition through efficient mixing
provide a significant process improvement and control of
Asp9 -bivaJirudin levels.
Not wishing to be bound by theory. Asp 9 -bivliarudin may
also be generated by higj1 pll or"bot spots," which are defined
here as concentrated sites in the compounding solution that
have much higher pH levels than the surrounding environment. An example of a hoi spot is a site in the compounding
solution having~~ pH of about 12, wllile the surrounding
solution has a pH of about 5. Asp9 -bivliamdin may also be
generated by high pH levels in the compounding solution in
general. It has been lound that efficient mixing reduces ti1e
generation of "ltot spots" or high levels of pl-1 in tile compounding solution while the pH-adjusting solution and the
bivalirudin solution arc being addtXVmixed. 'f1llls, effici ent
mixing may control the overall pH level of the compotmding
solution to a level not exceeding about 8. or a level not
exceeding about 7, or a level not exceeding about 6, or even a
level not cxceedingabout5.5.
Efficient mixing is characterized by minimizing levels of
Asp9 -bivalirudin in the compounding so.l ution. This may be
achieved through various methods. One such method may be
to add or combine the pH-adjusting solution and bivaJirudin
solution portion-wise, i.e., in portions. For instance, the pHadjustingsolution may be added to the bivalirudin solution in
portions of set quantities, wherein each addition is separated
by a period of time. lhe quantity of p!J-adjusting solution
may be approximately equal or may vary among the portions.
For example, the pll-adjusting solution may be added in four
portions, wherein each po11ion comprises about 25% of the
total pH-adjusting solution volume. As another example, the
pH-adjusting solution may be added in three p0l1ions, such
that the first portion comprises about 45% of the total pHadjusting solution volume, the second portion comprises
about 30% of the total pH-adjtlsting solution volume, and the
third portion comprises about 25% of the total pH-adjusting
solution volume.
TI1e pH-adjusting solution may also be added in portions
such that there is a combination of equal and unequal quantities. For insta11ce, the pH-adjusting solution may be divided
into four portions. wherein the first poJtion comprises about
45% of the total pH-adjusting solution volume, the second
portion comprises about 25% of the total pH-adjusting solution volume, and the third and founh portions each comprise
about IS% of the total pH-adjusting solution voltm1e.
The period of time between the addition of each portion
may vary.This period may be a set duration of time regardless
of the number of portions ancVor volume of the portions to he
added. Alternatively, the period oftimemay vary according to
the number of portions ancVor volume of tl1e portions to be
added. For example. the period of time between adding four
equal portions may be about 5 minutes between each addition. As another example. the period of lime after adding a

first portion comprising abom60% ofthe total pH-adjusting
solution volume may be about 15 minutes, while the period of
rin1e after adding a second portion comprising abou t 40% of
the total pH-adjusting solution voltune may be about 5 minutes.
TI1e period of time betweeu the addition of each portion
may also be based upon a set total time for adding the pHadjusting solution. For instance, if the total time for addi ng a
pH-adjusting solution is set at about 20 minutes, then the
period of time after adding each portion comprising about
25% of the total pH-adjusting solution volw11e may be about
5 minutes.In certain embodiments of the present invention,
the total time lor adding the pH-adjus ting solution may be a
duration of between aboutSminutcs and about 40 minutes, or
between about I0 minutes and about 30 minutes, or between
about IS minutes and about 25 minutes.
Et'ficient mixing may also be achieved by adding the pHadjusting solution to the bivalirudin solution at a constant
rate. The pH-adjusting solution may be added at a rate of
between about 0.5% and about 50% of the total pH-adjusting
solution vo!UOJe, per minute; or between about 1% and abou t
25% of the total pH-adjustingsolution volLune, per minute; or
between about 3% and about 8% of the total pH-adjusting
solution volume, per minute.
'D1c pH-adjusting solutiou may alternatively be added at a
varia ble rate to the bivalintdin solution. As an example, tl1e
rate may increase Ji·om about 5% to about 200.4> of the total
pl1-adjusting solution volume per minute during the addition
of the pH-adjusting solution.
The pH-adjusting solution may also be added to the bivalintdin solution portion-wise, wherein each portion is added
at a constant or variable rate. The po11ions may be added in
equal amounts. unequal amow1ts, or a combination thereof.
Further, each portion may be added at the same or di1Tercnt
constant rates. or tile same or different variable rates. or a
combination thereof. As an example, lhe first portion comprising 60% of the total pH-a<ljusting solution may be added
at 5% of the portion volume per minute, while fou r subsequent portions each comprising about 10% of the to tal plladjusting solution may be added at 10% of the portion volume
per minu te.
Furthermore, efficient mixing may be achieved through the
use of one or more mixing devices. Examples of mixiug
devices that may be us<.-d in various embodiments of the
present invention may include. but are not limited to. a paddle
mixer, magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-<:irculating pump, homogenizer. and any combination thereof. The mixiug rate of. for
instance, a paddle mixer may be between about 100 rpm and
1000 rpm, or between about 400 rpm and a bout 800 rpm. The
mixing rate for. as an example, a homogenizer (i.e .. high shear
mixing) may be between about 300 and about 6000 rpm, or
between about 1500 rpm and about 3000 rpm.
Since most proteins and peptides <lre susceptible to degradation by high shear, it was ini tially thought that bivalintdin
could only be lormulated using a compounding process
employing low shear. Surprisingly, high shc:~ r mixing, such
as through the usc of a homogenizer, could $uccessli.llly be
used io the compounding process.
Tite mixing device may mix cootinuously during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution. or at specific periods of
time, e.g., between the addi tions of port'ions, a!ler the pHadjusting solution is added, etc.
In addition, more than one mixing device may be used
when the pH-adjusting solution is added to the bivalimdin
solution. For example, a paddle mixer may be used at the
surfac.c oftbe bivalimdin solution and a homogenizer may be
used near the bottom of the bivalimdin solution. When more
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than one mixmg device is u ed, they may be operated at the
same mixing rate or di ITerent mixing rates. or a combination
thereof. TI1c mixing devices may also be operated at the same
periods of time, at dtfTerent periods of time. ora combination
thcrt,'Of. during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution.
Similarly. a mixing device may be used with the addition of
the bivalirudin solution to the pH-adjusting solution. or with
the addition of the pll-adjusting solution and the bi\·alirudin
solution together.
Mor..:over. efl'icicnt mixing may be achieved through adding the pll-adju~ting solution to specific ~ites within the bivalirudin solution. For instance, the pll-adjusting solution may
be add.:d to the surface of the bivalimdin solution or to the
bottom of the bivalimdin solution. In the cases wherein a
mixing device is used. the pll-adjustiog solution may be
added to the site of the mixing device, e.g.. at the site of the
paddles of the paddle mixer or the blades of the homogenizer.
The pll-adjusting solution may also be added to more than
one ~i tc in the bivalirudin solution; for example. the pHadju~ting solution may be added simultaneously at the top of
the bivalirudin solution and m the site of the mixing device.
Altemativcly, the bivalirudin solution may be added to the
pll-adjusting solution at specific s1tes and at more than one
site within the pll-adjusting solution. a~ described above.
Optionally. once the compounding solution is fom1ed, the
pi I or the linal volume of the compounding solution may be
adjusted to a specified level before removal of the solvent (see
below). Titc pH or \'Oiume can be adjusted using methods
known in the art, for instance. the addition of a pH-adjusting
solution as described abo\c.
·1bc compounding solution may also be sterilized before
the removal of solvent. The compounding solution may
undergo aseptic filtmtion using, for example, a 02 ~un disposable membrane lifter. to sterilize the compowxling solution. Techniques of sterili;ing the compounding solution arc
known in the art (sec. e.g.. 13crovic. Biotedmol. A111111. Rev.
2005. II :257 -79).
Furthermore, following steriliZ<Jtion. the compounding
solution may he aliquoted into containe~ such as vials,
bottles. ampoules, sylinges, etc.

about 0.05 torr and about 5torr, or between about 0.1 torr and
about 3 torr. In other instances. onl:r one lyophilization step
may be required.
11Je solvent may also be removed from the compounding
solution through other li:chniques such as !>pmy drying and
spmy-freete drying (sec. e.g.. Lee. Pltanu. Biotechnol. 2002.
13: 135-58; Maa N al., Curr. Pltarm. Biotechno/. 2000, I :283302). vacuum drying. super critical fluid processing. air drying, or other fom\S of C\aporativc drying, as known in the art.
JO

Alternative Compounding Process
Jn other embodiments. an alternative compounding process for preparing a phaml(lceutical batch(es) or a phannaceuticallormulation(s) comprising bivalirudin may comprise
(1) preparinjl, <I bivnlirudin solution, (2) mixing the bivalinlt5 din solution with a pll-adjusting solution. (3) mixing the
biv~11irudin/pll-adj usting ~elut ion with a rarrier to form a
compounding solution.
11Je bivalimdin solution may be prepared by mixing bivalirudin in an aqueous or non-aqut•ous solvent as described
20 ubove.Tite resulting bivalimdin solution may be mixed with
a pH-adjusting solution as described above. including adding
the bivalimdin solution to the pll-adjusting solution. or viceversa.
·nte combined bivalimdin/pH-adjusting solution may then
25
be mixed with a carrier such iiS a bulking agent or stabiliLing
agent as described above. For example. the carrier may be a
sugar such as mannitol. The bivalirudinlpll-adjusting solution and the camcr may be cfl'iciently mixed using methods
described in this application.

3:>

35

40

3) Removal of Solvent from the Compounding Solution

TI1e compounding process of various embodiments of the
invention may comprise removing solvents from the compounding solution in order to produce a phannaccutical
batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s).
Removal of the solvent from the compotmding solution
may be achieved through lyophilization. which comprises
frcc7ing the compounding solution and then reducing the
surrounding pressure to allow the frotcn solvent/moisture m
the material to sublime directly from a solid phase to a gas
phase. The lyophiliZ<Jt1on process may be performed by methods known in the art (see. e.g.. Liu. Pharm. De~~ Tee/mol.
2006. II : 3-28; Tan!l, et al., Pltarm Res. 2004.21: 191-200:
Nail ct al.. Pltarm. Bioteclmol. 2002. 14:281-360: U.S. Pat.
Nos. 7.351,431. and 6.821.515, '' hich arc incorporated by
reference).
For example, the compounding solution may be frozen
using such tcciUJiqucs as. but not limited to. mechanical
refrigeration, dry ice, and liquid nitrogen. The temperature
may he cooled to a mnge of between about 0" C'. and about
-80° C., or between abom -20° C. and about - 55° C. fbe
primary lyophiliZlltion step may be characterized by a lowered prcssureofbctwecn about 0.05 torr and aboutlOtorr, or
between abou t I toiT and about 5 torr. The scconda1y lyophilil'..:llion step may be characterized by a pressure between
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Pbam1aceutical Batch(cs) or Pharmaceutical Formulation(s)
Geoemted by the Compounding Process
In thccharactcri;.ntion of the phannaceutical bmch(es) and
phannaccutkal fom1ulation(s) gencmted by the compounding process. the levels of a par.uncter detem1ined from the
pbannaceutica1 fonuu lation(s) prepared by a single execution
of a compounding process are representative of the entire
batch. Moreover. values for impurity levels include those
amounts generated by the synth(.'Sis of the active pbarmaccu·
tical ingr~ient together with those levels generated by the
compounding process.
Each pharmaceutical batch or plwmaceutical fonnulation
prep<~red by th<.! compounding proc(.'SS may be rharacterized
by an impu rity lcvclllt'Asp~ -bivalirudin not exceeding about
1.5%, or not exceeding about 1%, or not exceeding about
0.6%, or not exceeding about 0.4%. or not exceeding about
0.3%.
The pharmaceutical batch(es) or the phamJaceutical formulation(s) prepared by the compounding process may be
ebarocterized by a total impurity level not exceeding abom
6%. or not exceeding about 3%, or not exceedingabout2%, or
not exceeding about I%. or not exceeding about 0.5%. ''Total
impuril) level" refers to tbecombincd total of all measurable
impurities in the phann;Jccutical batch(es) or the phannaceutical fonnulation(s).
·nl(~ rccon~tllution time. i.e., time n.-quircd to pn:pare the
pllllmlaceutical batch(~.--s) or the phamJaccutical
formulation(s) for usc, for 1he phannaceutica I batch(es) or the
phamJaceutical formulation(s) may be characterized by a
reconstitution time not exceeding about 180 seconds. or not
exceeding about 72 seconds, or not ~xteeding about 42 seconds. or not cxcc.lcding abou t 30 ~cconds, or not exceeding
about 21 seconds. or not excc.:ding aboutl5 seconds.
Reconstitution time may be determined. for example. by
add[ng 5 mL of wa ter to a unit dosage vial comprising the
bivnlirudin pharmuceutical fonnu lation. Immediately afier
adding th<' appropri:1tc diluent (e.g.. water, saline. etc.), a
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timer is siarted. 'Tlle vial is shaken vigorously, with inversion,
The pharmaceutical batc b(es) or pharmaceutical formula·
for approximately 10 seconds. The vial is viewed to detertion(s) generated by the compounding process may be charmine if the solid has dissolved.lfthe solid has not completely
acterized by consistently having a meau reconstirution times
dissolved, the vial is shaken for another 10 seconds. These
not exceeding abou t 60 seconds, or not exceeding about 30
steps are repeated until all the solid dissolves, at which point
seconds. or not exceedingabout21seconds, or not exceeding
the time is stopped and reco rded.
about 15 seconds.
Moreover. the pham1aceutical batch(es) or phanuaceutical
The pharmaceutical batcb(es) or the pharmaceutical forfonnu!ation(s) generated by the compounding process may
mulation(s) prepared by the compounding process may relate
relate to one or more of the characteristics describoo above.
to one or more of the characteristics described above.
Collecrivcly. the compounding process of certain embodi- JO Pharmaceutical
Batcb(es)
1md
Pham1aceutical
ments of the invention described herein may consistently
Fonnulation(s)
generate phannaceutical batches or pha1maceulical formulaCertain embodiments of IlK· present invention relate to a
tions having the same characteristics. As used herein. the use
pharmaceutical batcb(es) or pharmaceutical forrnulation(s)
of the terms "consistent" or "consistently" in reference to the
comprising bivalirudiu and a pharmaceutically acceptable
compounding process indicates that about 85% of tbc phar- 15 canicr. The carrier is any component of the pham1aceutical
maceutical batchles) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) have a
batcb(es) or pbam1aceutical formulation(s) that, for example,
specific characteristic. or wherein about 900/o of the phannaserves as a bu Iking agent or f1111clions as a stabilizing agent for
ceutical batch(es) or pbmmaceutical formulation(s) have the
the active ingredient.
characteristic. or about 95% of the phannaceurical batch(es)
The solvent may comprise carriers such as sugars. For
or philrmaceutical formulation(s) bave the characteristic, or 20 example, i he sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose
about 99%ofthe pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
or Jiuctosc; a disaccharide such as sucrose, maltose. or trehatormulation(s) have said characteristic, or 100% of the pharlose; an oligosaccharide: or a polysaccharide. Alternatively,
maceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) have
the sugar may be a st1gar alcohol. such as sorbitol or manu.itol.
said characteristic.
A
pharmaceutical batcb(es) or pbam1aceutical
In various embodiments of the present invention, the phar- 25 lormulation(s) may be characterized by an impurity level or
Asp9 -bivalin1din not exceeding about 1.5%. or not exceeding
maceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s) genabout J%, or not exceeding abotlt 0.6%. or not exceeding
erated by tbe compounding process may be choracterized by
about 0.4%. or not exceeding about 0.3%.
consistently having a maximum impurity level ofAsp9 -bivaA
pbannaceutical batch(es) or pham1aceutical
limdin not exceeding about J.5%, or not exceeding about I%,
or not exceeding about 0.6%.or notexceedingabout 0.4%. or 30 lomwlation(s) may be characterized by a total impurity level
uot exceeding about 6%, or not exceeding about 3%, or not
not exceeding about 0.3%.
exceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about I%. or not
The phaonaceutical batch(es) or phatmaceutical fonnulaexceeding about 0.5%.
tion(s) prepm'ed by the compounding process may be characA
pharmaceutical batcll(es) or pham1aceutical
terized by consistently having a mean impurity level ofAsp9 bivalirudi n not exceediugaboul 1.5%, or not exceeding about 35 formulation(s) may also be characterized by a reconstitution
time not exceeding about I 80 seconds, ornot exceeding abou1
0.5%, or uot exceeding abo ut 0.4%. or not exceeding about
72 seconds, or not exceeding about42 seconds, or not exceed·
0.3%.
ing about30 seconds, or not exceeding about 21 seconds, or
The phanuaceutical batch(es) or phannaceuticaJ Jonnulanot exceeding about I5 seconds.
tion(s) gcncratoo by the compounding process may be char40
Further, a pharmaceutical batch(cs) or pham1accuticalloracterized by consistently having a maximum total impurity
mulation(s) may relate to one or more of the characteristics
level not exceeding about 6%, or not exceL>ding about 3%, or
described above.
not exceeding about 2%. or not exceeding about I%, or not
A pharmaceutical batcb(es) or pham1aceutical
exceeding about 0.5%.
may be characterized by a maximum impurity
ll1c phannaceutical batch(cs) or pharmaceulical lonnula- 4 to rmulation(s)
9
tion(s) generatoo by the compounding process may be char- 5 level of Asp -bivalirudinuot exceeding about 1.5%, or not
exceeding about J%, or not exceeding about 0.6%. or not
acterized by consistently havi ng a mean total impurity level
exceeding about 0.4%, or not exceeding about 0.3%. TI1e
not exceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about l.3%, or not
phannaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s)
exceeding about I .l%. or not exceeding about 0.5%.
may
also be characterized by a mean impurity level of Asp9 The pbanuaceutical batcb(es) or phannaceutical lormula50 bivaJirudin not exceeding abou t 1.5%, or not exceeding about
tion(s) genera too by the compounding process may be char0.5%, or not exceeding about 0.4%, or not exceeding about
acterizoo byconsistently havinga maximum largest unknown
0.3%.
impurity level not exceeding about I%. or not exceeding
Moreover. a pharmaceutical batch(es) or formulation(s)
about 0.5%, or not exceeding about 0.4%, or not exceeding
may be characterized by a mal<imum total impurity level not
about 0.3%.
55 exceeding abotn 6%, or not exceeding about 3%, or not
The pbannaceutical batch(es) or phannaceulical fonnulaexceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about 1%. or not
lion(s) genera too by the compoundi ng process may be charexceeding about 0.5%. In addition, the batch(es) may be
acterized by consistently having a mean largest unknown
characterized by a mean total impurity level not exceeding
in1puriry level not exceeding about 1.0%, or not exceeding
about 2%, or not exceeding abou t 1.3%. or not exceeding
about 0.27%, or not exceeding about 0.25%, or not exceeding 60 aboutl.l%. or no t exceeding abou t 0.5%.
about 0.2%.
TI1e batch(es) may also be characterized by a maximum
TI1e phannaceutical batch(es) or pharmitceutical formulalargest unknown impurity level not exceeding about 1%, or
tion(s) generated by the compounding process may be charnot exct•eding about 0.5%, or not exceeding about 0.4%. or
acterized by consistently having a maximmu reconstitution
not exceeding about 0.3%. The batcb(es) may fu rther be
time not exceeding aboll! I80 seconds, or not exceeding about 65 clutracterized by a mean largest unknown impurity level 1101
72 seconds. or not exccedingabout 42 seconds. or notexceedexceeding about 1%, or not exceeding about 0.27%, or not
ing about 30 seconds, or not exceeding about 21 seconds.
exceeding about 0.25%. or not exceeding about 0.2%.
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Yet, the batch(es) may be characterized by a maximum
reconstitution time not exceeding about 180 seconds, or not
exceeding about 72 seconds. or not exceeding about 42 seconds, or not exceeding about 30 seconds, or not exceeding
about2 Jseconds. Also, the batcb(es) may be characterized by
a meao reconstitution time not exceeding about 60 seconds,
or not exceeding about 30 seconds. or not exceeding about 2l
seconds. or not exceeding about l 5 seconds.
Moreover. the phanuaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
fonnu lation(s) may relate toone or more of the characteristics 10
described above.
The phannaceutical batch(es) or pbannaceutical formulation(s) may be generated by the compoooding processes
described above. Thus, the batch(es) may be prepared by a
compounding process comprising dissolving bivalintdin in a 15
solvent to fom1 a bivalintdin solution. eflkicntly mixing a
pi !-adjusting solution with the bivalimdin solution to form a
compounding solution. and removing solvents from the compOtmding solution. This compounding process includes all c)f
the embodiments as described above.
20

tor ((see, e.g.. Allie et al., Vase. Dis. Manage. 2006, 3: 368375). Altcmativcly, the injectable dosage fonn may be combined with blood ti1ioners including, but not limited to,
coumadin, warfarin, and preferably, aspirin.
The invention will now be fi.uther described by way of the
following non-limiting examples, wbich further illustrate the
invention, and are not intended, nor should they be interpreted
to, limit the scope ofthe invention.

EXAMPLES
Example 1

Generation of High Levels ofAsp9 -Bivalirudin

A study was performed in three parts to determine levels of
Administering the Phannaceutical Fonnulation
Asp9 -bivalimdin generated in batches prepared by comVarious embodiments of the present invention further
pounding processes having different methods of mixing the
relate to a method of administering I he pharmaceutical formulation of certain embodiments of the present invention to a 15 pH-adjusting solution with the bivalintdin solt11ion to form a
compounding solution. More specifically, the study exam·
subject, wbicb comprises preparing an injeclable dosage
fonn, and then delivering the injectable dosage form to lhe
ined the eiTects of adding the pH-adjusting solution to th~
subject parenterally.
bivalirudin solution in pot1ions with inefficient mixing, the
TI1e injectable dosage form is prepared by reconsti1111ing
eft'ccts of having high levels of pll in the compounding soluthe phannaceutical fom1u Ia tion in a phannaceutically accep t- 30 tion. and the effects of high shear mixing of the compounding
able vehicle. Methods of reconstitu ting the pharmaceutical
solution on Asp9 -bivalirudin levels.
formu lation are well known in !111: art PhamJaccutically
In a first part of the study, the bivalirudin solution (-600
acceptable vehicles are also well known in the art and can
mL)
comprised bivalirudin at a concentration of -OJ mglmL
include, but are not limiled to. water and saline for injection.
As an example. the injectable dosage fom1 may be pre- 35 in a 2.64% w/w mannitol solution.Tite pH-adjusting solution
(233 mL) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide ina 2.64% w/w
pared by adding water to the pharmaceutical formulation and
dissolving the phannaceutical formulation. This solution can
mannitol solution. Asp9 -bivalimdin levels were measured
then be further diluted in 5% dextrose in water or 0.9%
throughouttbeexperiment by high-performance liquid chrosodium chloride for iojection.
matography (IIPLC). pH was also measured through the
Methods of delivering the injectable dosage form pareoter- 40 experiment. One measurement ofAsp9 -bivalimdin was taken
ally are well known in the an. For example, the injectable
immediately aJter the bivalirudin solution was fanned (base·
dosage fc1rm may be delivered intravenously.
line).
TI1e dosage form may be an intravenous bolus dose of
The pH-adjusting solution was added to the bivalirudin
between about 0.25 mglkg nnd nbout 1.50 mglkg, or between
solution
in four equal portions over the total duration of abom
about 0.50 mglkg to about 1.00 mg/kg. or abou t 0.75 mg/kg. 45
1 bonr at a temperamre of 5-8° C.. eacbaddition separated by
This may be followed by an infusion of between about 1.25
mglkg/h and about 2.25 mg/kg/h, or about I.75 mglkg/h tor
about l 5 minutes. The resulting compounding solution was
the duration of the proc<-xiure or treatment protllcol. Five
mixed at between 600 rpm and 700 rpm throughout the addi·
minutes after the bolus dose is administered, an additional
tion of the first and second portions of the pH-adjusting solubolus of between about OJ mglkg and abou t 1.0 mg/kg, or so tion, and the pH and Asp9 -hivalirudin levels were recorded
about 0.3 mg/kg, may be given if needed.
(measurements Il l and #2). Dming the addition of !be third
The dosage fonn of various embodiments of the present
portion, the mixer was n1mcd oft· and the pH and Asp9invention can be indicated fo r use as an anticoagulani. Also,
bivalirudin levels were recorded (measurement #3A). 111e
the dosage lorm can be used for the prevention and treatment
mixture was then su~jected to high shear mixing at 4000 rpm
of venous thromboembolic disease. Approved indkalions 55
tor 30 seconds and the pH and Asp9 -bivalimdin levels were
include treatment in pat ients with unstableangina undergoing
recorded (measuremenl #3B). During addition of the fourth
percutaneous tra nslu.minal coronary angjoplasty; administraportion, the mixer was turned off and the levels of pH and
tion with the provisional use of glycoprotein llb/Jlla inhibitor
9
Asp
-bivaluridin were recorded (measurement #4A). Mixing
for use as an anticoagulant in patients undergoing percutanewas
then continued for. at least, two minules at 5300 rpm and
ous coronary intervention (PC]); and treatment in patients 60
the pH was and Asp9 -bilvnirudun levels were recorded (meawith. or at risk of, heparin-induct!d thrombocytopenia (HJD
surement #48). The mixing rate was decreased to about3600
or heparin-induced thrombocylopenia and !l1rombosis synrpm for I hour and the pl-1 and Asp 9 -bivalintdin levels were
drome (HITIS) undergoing PCI. Also, the dosage fonn can
recorded (measmement #5). A p011ion of the material [rom
be used Jor the prevention and trealmem of venous throm65 measurement #4a was allowed to stand for 7 hours and the pH
boembolic disease.
andAsp9 -bivalimdinlevels were recorded (measurement 116).
The injectable dosage form may be administered with
other drug products such as glycoprotein (GP) lib/Ilia inhibiThe pH and Asp9 -bivnlimdin levels are shown in Table l.
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]A.BLE 2-continut·d
Asp9 -bivalirudin

pH rutd awmge AspP.biv:tlirudin levels niter addilion of pH·ndjustiug
solution in four eqmJ portions with inefficient mixing.

levd so fportions odjt~>tcd to various pH lewis.
% Asp9-

Meas·
urement

%Asp9·
bi,•:llintdin

pH

Sample

Me;!Sttremem

112
Baseline
#I

#2

#3A

#38
114A

448

#S
#6

Sample 1akcn after bivt~imdin
solution " as fonned
Sample t1ken from compounding
solution a~er addilion of lirs1
portion ofpH-adjustiogsolution to
bi,oalinulin solution
Sample taken from compounding
salution a.'ler addition of second
portion ofpH-adjustingsotution to
bivalin•din solution
S3mple taken from comp<>lutd ing
solution sfter addition of third
portion ofpH·•dju;1ingsolution to
bivalin1d.in solution witb no mixing
Same as 113A. but :tfter mrxing
Sample taken from compoonding
satution after addition of fourtb
portion ofpH-adjustingsolutionto
bivalimdiJr solution, and after
compounding solution sat for 10
minutes wit.h no mixing
Same ru; 114A, but after mixing
S:une ru; #4A, but :tfter bigb speed
mi ~i ng for 1 hour
S3me as 114A, but 7 bours later
with no mixing

..().42

-2.5
3.0

JO

114

0.43

4.2

- 61o 8

0.45

5.0
- 8.5 to9

0.74
0.60

20

0.57
0.71

25

6.0 to 6.5

5.0
-8.5to9

2.05

30

2.

35

Srunple measured nller pll was odju:11ed
S:unple rneas>ucd after-SO minutes
Sample measured after -300 lnint[eS
S3111ple measttred after pH was odjttSied
Sample measured after-SO minutes
S3mple measured after-170 mint~~.es
S3mple measured after pH was odjuSled
Srunple measured after-SO minutes
Sample mea.'"liJed aftei - 170 mimrtes

9

10

12

biv~linrdin

0.84
1.07
1.84
1.24
2.08
2.59
4.71
8.20
10.95

TABLE 3

45

#2

50
#3

AsJ{bi v~lmJdin le,·els of portions adjusred to v<trious pH levels.

Sample mcasu.n.'d after bivalintdtn
solution was fomttd
Sample me!lS\lred alter pH WllS adjusted
Sample mc$li1Cd after -80 minutes
Somplc measun.-d alter -300 minmes
S3111ple me:JSured after -370 minutes

%Asp'Tcrnpemhtrc bivnlinrdin

Messuremcnt S:ur~>le

Ill

·1:L\.BLE 2

Mer.surcment Sample

These results appear to show a relationship between pH.
time, and the generation ofAsp9 -bivalirudin.
ln a third part oft be study. the final compounding solution
from the first part of the study was placed into a recirculation
vessel for use in a recirculation wmcr b:ltb (Precision Model
181) to be s u~jected to high shear mixing using a Silverson
Laboratory Emulsifier (Model L4RT). Prior to this s1udy, it
was thought that bivalimdin solutions were unstable 10 both
heat and shear, thus requiring extreme care in handling bivalirudin during the compounding process. Before subjecting
tl1e compoundi ug solution to high shear mixing, the level of
Asp9 -bivaliJ.tJdin was recorded (measurement # I). Tile compounding solution was then subjected to high shear mixing at
-6000 rpm tor 30 minutes without use of the recirculation
wmcr batb; the tcmpcratltrcofthc compoundiog solution due
to tl1e high shear mixing rose to about 36° C. A ~ample was
then measured for Asp9 -bivalirudiu level (measUiement #2).
The mixing speed was then slowed to 5000 rpm lor I 20
minutes and the temperature was measured al about 33° C.,
and another sample was a.naly:a:d lor Asp9 -biv-dlirudinlevel
(measurement 113). The Asp9 -bivalintdin levels are shown io
Table3.

40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Asp9-bivalirudilt le,•els of the compotmding solution undergoing
different h1gh shear mixin11. mres.

55

#I

pH

15

These results suggest that inefficient mixing of tJ1e compotmding soltttion generates Asp9 -bivalirudin. Notably. dUIing the addition of tl1e pll-adjusting solulion, a precipitate
formed which may coulain bivalirudin. Since the level of
Asp9 -bivalirudin is based on a% analysis by HPLC of the
ammmt of bivalirudin in solution, the level ofAsp9 -bivalirudin appears io increase and decrease dUiiug the compounding
process.
In a second part of tbe study, four portions of the fina l
compounding solution from the first part of the study were
removed. The pH levels of these portions were adjusted to 8,
9, 10, and 12. respectively, using additional pH-adjusting
solution and high shear mixing on a Silvcrson Laboralory
Emulsifier (Model L4RT).
Samples of the portion of tl1c compounding sohuion
adjusted to pH 8 were takeo immediately, and after about 80
minutes, 300 minutes, and 3 70 minutes. Samples of the portion oftbecompotmdingsolutionadj usted to pH 9 were taken
immediately, after about 80 minutes, and 300 mi umcs. Further. samples of the portion of the compounding solmion
adjusted 10 pH JOand 12 were taken immediately, after about
80 minutes and 170 minu1es. The results of the analyses for
levels ofAsp9 -bivalirudin in these samplesaresbown in Table

Baseline

#3

s~mpl<

S:unple taken from tbe
compounding solution before
high shear mixmg
Sample taken from the
compoundiug solution after
higl1 shcilr mixing at 6000
rpm for 3•) rniJilltes
Sample M 112, bnl nl\er
mixmg rate WllS reduced to
5000 rpm for 120 minutes

RT-2o• c.

0.7t

36• c .

0.71

33' C.

0.75

'These results also show that, unexpectedly, that bivalimdit1
is stable to high shear mixing conditions. Also, the temperature of the compounding solution did not. surprisingly, affect
Asp9 -bivalirudin generation in this stltdy.

%Asp' · 60
pH bivalin•din

Example2

0.71

Effects of Addi ng the pli-Adjusting Solution in Two
Portions to the Bivalirudin Solution on
Asp9 -Bivalirudin Levels

0.71
0.77
1.11

1.26

65

A study was performed to determine levels ofAsp9 -bivalirudin generated in c-ompoundi ng solutions prepared by a
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compounding process involving the ~tddi t ion of the pH-adTbcse results indicate that additio n of the pH-adjusting
solution in two ponions wi th inefficient mixing produces high
justing solution to the bivalirudin solution in two portions.
levels of Asp9 -bivalimdin.
TI1e bivalirudin solution (-760 mL) comprised bivalirudin
at a concenu·ation of 0.050 mglml dissolved in a 2.64% w/w
Example 3
mannitol solution. The pH-adjusting solution (233 mL) comprised 0.5 N sodium bydroKide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol
Effect of Conrrolled Addition of pH Adjusting
solution. The experiment was conducted at a temperature of
Solution at Different Mixing Rates on
about 8° C.
Asp 9 -Bivalirudin Levels
TlH~ pll-adjusting solution was divided into a 75% portion JO
Asp 9 -bivalirudin levels were assessed in compounding
and a 25% portion of the total pH-adjusting solution volume.
solutions prepared by a compounding process which comFirst, the pH and Asp9 -bivalimdin levels were measured
prised adding tbe pH-adjusting solution at a constant rote to
beJore addition of the pH-adjusting solution (baseline). Durthe bivalirudin solution and mixing under high shear condiing addition of the 75% portion, at abour400 rpm, the pH was 15
tions.
monitored during mixing until the pH achieved a constant
The bivalirudin solution (675 mL) comprised 64.4 g dislevel at which time the Asp9 -bivalirudin level was also measolved in2.64% w/w mannitol solution. The bivalirudin solusured (measurement /1 1). A portion of this material was
tion was divided in half for evaluation of adding the pl-1allowed to sit for about 6.5 hours and the amount of Asp9 •
acljustiug solution at two difTerent mixing rates. The
bivaliridn was again measured (measurement #2). The 25% 20 bivalirudin solution was placed in a vessel with a high sbear
portion of the pH-adjusting solution was added about 30
mixer.
minutes after the last base addition and mixing was continued
The pH-adjusting solution (131.2 mL) comprised 0.5 N
sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol solution. The
at 400 rpm. The pH was initially recorded and then both the
pl-1-adjusting solution was loaded into a burene, which was
pH andAsp9 -bivaliruditllevels were measured after about30
15 connected ou the bottom to a tube with a hose. The tltbe was
9
•
minutes of mixing (measurement #3). The pH and Asp
positioned at the baseof U1c high shear mixer blade inside the
bivalinrdin levels were again recorded after mixing at 400
mixing vessel containing d1e bivalintdin solution. A clamp
9
rpm overnight (measurement #4). "!be pH and Asp -bivalint·
was used to restrict tbe pH-adjusting solution from passing
di n levels ar·e shown in Table 4.
through the hose.
Notably,alkr the 75% portionof the pH-adjusting solution 30 'IlH~ speed of the high shear nlixcr (Silversou Laboratory
was added, a large white mass precipitated from the comHmulsifier Model L4RT) was sei to either 1500 rpm or 3000
pounding solution and formed a mass at the bottom of tbe
rpm. The clamp ontbe hose was removed and the pH-adjusting solution was then added to the bivalimdin solution at a
vessel. The addition of the 25% portion did not induce any
physical changes in tbe appearance of the mixture. and there 35 controlled, constant rote of approximately 2 L/min.
Por tbe solution mixed at 3000 rpm, addition of approxiwas no addi tional precipitation. TI1c whi te mass displayed
mately 10 mLoftllc pl l-adjusting solution resulted in a pH of
little change after mixing for 30 minutes after the 25% portion
ihe compounding solution of 5.25. The volume of the comwas added. but dissolved alter mixing overnight.
pounding solution was then adjusted to a final volume of
562.5 mL.
TABLE4
40
For the compounding solution mixed at 1500 rpm, after tbe
pll-adjusting solution was added, the mixing speed was
pH and avemgeAsp9-bivalirudin levels ~ncr addition of pH-adjusting
increased to approximately 4500 rpm for a short period of
solution in two portions of 75% 111d 25% at400 pm.
time to aUow f.1ster and complete dissolution, and then
Mens%Asp'·
reduced to 1500 rpm until the solution was completely dis45
urement Sample
pH
bivalimdin
solved. After complete dissolution, the resulting compOltnd·
ing solution was moved from the vessel to a beaker which
Baseline Sample taken after
1.71
0.42
contained a stir bar. Tbe solution was adjusted 10 a target pH
bh'S.lin1din solution was
of5.3 using 19 mLofthe pH-adjusting solution. and then the
formed
volwne was adjusted to a final volume of 562.5 mL.
Ill
Sample of the
l'eo.k at 12.2.
0.44
50
For both mixing conditions, the pH was monitored
compounding solution
then dropped to
taken s.fter addition of
8-9
throughout the addition of tbc pll-adjusting solution to the
75%poi1ion oft.he pHbivalimdin solution ro tbrm the compounding solution. The
adjusting solution to the
level of Asp9 -bivalirudin was measured by HPLC before
biv:tlin1din solution
55 (baseline) addi tion of the pH-adjusting solution, after the
Same :IS Il l, bm after
0.88
#2
addition of d1e pll-adjusting solution (measurement 112), and
sining lor 6.5 hours with
a ~er the volume o fthc compounding so Iut ion was adjusted to
no stirring
mark (measurement 113). TI1eresults of the HPLC analysis ru·e
Remaining 15% oi pH1 ~.4 initially,
113
1.85
shown in Tables Sa and 5b.
adjusting solution added
lhen dropped to (taken from
Notably, when tbc compounding solution was mixed at
60
7.7 after 30
the lop)
3000 rpm, a material precipitated as the pit-adjusting solution
minutes
2.19
was added, first as a milky white dispersion, and theu as a
(taken from
semi-transparent aggregate. By tbe time that all of the pHthe bollom)
adjusting solution was added, most oft he precipitated mate#4
S:une ns il3. but aficr
5.0
U7
mixing ovemigh1
65 rial had dissolved.
Similarly. when the compounding solution was mixed at
1500 rpm, a material also precipitated as the pH-adjusting
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solution was added, fi rst as a milky whi te dispersion, and then
as a semi-transparent aggregate.

completely added and mixed, the compounding solution was
sterile filtered and lyophilized, and the lyophilizatc was analyzed by HPLC for impurity levels.
This st11dy analyzed impurity levels and reconstitlllion
times oftlte lyophilizate of89 batches. Results from the study
are displayed in Table 6 (note tha t not all of the samples were
analyzed for each characteristic).

'IA.BLE Sa
pH

rutd avemge Asp9-bivslimdin

levels before and afier addition ofplladjuSl·iug rolmion • t 1500 mm.

M~nsurcrncnt

B~selinc

#I

/12

Srunplc
S:unplc lttkcn before addit ion of

pH-adjusting solution
S:unple W.cn of the compounding
solution afteradditionofplladjusling solution
Srunplc l<tkcu of lhe compounding
solution ttfiercompouodi••s
so luiion w.LS adjusted to muk

pH

%Asp9·
bivalirudm

-2.5

0.38

-6.0

0.31

5.3

0.34

Cl~\racteristics oftlte bruches gener:ued by tlte oompoWJdiog pl'OC<'s:s

th(ll features rapid addition of a pH-adjusting solutiou and ineiDcient
mixing rntes.

l\o. of batches

_________T_A
_B_L_E_S_b_________

/I I

112

Snrnple ttkeu from bivnlirudin
solution before addition of plladjusjins solution
Sample tttkeu of lhe compounding
solution after addition of pH·
adjuSiing solution
Sample t'lken of lhe c.'mpounding
solution afteicompouoding
solution WJS •djustcd to mSik

pH

%Asp?·
bivalimdi.n

-2.5

0.43

-5.6

0.41

5.25

0.40

~ean

"so

Maximum

15 --------------------------------------Asp 9·bivatirudin (%)
87
05,0A
3.6
1.4 ,o.s
Ttltal impnrittcs (%)
63
3.0
0.3 ,Q, )
Larg.cstunk110wn in1purity
86
0.5
(%)
85
30 : 12
72
RccorL~lin~ion ~me (•ec,,nds)

20

pH rurd avcmge Asp9-bivslimdin lc-·els before and after addition of pHsdiuSliirg solution at 3000 rom.
Measurement Sample

TABLE 6

JO

15

According to these results, the batches displayed a maximum level of Asp9 -bivalirudin of3.6%, while the mean level
of Asp9 -bivalirudin was 0.5%. Fuithellllore, the standard
deviations relative to the means were larger. These results
suggest that the characteristics of the batches generated by
this process may be variable.

30

Ex:tmple5
Effects of Adding pH Adjusting Solution at a
Constant Rate and Under Efficient Mixing
Conditions- Large Scale Study

These results indicate that there were no changes inAsp9 - 35
bivalirudiu levels before and after tbe addition of the pHadjusting solution at a constant rate. and under high shear
Tile effects of adding the pH-adjusting solution to 1he
mixing conditions. Moreover, it was surprising thai bivalilllbivaliruilin solution at a constant rate and under efficient
din was not susceptible to degradation by high shear mixing
mixing condition were studied. Multiple batches were genereven up to 4500 rpm, even though many peptides are suscep- 40 ated by the same method.
tible to dt'gl"adation by high shear mixing or by high teoJperaThe bivali.rudin solution (-1 J0 L) comprised bivalimdin at
tures.
a concentration of 0.050 mglml dissolved in a 2.64% w/w
mannitol solution. The pH-adjusting solution (-40 L) comExample 4
45 prised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol
solution.
Effects ofRapidly Adding pH Adjusting Solution to
the Bivalimdin Solution Under Inefficient Mixing
TIIC pll-adjus1ing solution was added to the bivalirudin
Conditions- Large Scale Study
solution ar a controlled rate of 2 Umin using a peristaltic
pump. A homogenizer was used to provide a high shear mixTile e1fects of rapidly adding the pH-adjusting solution to
50 ing enviroruneot (between abou t 1000 rpm and 1300 rpm)
the bivalimdin solution under slow mixing condi1ions were
wi thin the bivalimdin solution as 1he pH-adjusting solution
studied. Multiple ba1cbes were generated by the same
was added, A feed tube extended from the peristaltic pump to
method.
an inlet in the homogenizer. so that the pH-adjusting solution
Tne bivalirudin solution (-110 L) comprised bivalirudin at
a concentration of 0.050 mgfml ilissolved in a 2.64% w/w 55 was added to the bivalimdin solution at a site adjacent to the
blades of the homogeni1:er. Simult;meously, a paddle mixer
mannitol solution. Tbe pl-l-adjustiug solution (--40 L) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol
was used .lor mixing (mixing rate of between about 300 rpm
solution.
and 700 rpm) near the surface of the bivalimdin solution. As
The pH-adjusting solution was added to the bivalirudin
the pH-adj usting soluti on was added, a small amount ormatesolution either all at once. or rapidly in multiple portions, 60 rial precipitated whichlaterdissolved.After U1e pH-adjusting
while the bivalimdin solution was mixed by two paddle mixsolution was completely added. the compounding solution
en; located at the top and bottom of the bivalimdin solution.
was sterile filtered and lyophilized, and tlte lyophilizate was
Both paddle mixers operated at a ra te of between about 400
analy:.:ed by LIPLC for impurity levels.
and about 800 rpm. When the pH-adjusting solution was
In this study, whicb prepared 25 batches, analysis of impuadded to the bivalirudin solution, a large amount of a material 65
rity lc:vels and rcconstillllion times for the lyophilizatc are
precipitated. The precipitated material eventually dissolved
after cominued mixing. After the pH-adjusting sollllion was
shown in Table 7.
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Tt\BLB 7

TABLE 9

Cb..'II'~cleristics of ~1c batct~.s gencr.ttcd by tbc compounding proct.ss
th91 feamres addition of a pH-adjusting solution nt a constant role with
enlcient mixing.

Comp:uis(ln of rn~xununt valu<.s of the chan1eteri~1ics oft he batches
gcnenued by dtc compounding process of Example 4 and tl~r
charnclcristies <'fthe batches generated by the compounding process or
Exsmple 5 lp < 0.05).

Asp9-bivalirudin (%)

TouJ impurities(%)
Largest unknown impurity
(%)
Reconstirutton time (seconds)

No. ofb:!tches

Mean " SD

Maximum

24
24
24

0.3%0.1

0.6

1.0%0.4
0.2:0.1

2.0

24

18:6

OJ
42

Batehes
of Example 4
JO

M.L~imum

A•v'-bivatirudin
(%)
Tollll impurities

3.6

Blllches or
Ex:unple 5 Maximum

ch.•nge•

0.6

- 83%

~(,

- 33%
3.0
2.0
l l1e results of one batch was not included in the data
presented in Table 7, as the method used to generate the batch 15 1%1
Largest unknown
-40%
0.5
0.3
was not compliant with the prolocolestablished tbrthis study.
impurity
Comparison of the batches of Example 5 to the batches of
{%)
Example 4 revealed that the batches of Example 5 displayed
Reconstitution
72
42
-42%
9
signit1catuly lower mean levels of Asp -bivalintdio, total
time (seconds)
impurities, and largest unknown impuri ty. 11Je batches of 20
•% change- tOO x [(nwdmum value from Exnmplc5 batches) - (maxiExample 5 also sllowed smaller standard deviations relative
mum value from Example 4 bstches)]1(msximum value from Example 4
to the means lor levels of Asp9 -bivalirudio, total impurities,
batches I
and largest unknown impurity. Togetbcr, these results suggest
that the process demonstmted in cxalUple 5 produced batches
9
generally and consistentJy baving lower levels of impurities 25 As shown in Table 8, the levels of Asp -bivalirudin. total
impurities, and largest unknown impurity, and rhe reconstithan the process of Example 4.
In addition, the batches of Example 5 displayed sign.ifii1ttion time are all signifieanily less in the batches made by the
ca.nUy shorter mean reconsti tution times, and smaller stanprocess of Example 5 as compared to the batches made by the
dard deviations relative to the menn, as compared to the
process of Example 4. Further. Table 9 shows that the max.ibatches of Example 4. These results sug,gest that the process 30 mum values for the levels ofAsp9 -bivalirudin. total impuriof Example 5 generated batches genemUy and consistently
ties, and largest unknown impurity, and the reconstitution
having shorter reconstitution times than the batches genertime are also greatly less in the batches made by the process
ated by the process of Example 4.
of
Example 5 as compared to the batches made by the process
A comparison between ~1e batches gcncrdted in Example 4
of
Example
4
and Example 5 is shown in Table 8 which assesses the me;m 35
values ofthe characteristics ofthe batches. and Table 9, which
Example6
examines the maximum values of the chamcteristics of the
batches:
Generation ofo-Phe12-Bivalirudin in Stored Bivalinrdin Pharmaccuiical Formulations
40
TABLE8
Comparison of mean values of lhc ch1f:tCtcristics of the batches generated
by the compounding process of Examp!e 4 and ~te cllarncleristics of the
b.\tches genem!cd by the compounding process of Example 5 lp < 0.05).

TIJC bivalimdin phamJaceutical fomllllations prepared in
Examples 1-3 were stored in refrigerated conditions and theo
evaluated by HPLC to compare the level of o-Phe12 -bivaliruBarobes
B:uches
45
din impurities among tl1e diJTereot fbnnulationmetbods. The
%
ofExample 4 of ExampleS
Mean o SD change•
Mean ~so
p
results show that the levels ofo-Phe 12-bivliantdin were similar across each formula! ion method, which indicated that the
Asp9-bivnlirudin
0.3 ~o.t
-40% <0.0003
0.5 " 0.4
(%)
mcUl{x:ls did not influence the generJtion ofo-Phe12 -bivliaruTot.1l impurities
1.0 :t 0.4
-29% <0.004
1.4 " 0.5
50
din.
(%)
Largest unknown
0.3: 0.1
0.~ :t O.l
-33%
0.03
Having thus described in detail embodiments of the present
impurtty (%)
invention. it is to be understood that the invention defined by
Rt.'COJIStiruuou
t8 :t 6
-40% <0.000001
30 " t2
lime (seconds)
the above paragraphs is not to be limited to panicular details
set
f01th in the above description as many apparent variations
55
•%change = 100 x [(mesn value from Ex:unpl< 5 botches)- (mean value
lliereo:farepossiblewithout departing from the spirit or scope
from EXJ1111ple 4 batches)(l(me.-m value from Example 4 batches)
of the present invention.

SEQUENCE LISTING
<160> NUMBER OF SEQ TO NOS: 3
<210> SEQ ID NO 1
<211> LlrnGTH : 20
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-continued

<212>
<213>
<220>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>

TYPE: PRT
Artificial Sequence
PEATURE :
OTHER INPORMATION: Modified protein from Hirudo medicinalis
PEATURE:
NAME/KEY : IUSC_FEATURE
LOCATI ON: (l) .. (1)
OTHER InFORMATION: Residue is a 0- isomer
OR~~lSM:

<400> SEQUENCE : 1

Phe Pro Arg Pro Gly Gly Gly Gly Asn Gly Asp Phe Glu Glu Ile Pro
1

5

10

15

Glu Glu Tyr Leu
20

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<2 20>
<223>
<220>
<22 1>
<222>
<223>

SEQ 10 110 2
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
PEA'IURE:
OTHER UIFOR~IATION: Modified protein from Hi rudo medicinalis
PEATURE :
NAME/KEY: MISC_FEATURE
LOCATIO~!: ( 1) .. (1)
OTHER INFORMATION: Residue is a 0- isomer

<400> SEQUENCE : 2

Phe Pro Arg Pro Gly Gly Gly Gly Asp Gly Asp Phe Gl u Glu Ile Pro
1

5

10

15

Glu Glu Tyr Leu
20

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<220>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>

SEQ 10 NO 3
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
PEA'IURE :
OTHER Il!FORMATION: ~lodified protein from Hirudo med1cinalis
PEATURE :
N~~E/KEY : MISC_FEATUP.E
LOCATIO!!: (1) .. (1)
OTHER U!PORMATION: Residue is a 0-isomer
PEATURE :
NAME/Y.EY: MISC_PEATURE
LOCATlOll: (12) .. (12)
OTHER UlFORMATIOll : Residue is a 0- isomer

<400> SEQUENCE : 3

Phe Pro Arg Pro Gly Gly Gly Gly Asn Gly .!>.sp Phe Glu Glu Ile Pro

s

l

10

15

Glu Glu Tyr Leu
20

What is claimed is:

3. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 2, wherein the
maximum impurity level ofAsp9-bivalin1di.n does not exceed
about 0.3% as measured by HPLC.
1. Phanuaceutica1 batches of a dnrg product comprising
bivalirudin (SEQ JD NO: I) and a pham1aceutically accept4. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 1, wherein the
able carrier to r usc as an anticoagulant io a subject iu need
batches have a maximum total impurity level that does not
thereof, wherein the batches have a pll adjusted by a base,
60 exceed about 2% as measured by HPLC.
said pH is about 5-6 when reconstituted in an aqueous solu5. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 4, wherein the
tion for injection, aud wherein the batches have a maximum
maximum total impurity level docs not exceed about I % as
9
impurity level of Asp -bivalimdin that does not exceed about
measured by llPLC.
0.6% as measured by HPLC.
6. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 5. wherein the
2. 1l1e phannaceutical batches of claim 1. wherein the 65
maximum total impurity level does not exceed about 0.5% as
maximum impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalimdin does not exceed
about 0.4% as measured by HPLC.
measured by HPLC.
55
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7. 1l1e pham1aceutical batches of claim .1 , wherein the
14. 111e phamJaceutical batches of claim 11, wherein the
batches have a maximwu level of o-Phe 1=-bivaJilt1diu that
pbam1aceutica1ly acceptable carrier comprises one or more of
does not exceed about 2.5% as measured by HPLC.
a bulking agent or a stabilizing agent.
8. 1l1e phanuaceutical batches of claim 1. wherein Ute
15. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 14, wherein the
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier comprises one or more of
bulking :tgeut is a sugar.
16. 1l1e pharmaceutical batches of claim 15, whereiJ1 the
a bulking agent or a stabilizing agent.
9. TI1e phannaceutical batches of claim 8. wherein the
sugar is mannitol.
bulking agent is a sugar.
17. The pharmaceutical batches of claim L wherein the
10. 111c phannaccutical batches of claim 9, wherein the
base is sodium hydroxide.
sugar is mannitol.
10
18. The pharmaceutical batches of claim ll, wherein the
11 . Pharmaceutical batches of a drug product comprising
base is sodium hydroxide.
bivalirudin (SEQ ID NO: 1) and a pharmaceutically accept19. Phanuaceutical batches of a drug product comprising
able canier for use as an anticoag11lant in ~ subject in need
bivalirudin (SEQ ID NO: I) and mannitol for use as an antithereof, wherein the batches have a pi I adjusted by a base,
coagulant in a subject in need thereof, wherein rbe batches
said pH is about 5-6 when reconstituted in an aqueous solu- 15 havcapll adjusted by sodium hydroxide, said pH is about 5-6
tion for injection, a11d wherein the batches have a maxinJUm
when reconstituted in an aqueous solulion for injection, and
reconstinniou time that does not exceed about 42 seconds and
wherein the batches have a maximum reconstitution tiule that
a maximum total impurity level that does not exceed about
does not exceed about 42 seconds and a maximum total
2% as measured by I IPLC.
implllity level that does not exceed about2% as measured by
12. The phanuaceutical batch.:s of claim 11 , wherein the 20 HPLC.
maxinmm recons til1llion time does not exceed about 30 sec20. The pham1aceuticaJ batches of claim 19, wherein the
onds.
batches have a maxinuun iulpm·ity level of Asp9 -bivalirudin
l3. The phannaceutical batches of claim 12, wherein the
that does not exceed abou t 0.6% as m~?asure<.l by HPLC.
maximum reconstitution time docs not exceed <tbout 21 seconds.
* * * * *
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ABSTRACT

Pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharJllaccutical formulation(s)
comprising bivalintdin as the active ingredient, and a method
of preparing the pbannaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
formulation(s). The pbanuaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(sj may have a maximum impu rity level or
Asp9 -bivalirudin that does not exceed about 0.6%. Also, the
pbannaceuticaJ batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s)
may have a reconstitu tion time that does not exceed about 42
seconds. The method of preparing the phannaceutical
batch(es) or pharmaceutical fornmlation(s) may comprise
dissolving bivalirudi.n in a solvent to form a first solution,
efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first solution to t(mn a second solution in which the pH-adjusting
solution may comprise a pll-ad_justing solution solvent, and
removing the solvent and the pi-t-adjusting solution solvem
from the second solution.
20 Claims, No Drawings
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PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATIONS OF
BIVALIRUDfN AND PROCESSES OF MAKING
THE SAME

Jn light of the medical and thempeutic applications of
bivalimdin, it is essential that the bivalintdin formulation
maintains a high level of purity. The bivalirudin formulation
is a compounded formulation containing bivalimdin, e.g.,
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
bivalirud in undergoes a compounding process following its
synthesis so tha t it is usable and stable for medical and theraThe foregoing applications, and aU documents cited
peutic applications.
therein or during their prosecution ("appln cited documents'')
Impurities such as Asp9 -bivalirudin (deamidation of asparand all documents cited or referenced in the appln cited docuagine at position 9 of bivalirudin to aspartic acid) and
meuts, and all documents cited or referenced herein ("herein 10 o-Pbe 12 -bivalintdiu (isomeri:t.ation of ~-phenylalanine at
cited documents''). and all documents cited or referenced in
position I2 ofbivalimdin to the o-isomer) may be generated
herein cited documents, together with any manufacturer's
during the symhesis of bivalirudiu. Consequently, processes
instructions, descriptions. product specifications, and product
for synthesizing bivalirudin have been developed to minimize
sheets for any products mentioned herein or in any document
ilie generation of impurities. However, impurities can nlso be
incorporatt'CI by reference herein. arc hereby incorporat<:d t5 produced during the compounding process, i.e., the process to
herein by reference, and may be employed in the practice of
generate a fonm~ation ofbivalimdin. lt has been shown that
U1e invemion.
various compotmding processes can result in formulations
that have up to 12% of Asp9 -bivalirudin, which may affect
FIELD OF TilE INVEI\!J!ON
product stability and shelf-liJc. Therefore, development of a
20 compounding process for formu lating bivalinrdin tha t conVarious embodiments of the present invention are genersistently generates fommlations having low levels ofinlpuriaUy directed towards a method for preparing a pharmaceutities is desirable.
cal batch(es) or a pharmaceutical fom1ulation(s) comprising
Citation or identification of any document in this applicabivalirudin as the active ingrt'Ciient. Sorueembodimentsofthe
tion is not an admission tha t such document is available as
present invention are also directed towards a phannaceutical 15 prior art to the present invention.
batch(es) or a pharmaceutical formulation(s) comprising
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
bivallrudin as the active ingredient. For example, certain
embodiments of the present invention relate to phamJaceutiVarious embodiments of the present invention relares to a
cal batch(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) of a drug
product having reduced levels of a major degradation prod- 30 compounding process tor preparing a pharmaceutical
batch(es) of a drug product or a phannaceutical
uct. i.e., Asp9 -bivalirudin, which may contribute to inlproved
formulation(s) comprising bivalintdin as an active illgt'Cd ieut.
stability and shell~ life. ln some embodiments, the pharmaTn certain embodiments, the compounding process comprises
ceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) is char(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to fom1 a fi rst solution;
acterized by a maxinum1 impurity level of As[l-bivalirudin
that does not exceed about 0.6%.ln various embodiments. the 35 (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first
solution to form a second solution, wherein Asp9 -bivalintdin
pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical lormulation(s)
in tbe second solution is minimized: and (iii) removing the
of the present invemion are charactt~rized by a reconstitution
solvent from tbe second solution.
time that does not exceed about 42 seconds. Various embodiIn some embodiments, tbe pH of the second solution does
ments ofU1e invention fi.111her generally relate to an injectable
dosage tonn comprising a pharmaceutical formulation and a 40 not exceed about 8. In some embodinlents, the pH of the
second solution does not exceed about 7. ln further embodivehicle, and methods of administering the injectable dosage
ments, the pH oft be second SQ(ution does no t exceed abQul6.
form.
l n certain embodiments, efficient mixing is achieved by
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
adding the pH-adjusting solution to the fm;t solution, by
45 adding the first solution to the pH-adjusting solution, or a
Anticoagulallls are substances that prevent blood from
combination thereof. In some embodiments, the pH-adjusting solution is added to the first solution in portions. In further
clotting. 111ey arc commonly used during percutaneous coroembodiments, the pH-adjusting solution is added to the first
nary intervention (PC!) and othercatberization techniques in
solution at :1 constant rate.
order to reduce bleeding complications. One class of anticoag11lants is direct thrombin inhibitors that disrupt the activity so In some embodiments, efficient mixing is achieved by
using one or more mixing devices. In ce11ain embodiments,
of thro mbin, an important protein in the coag11lation cascade.
tile mixing device is selected from a group consisting of a
In particular, biVlllirudin (ANGIOMAX®), which directly
paddle mixer, magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-circulating pump,
inhibits thrombin by specifically binding to both its catalytic
homogenizer. and any combination thereof ln some embodisite and to the anion-binding exosite, is regarded as a highly
effective anticoagulant tor use during catberization proce- ss ments, the mixing device is a homogeni zer. a paddle mixer, or
a combination thereof.
dures.
ln further embodiments, !be efficient mixing is achieved
13ivalirudin. also known as I lirnlog-8, is a synthetic conthrough high shear mixing.
gener of the naturally occurring thrombin peptide inhibitor
In certain embodiments, removal of the solvent from the
himdin, which is found in the saliva of the medicinal leech
Hirudo medicinalis. l-limdin consists of 65 an1ino acids, 60 second solution is achieved through lyophilization.
In some embodiments, the ('Ompouudiog process may furalthough shorter peptide segments bave proven to be e!Tective
ther oomprise sterilianion of the second solution before
as thrombin inhi bitors. U.S. Pat. No. 5. 196,404 (incorporated
removal of the solvent. In certain embodinleuts, steri lization
herein by reference) discloses bivalirudin among these
is arhieved by aseptic Hitration.
shorter peptides that demonstrate an anticoagulant activity.
However, in contrast to hintdin. bivalintdin is a reversible 65
Various embodiments of the present invention also rela te to
inhibitor, whic h is ideal for temporary prevention of blood
a pharmaceutical batch(cs) or a phannaceuiical
clotting during catherization procedures.
formulation(s) prepared by the compounding process of the
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invention. In certain embodiments, a phannnceutical batch
(es) or pharmaceutical fonmalation(s) is characterized by a
maximum impurity level of Asp9 -bivalimdin that does not
exceed about 0.6%. In some embodiments, a pharmaceutical
batch(es) or pbamJaceutical fomltllaiion(s) is cbaractetized
by a maximum total impurity level that does not exceed about
2%. lu additional embodiments, a pbannaceutical batcb(es)
or pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximum rccoostitutiou time that docs noi exceed about 42 seconds.
In addition. various embodiments of the presem invention
relate to a pbam1aceutical batcb(es) of a dmg product or a
pharmaceutical formu latiotl(s) comprising bivallrudin as an
active ingredient for use as au anticoagulan t in a subject in
need thereof. said pharmaceutical hatch(es) or phannaceutical 1ormulation(s) prepared by a compounding process comprising: (i) dissolving bivalimdin in a solvent to form a first
solution: (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the llrst solution to fonn a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent from the second solution.
In certain embodiments. the pharmaceutical batch(es) or
pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximum impurity level of Asp 9 -bivalimdin that does not exceed
about 0.6%. Jn some embodiments, the maximu m impurity
level of As p9 -bivalirudin does not exceed about 0.4%. ln
further embodinlents, the maximum impurity level of Asp9 bivalirudin does not exceed about 0.3%.
In some embodiments of the present invention, the pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fomutla tion(s) is
charactetized by a maxinnun total impuri ty level tha t does not
exceed about 2%. ln certain embodiments, the maximum
total imptu·ity level does not exceed about I%. In additional
embodiments. the phanuaccntical batch(es) or phanuaeeutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximtuu level of
D-Phe 12-bivalintdin that does not exceed about 2.5%.
In other embodiments, the pharmaceutical batch(es) or
pharmaceutical formulation(s) is characterized by a maximum reconstitution time that docs not exceed about 42 seconds. In some embodiments, the maximum rcconstit111ion
time does not exceed about 30 seconds. In f11rther embodiments, the maximum reconstillltion time does not exceed
about 21 seconds.
In some embodiments of the presem invention, tbc pharmaceutically acceptable carrier comprises one or more of a
bulking agent or a stabilizing agent. In certain embodiments,
the phannaceutically acceptable carrier is a bulking agent. ln
additional embodiments. the bul king agent is a sugar. lulhrther embodiments, the sugar is matmitol.
In certain embodinlents, eflicient mixing is achieved by
adding the pH-adjusting solution to the first solution. by
adding the first solution to the pH-adjusting solution, or a
combination thereof. In some embodiments. the pll-adjusting solution is added to the t1rst solution at a constant rate. In
further embodiments, elncient mixing is achieved by using
one or more mixing devices. In yet additional embodiments.
the efficient mixi ng is achieved through high shear mixing.
Moreover, various embodiments of the present invention
relate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a drug product or
pharmacemical lormulation(s) comprising bivalirudin as an
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulan t in a subject in
need thereof. said pharmaceutical batcb(es) or phannaceutical formulation(s) prepared by a compounding process comprising: (i) dissolving bivalintdin in a solvent to form a first
solution; (ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with
the first solution to fom1 a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent liom the second solution; wherein the phannaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical fom1t1lation(s) are char-

acterized by a maxim um impurity level of Asp9-bivalirudin
that does not exceed about 0.6%.
Certain embodiments of the present invention also relate to
a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product or phannaceutical formulatiou(s) comprising bivalinrdin as anactive ingre·
dient for use as au anticoagulant in a subject in need thereof.
said pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical
fonnulation(s) prepared by a compounding process comprising: (i) dissolving bivalimdin in a solvent to fonu a first
solution; (ii) efficiently ru ixiug a pH-adjusting solution with
the first solution to fom1 a second solution; and (iii) removing
the solvent from the second solution: wherein the pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s) is char·
acterized by a maximum recons titution Lime that does not
exceed about 42 seconds.
Furthermore, various embodiments of the present inveutionrelate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmgproduct or
a pharmaceutical fonnulation(s)comprising bivalintdin as an
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulant in a subject in
need thereof. Some embodiments of the present invention
also relate to a phannaceutical batch( es) of a drug product or
a pharmaceutical fonnulation(s) comprising bivalirudin as an
active ingredient for use as an anticoagulant in rr subject in
need thereof, wbereiu the pbannaccutical batch(cs) or pharmaceutical fonuulation(s) IS characterized by a maximum
impuri ty level ofAsp9 -bivalirudinthat does not exceed about
0.6%.
In some embodiments, the maximum impurity level of
Asp9 -bivalin1din does not exceed abou t 0.4%. ln certain
em.bodiments, the maximu m impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalim·
din does not exceed about 0.3%.
In additional embodiments. tbe pbam1aceutical batcb(es)
or pharmaceutical fomm lation(s) is fitrthcrcharactcrizcd by a
maximum total impurity level that does not exceed about 2%.
In certain embodiments, the maximum total impurity level
does not exceed about 1%. In some embodiments. the maximum total impurity level does not exceed about 0.5%.
In CCJ1ain embodiments of the invention. the pbam1accuti·
cal batch(es) or phannaceutical lormulation(s) is further
characterized by a maximum level ofo-Phe12-bivalimdin that
does not exceed about 2.5%.
In some embodiments, the pham1aceutically acceptable
carrier comprises one or more of a bulking agent or a stabi·
lizing agent. In certain cmhodin1etl1S. lbe pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier is a bulking agent. ln further embodiments,
the bulking agent is a sugar. Io yet addi tional embodiments.
the sugar is mannitol.
Some embodiments of the present invention relate to a
pharmaceutical batch(es) ofa dmg product or pharmaceutical
formulation(s) comprising bivalintdin as an active ingredient
for use as an anticoag1tlant iJl a subject in need thereof,
wherein the pharmaceutical hatch(es) or pham1acenrical formulation(s) is characterized by a maxinuun reconstitution
ti me. that does not exceed abou t 42 seconds.
In certain embodiments. the maximum reconstitution time
does no t exceed about 30 se<'onds. In some embodimen ts, the
maximum reconstitution ti me docs ll()t exceed abou t 21 seconds.
In some embodiments of the invention, the phanuaceuti·
cally acceptable ca1Tier comprises one or more of a bulking
agent or a stabilizing agent. ]n certain embodiments, the
phannaceutically acceptable carrier is a bulking agent. l n
further embodiments, the bulking agent is a sugar. 1n yet
additional embodinlents, the sugar is mannitol.
Also. various embodiments of the present invention relate
to a phan11aceu tical batch(cs) of a dmg product or phannaceutical fomltllation(s) comprising bivalimdin as an active
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ingredient for usc as an anticoagulant in a subject in need
thereof, wherein the pharm~ceutical batch(es)or pharmaceutical Jormulation(s) is characterized by a maximum impurity
level ofAsp9 -bivalirudin that docs not exceed about 0.6%, <1
maximum total impurity level that docs not exceed about 2%,
and a maximum r~'Constitution time that does not exceed
about 42 seconds.
These and other embodiments are disclosed or are obvious
from and cnoompasscd by. the Jollowing Detailed Description.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

thesis, solution-phase peptide synthesis, or a combination of
solid-phase and solution-phase procedures (e.g., U.S. Pat.
No. 5. 196,404: Okayama et al., Chem. Plwrm. Bull. 1996,44:
1344-1350: Steinmetzer et al.. Eur. J. Biochem. 1999. 265:
598-605; PCT Patent Application WO 91/02750).
As described above. Asp9 -bivalimdin is formed due to
de<tmidation of asparagine at position 9 of bivalirudin to
aspartic acid. llte amino acid sequence ofAsp9 -bivalirudin is:
(o-Phc)-J>ro-Arg-Pro-Gly-Giy-Giy-Gly-Asp-Giy-Asp-Phct ~ Glu-Giu-llc-Pro-Giu-Giu-Tyr-Leu (SEQ 10 NO: 2). Funhcr.
o-Phe12-bivalimdin is generated from ic;omeri?ation oft-phenylalanine at position 12 ofbivalirudin to tltc o-isomer. The
amino acid sequence of o-Phe12 -bivalimdin is (o-Pbe)-ProArg-Pro-Gly-Gly-Gly-Giy-Asn-Giy-Asp-(o-Phc)-Giu-Glut~ llc-Pro-Glu-Glu-Tyr-Lcu (SEQ ID NO: 3)
Rivalirudin inhibits blood cloning by binding to thrombin.
a key serine protease in blood clot formation. This synthetic
20 amino acid peptide binds to thrombin at the catalytic site
and at 1he anion-hind ing cxocite, thereby inhibiting thrombin.
20 Thrombin plays a centml role in hcmoswsis. The ooagulation
pathway initiates clotting when thrombin. a serine protease.
converts fibrinogen into fibrin. Additionally. tllrombin activates Factor XIII into Factor Xllla (the latter \\hich links
fibrin polymers covalently), !'actors V and VIII (which pro25 mote thrombin generation). and platelets (which help propagate the thrombus).
Titc method of delivery or bivalimdin may be througlt
intravenous administra1ion. 13iv<~lirudin may be supplied in
single-usc vials as a white lyophiliz.:d sterile cake. E(lCh
30 single-use vial may contain about 250 mg. of bivalirodin.
When reconstituted with a sterile aqueous solution tor injectinn. the product yields a clear to opalescent, colorless to
sliglttly yellow, solution. Such a solution has a pi I of about
5-6.
3'
Tile pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) according to certain embodiments of the present
invention may be used in any application which requires
altered or inhibited thrombin activity. ·ntc phannaceutical
batch(cs) or pharmaceutical fonnulntion(s) may be used to
40 alter or inhibit the coag11lation cascade, for example. as an
anticoagulant.
Approved indications include treatment in patients with
unstable angina undergoing percutaneous translumnial coronary angioplasty: administ.mtion with the pnwisional use of
4~ glycoprotein Ilb/llla inhibitor Jor usc as an anticoagulant in
patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention
(PCI): and treatment in patients with. or at risk of heparininduced thrombocytopenia (HIT) or heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and thrombosis syDdrome (I UTTS) undergoing
so PC!. Also. the pharmaceutical batch(cs) or pharmaceutical
formulation(s) according to various embodiments of the
present invemion can be used forti1C prevention and treatmem
0 rvenous thromboembolic disease.

Various embodiments of the present invention relate to a
compounding proccs~ for preparing a pharmaceu tical
batch(es) of a dmg product, which results in pharmaceutical
lormulations comprising bivalirudin and a pharmaceutically
acceptable carrier. Certai nembodiments of the present inventionalso relate to a pharmaceutical batch(es) of a dmg product. resultant phamtaceutical fommlatioo(s) comprising
bivalirudin and a phamtaccutically acceptable carrier. and an
injectable dosage form comprising the pharmaceutical formulation and a vehicle.
As used here. "batch'' or "phamtaceutical batch"' refers to
material produced by a single execution of a compounding
process of various embodiments of tl1e present invention.
"Batches" or"pharmaccutical batches" as defined herein may
include a single batch, wherein the ~ingle batch is representative of all commercial batches (sec generally. Manual of
Policies and Procedures, Center for Dmg Evaluation aud
Research, MAPP 5225. L Guidance on tile Packaging ofTest
Batches at 1). and wherein the levels o[ for example. Asp9 bivalimdin. total impurities. and largest unknown impurity,
and the reconstitution time represent levels for all potential
batches made by said process. "Batches" may also include all
batches prepared by a same compow1ding process.
The tem1 "dmg product'' herein refers to an active ingr<.!dient and a phannaoeutically acceptable carrier.
The term "formulation" or "phamtaceuticaJ formulation"
refer; to a unit dose of an nctivc pharmaceutical ingredient
and a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, which is prepared
by the various prt.1cesscs in certain embodiments 11f the
J>resent invention. In the case oft he present pharmaceutical
formulation. the active pbarmaCl'lltlcal ingredient is bivalinldin.
The term "carrier" refers to any component of the pharmaceutical bateh(cs) or pharmaceutical fonuulation(s) that. for
example. scl"\·cs as a bulking agent or functions as a stabili7ing agent for tile active ingredient. A bulking agent refers to
any material that fills or provides volume to the active ingreclient. Examples or appropriate bulking agents may include,
but are not limited to, sugars such as mannitol. sucrose, lactose, fmctosc and trehalose.
A stabilizing agen t refc1-:; to any material which servt'S to
PrtlC(.'SS lor Preparing a Pharmaceutical Batch(es) or a Pharminimize degradation of the active ingredient. Examples of 55
maceutical Pormulation(s)
stabilizing agent$ may include. but arc not limited to, antioxiVarious embodinleuts of the present invention relate to a
dants. buJJcring agents. preservatives, etc.
compounding process for pr('paring a pharmaceutical
Bivalimdin has the chemical name of o-Phenylalanyi-Lbatch(cs) or pharmaceutical formulationts) comprising bivaProlyi-L-Arginyi-L-Prolyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Giycyi-Llimdin.
Asparagyi-Giycyl-t -Aspanyl-t-Phenylalanyi-L-Giutamyi-L- 6;l
I) Dissolving Bivalimdin in a Soh ent to Fonn a Bivalimdin
Glutamyl-L-lsoleucyl-t-Prolyl-t.-Giutamyi-L-Glutamyi-LSolution
Tyrosyl-t-Lcucinc trifluoroacctatc (salt) hydrate and ha$ a
In the compounding process of various embodiments of tile
molecular weight of21 80 daltons. Bivalin1dio is made up of
present invention, bivalimdin may be d1ssolved in a solvent to
the anlino acid sequence: (n-Phe)-Pro-Arg-Pro-Giy-GiyGly-Giy-Asn-Giy-Asp-Phe-G iu-Giu-lle-Pro-Giu-Giu-Tyr- 65 form a bivalirodin solution.l3ivalil\ldin may be commercially
purchased or synthesized by various procedures as described
Leu(SEQ ID NO: I). Methods lor thcsynthcsisofbivalirudin
nbove The concentration ofbivalin1din in th(' solvemmay be
may include. but arc not limited to. solid-phase peptide syn-
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between about 0.010 g/mL and about I gimL, or between
may comprise carriers such as dissolved sugars. For instance,
about 0.050 g/m.L and about 0.1 g/mL. Solvents may include
the sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose or frucaqueous and non-aqueous liquids, including but not limited
tose; a disaccharide Sltch as sucrose, maltose, or trehalose; an
to, mono-and di-alcohols such as methanol, ethanol, isoprooligosaccharide; or a polysaccharide. The sugar may also be
pyl alcohol, and propylene glycol: polyhydric alcohols such
a sugar alcohol, such as sorbitol or maWJ.itol. The quan tity of
as glycerol aud polyethylene glycol: bul1ers; and water.
the carrier in the pH-adjusting solution solvent may be
adjusted to provide the final product as described above.
The solvent may comprise carriers such as sugars. For
The base is mixed or dissolved in the pH-adjusting solution
example. the sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose
solvent. 'DJC mixing or dissolution can be performed by methor fmctose; a disaccharide such as sucrose, maltose, or trehalose: an oligosaccharide; or a polysaccharide. Altematively. 10 ods known in the art. For instance. the base may be addl.'Cito
the pl !-adjusting solution solvent rapidly, slowly, in portions,
the sugar may be a sugar alcohol, such as sorbitol or marmitol.
at a constant rate. ar a variable rate. or a combination thereof.
The quantity of carrier in the solvent may be adjusted to
Also. a mixing device known in lbean may be used to mix the
provide a phannaceutical batch or pharmaceutical .formulabase and the pll-aqjustingsolutiou solvent. Examples of mixtion preferably having a ratio of the carrier to the active
ingredient of between about 5:1 and abou t I: 10, or between t5 ing devices may include, but are not limi ted to. a paddle
mixer, magnetic stirrer, sltaker, re-<:i.rculating pump, homogabout 1: I and about 1:4, or more preferably about 1:2.
enizer, and any combination thereof. The mixing device may
Bivalimdin can be dissolved in the solvent by methods
be applied at a mixingrate between about I00 and about 1500
known in the art, preferably by adding the bivalin1din to the
rpm, or between about 300 and abou t 1200 rpm. TI1c base is
solvent. For example, bivalirudin may be added to the solvent
rapidly, slowly, in portions, at a constant rate, at a variable 20 added/mixed with the pH-adjusting solution solveut in a
quantity tllat will result in a pE-l-adjusting solution tl1at is
r<~te. or a combination thereof. A mixing device known in the
characterized as being be!Ween about 0.01 Nand about 5 N,
(Ut may be used to dissolve bivalirudin. Examples of mixing
or between about 0. 1 Nand I N.
devices may include. but are not limited to, a paddle mixer,
-Inc pH-frdjusting solution may then be mixed witb the
magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-circulating pump, homogenizer,
and any combination thereof. The mixing device may be 15 bivalirudin solution. This mixing may occur by adding the
pH-adjusting so'lution to the b.ivalimdiu solution. Altemaapplied at a mixing rate between about 100 and about 2000
tively, tl1e bivalimdin solution may be added to the pH-adrpm, or be!Ween about 300 and aboutl500 rpm. The solution
justing solution. or the pH-adjusting solution and tl1c bivaresultiJJg from dissolving the bivalirudin in U1c solvent is
lirudio solution may be added simultaneously (into a separJte
referred to here as the "bivalirudin solution" or alrematively
30 vessel), or there may be a combination of these addit.ion
the "first solution."
methods lh.ereof. 1t is important during the adding or mixing
2) Mixing a pH-Adjusting Solution with the Bivalirudi nSoluof the pH-adjusting solution and the biv-<1limdin solution that
tion to Form a Compounding. Solution
pi I is controlled. Sec below. The solution resulting from
The compounding process may comprise mixing a pHmixing the pll-adjustiug solution aud tbe bivalimdiu solution
adjusting solution with the bivalirudin solution to form a 35 is referred to here a~ the "compounding solution," or the
compounding solution. lne pH-adjusti ng solution may be
"second solution." The compounding solution or the second
prepared before, after, or simultaneously with, the bivalirudin
solution can refer to the bivatimdin solution during or atler
solution.
the pll-adjusting solution is added, or can refer to the pHTI1e pH-adjusting solution may comprise a base dissolved
aqjusting solution during or aller the bivalimdin solution is
in a solvent, wherein the solvent is referred to here as the 40 added. or can refer to the resulting sollllion formed during or
"pH-adj usting solution solvent." In othrr words, the solution
after both the pH-adjusting solution and the bivalirudio soluresulting from the combination of the base with the pHtion are added together.
adjusting solution solvent is referred to here as the "pHThe mixing of the pll-adjusting solution and the bivalimadjusting solution."TI1e pi 1-adjustingsolution may also comdio solution may occur under controlled cond.itiOJIS. For
prise a neat base such as pyridine or a volatilizable base such 45 example. temperature may be controlled by means known in
as amruot1inm carbonate.
the art, such as by mixing tl1e pH-adjusting solution and the
TI1c base may be an organic base or an inorganic basc.ll1e
bivalirudin solution in a vessel inside a cooling jacket. TI1c
tcm1s "inorganic base" and "organic base," as used herein,
temperal11rc may be set between abo ut 1° C. and abom25° C..
refer to compounds that react with an acid to form a salt;
or between about 2° C. and about 10° C. In some instances.
compounds that produce hydroxide ions in an aqueous solu- 50 the temperaltlre may exceed 25° C. for lin1ited periods of
tion (Arrhenius bases); molecules or ions that captu re hydrotime. Also, the mixing of the pH-adjusting solution and the
gen ions (Bronsted-Lowry bases); and/or molecules or ions
bivalirudin solution may occur under comrolled conditions
that donate an electron pair to form a chemical bond (Lewis
such as under nitrogen, etc.
bases). In certain processes, lh.e inorganic or organic base
The pH-adjusting solution will be efficiently mixed with
may be an alkaline carbonate, an alkaline bicarbonate, au 55 the bivalimdin solution to form the compounding solution.
alkaline earth metal carbonate, an alkaline hydroxide, an
Et11cient mixing of the pH-aqjustiog solution with the bivaalkaline earth metal hydroxide. an amine. or a pbospl1ine. For
lirudin solution will minimize levels of Asp 9 -bivalimdin in
example, the inorganic or organic base may be an alkaliue
the compounding solution. "1\.iinimize" as used herein refers
hydroxide such as lithium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide,
to tbe generation of a level of Asp9 -bivalimdin in the comcesium hydroxide, or sodium hydroxide; an alkaline carbon- 60 pounding solution that is Jess than about 0.6%. or less than
ate such as calcium carbonate or sodium carbonate; or an
about 0.4%, or less than about 0.3%.
alkaline bicarbonate such as sodium bicm·bonate.
Critical to the ellicient mixing is the !~1ct that the isoelectric
Solvents may include aqueous and non-aqueous liquids,
point ofbivalinrdin is about 3.6. As the bivalimdin solution
including but not limited to. mono- and eli-alcohols such as
itself has a pH of beiWeen about 2.5 and about 2.8, and the
methanol, ethanol, isopropyl alcohol. and propylene glycol: 65 compounding solution is adjusted to a final pH of between
polyhydric !llcohols such as glycerol and polyethylene glyabout 5.1 and about 5.5. a portion of bivalinrdin precipitates
out during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution. -nle
col; buffers; and water. The pH-adjusting solution solvent
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charttcteristics of this precipitate are critical to regulating and
controllingAsp9 -bivalirudin levels.
For example. if the pH-adjusting solution is imroduced
without efficient mixing, a dense precipitate may form. This
dense precipitate may result in a slower dissolution and the
surrounding solution being maintained at a high pH for
extended time. Although the concentration of bivalinldin in
the solution phase is low. it is also very susceptible to Asp9 bivalintdin generation at this high pH.
Couvecsely, if the pH-adjusting solution is efficiently
mixed with the bivalimdin solution. the formed precipitate is
amorphous. The amorphous character allows for a more rapid
re-dissolulion of the precipitate and a better comrol of pH
throughout the compounding process. Thus, process operations to control the pH transition through efficient mixing
provide a significant process improvement and control of
Asp9 -bivaJirudin levels.
Not wishing to be bound by theory. Asp 9 -bivliarudin may
also be generated by higj1 pll or"bot spots," which are defined
here as concentrated sites in the compounding solution that
ha ve much higher pH levels than the surrounding environment. An example of a hoi spot is a site in the compounding
solution having~~ pH of about 12, wllile the surrounding
solution has a pH of about 5. Asp9 -bivliamdin may also be
generated by high pH levels in the compounding solution in
general. It has been lound that efficient mixing reduces ti1e
generation of "ltot spots" or high levels of pl-1 in tile compounding solution while the pH-adjusting solution and the
bivalimdin solution arc being addtXVmixed. 'f1llls, effici ent
mixing may control the overall pH level of the compotmding
solution to a level not exceeding about 8. or a level not
exceeding about 7, or a level not exceeding about 6, or even a
level not cxceedingabout5.5.
Efficient mixing is characterized by minimizing levels of
Asp9 -bivalimdin in the compounding so.l ution. This may be
achieved through various methods. One such method may be
to add or combine the pH-adjusting solution and bivaJirudin
solution portion-wise, i.e., in portions. For instance, the pHadjustingsolution may be added to the bivalirudin solution in
portions of set quantities, wherein each addition is separated
by a period of time. lhe quantity of p!J-adjusting solution
may be approximately equal or may vary among the portions.
For example, the pll-adjusting solution may be added in four
portions, wherein each po11ion comprises about 25% of the
total pH-adjusting solution volume. As another example, the
pH-adjusting solution may be added in three p0l1ions, such
that the first portion comprises about 45% of the total pHadjusting solution volume, the second portion comprises
about 30% of the total pH-adjttsting solution volume, and the
third portion comprises about 25% of the total pH-adjusting
solution volume.
TI1e pH-adjusting solution may also be added in portions
such that there is a combination of equal and unequal quantities. For insta11ce, the pH-adjusting solution may be divided
into four portions. wherein the first poJtion comprises about
45% of the total pH-adjusting solution volume, the second
portion comprises about 25% of the total pH-adjusting solution volume, and the third and founh portions each comprise
about 15% of the total pH-adjusting solution voltm1e.
The period of time between the addition of each portion
may vary.This period may be a set duration of time regardless
of the number of portions ancVor volume of the portions to he
added. Alternatively, the period oftimemay vary according to
the number of portions ancVor volume of tl1e portions to be
added. For example. the period of time between adding four
equal portions may be about 5 minutes between each addition. As another example. the period of lime after adding a

first portion comprising abom60% ofthe total pH-adjusting
solution volume may be about 15 minutes, while the period of
rin1e after adding a second portion comprising abou t 40% of
the total pH-adjusting solution voltune may be about 5 minutes.
TI1e period of time between the addition of each portion
may also be based upon a set total time for adding the pEladjusting solution. For instance, if the total time for addi ng a
pH-adjusting solution is set at about 20 minutes, then the
period of time after adding each portion comprising about
25% of the total pH-adjusting solution volw11e may be about
5 minutes.In certain embodiments of the present invention,
the total time lor adding the pH-adjus ting solution may be a
duration of between about5minutes and about 40 minutes, or
between about I 0 minutes and about 30 minutes, or between
about 15 minutes and about 25 minutes.
Et'ficient mixing may also be achieved by adding the pHadjusting solution to the bivalirudin solution at a constant
rate. The pH-adjusting solution may be added at a rate of
between about 0.5% and about 50% of the total pH-adjusting
solution vo!UOJe, per minute; or between about 1% and abou t
25% of the total pH-adjustingsolution volLune, per minute; or
between about 3% and about 8% of the to tal pH-adjusting
solution volume, per minute.
'D1c pH-adjusting solutiou may alternatively be added at a
varia ble rate to the bivalintdin solution. As an example, tl1e
rate may increase Ji·om about 5% to about 200.4> of the total
pl1-adjusting solution volume per minute during the addition
of the pH-adjusting solution.
The pH-adjusting solution may also be added to the bivalintdin solution portion-wise, wherein each portion is added
at a constant or variable rate. The po11ions may be added in
equal amounts. unequal amow1ts, or a combination thereof.
Further, each portion may be added at the same or di1Tercnt
constant rates. or tile same or different variable rates. or a
combination thereof. As an example, the first portion comprising 60% of the total pH-a<ljusting solution may be added
at 5% of the portion volume per minute, while fou r subsequent portions each comprising about 10% of the total plladjusting solution may be added at 10% of the portion volume
per minu te.
Furthermore, efficient mixing may be achieved through the
use of one or more mixing devices. Examples of mixiug
devices that may be us<.-d in various embodiments of the
present invention may include. but are not limited to. a paddle
mixer, magnetic stirrer, shaker, re-<:irculating pump, homogenizer. and any combination thereof. The mixing rate of. for
instance, a paddle mixer may be between about 100 rpm and
1000 rpm, or between about 400 rpm and a bout 800 rpm. The
mixing rate for. as an example, a homogenizer (i.e .. high shear
mixing) may be between about 300 and about 6000 rpm, or
between about 1500 rpm and about 3000 rpm.
Since most proteins and peptides <lre susceptible to degradation by high shear, it was ini tially thought that bivalintdin
could only be lormulated using a compounding process
employing low shear. Surprisingly, high shc:~ r mixing, such
as through the usc of a homogenizer, could $uccessli.llly be
used in the compounding process.
TI1e mixing device may mix cootinuously during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution. or at specific periods of
time, e.g., between the addi tions of port'ions, a!ler the pHadjusting solution is added, etc.
In addition, more than one mixing device may be used
when the pH-adjusting solution is added to the bivalimdin
solution. For example, a paddle mixer may be used at the
surfac.c oftbe bivalimdin solution and a homogenizer may be
used near the bottom oflhe bivalimdin solution. When more
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than one mixmg device is u ed, they may be operated at the
same mixing rate or di ITerent mixing rates. or a combination
thereof. TI1c mixing devices may also be operated at the same
periods of time, at dtfTerent periods of time. ora combination
thcrt,'Of. during the addition of the pH-adjusting solution.
Similarly. a mixing device may be used with the addition of
the bivalirudin solution to the pH-adjusting solution. or with
the addition of the pll-adjusting solution and the bi\·alirudin
solution together.
Mor..:over. efl'icicnt mixing may be achieved through adding the pll-adju~ting solution to specific ~ites within the bivalirudin solution. For instance, the pll-adjusting solution may
be add.:d to the surface of the bivalimdin solution or to the
bottom of the bivalimdin solution. In the cases wherein a
mixing device is used. the pll-adjustiog solution may be
added to the site of the mixing device, e.g.. at the site of the
padd les of the paddle mixer or the blades of the homogenizer.
The pll-adjusting solution may also be added to more than
one ~i tc in the bivalirudin solution; for example. the pHadju~ting solution may be added simultaneously at the top of
the bivalirudin solution and m the site of the mixing device.
Altemativcly, the bivalirudin solution may be added to the
pll-adjusting solution at specific s1tes and at more than one
site within the pll-adjusting solution. a~ described above.
Optionally. once the compounding solution is fom1ed, the
pi I or the linal volume of the compounding solution may be
adjusted to a specified level before removal of the solvent (see
below). Titc pH or \'Oiume can be adjusted using methods
known in the art, for instance. the addition of a pH-adjusting
solution as described abo\e.
·1be compounding solution may also be sterilized before
the removal of solvent. The compounding solution may
undergo aseptic filtmtion using, for example, a 02 ~un disposable membrane lifter. to sterilize the compowxling solution. Techniques of sterili;ing the compounding solution arc
known in the art (sec. e.g.. 13crovic. Biotedmol. A111111. Rev.
2005. II :257 -79).
Furthermore, following steriliZ<Jtion. the compounding
solution may be aliquotted into containers such as vials,
bottles. ampoules, sylinges, etc.

about 0.05 torr and about 5torr, or between about 0.1 torr and
about 3 torr. In other instances. onl:r one lyophilization step
may be required.
11Je solvent may also be removed from the compounding
solution through other li:chniques such as !>pmy drying and
spmy-frecte drying (sec. e.g.. Lee. Pltanu. Biotechnol. 2002.
13: 135-58; Maa N al., Curr. Pharm. Biotechno/. 2000, I :283302). vacuum drying. super critical fluid processing. air drying, or other fom\S of C\aporative drying, as known in the art.
JO

Alternative Compounding Process
Jn other embodiments. an alternative compounding process for preparing a phaml(lceutical batch(es) or a phannaceuticallormulation(s) comprising bivalirudin may comprise
(1) preparinjl, <I bivnlirudin solution, (2) mixing the bivalinlt5 din solution with a pll-adjusting solution. (3) mixing the
biv~11irudin/pll-adj usting ~olut ion with a rarrier to form a
compounding solution.
11Je bivalimdin solution may be prepared by mixing bivalirudin in an aqueous or non-aqut•ous solvent as described
20 ubove.Tite resulting bivalimdin solution may be mixed with
a pH-adjusting solution as described above. including adding
the bivalimdin solution to the pll-adjusting solution. or viceversa.
·nte combined bivalimdin/pH-adjusting solution may then
25
be mixed with a carrier such iiS a bulking agent or stabiliLing
agent as described above. For example. the carrier may be a
sugar such as marmitol. The bivalirudinlpll-adjusting solution and the camcr may be cfl'iciently mixed using methods
described in this application.

3:>

35

40

3) Removal of Solvent from the Compounding Solution

TI1c compounding process of various embodiments of the
invention may comprise removing solvents from the compounding solution in order to produce a phannaceutical
batch(cs) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s).
Removal of the solvent from the compotmding solution
may be achieved through lyophilization. which comprises
frcc7ing the compounding solution and then reducing the
surrounding pressure to allow the frotcn solvent/moisture m
the material to sublime directly from a solid phase to a gas
phase. The lyophiliZ<Jt1on process may be performed by methods known in the art (see. e.g.. Liu. Pharm. De~~ Tee/mol.
2006. II : 3-28; Tan!l, et al., Pltarm Res. 2004.21: 191-200:
Nail ct al.. Pltarm. Bioteclmol. 2002. 14:281-360: U.S. Pat.
Nos. 7.351,431. and 6.821.515, '' hich arc incorporated by
reference).
For example, the compounding solution may be frozen
using such tcciUJiqucs as. but not limited to. mechanical
refrigeration, dry ice, and liquid nitrogen. The temperature
may he cooled to a mnge of between about 0" C'. and about
-80° C., or between abom -20° C. and about - 55° C. fbe
primary lyophilization step may be characterized by a lowered prcssureofbctwecn about 0.05 torr and aboutlOtorr, or
between abou t I toiT and about 5 torr. The scconda1y lyophilil'..:llion step may be characterized by a pressure between
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Pbam1aceutical Batch(es) or Pharmaceutical Formulation(s)
Genemted by the Compounding Process
In thccharocteri;.ntion of the phannaceutical bmch(es) and
phannaceutkal fom1ulation(s) genemtcd by the compounding process. the levels of a par.uneter detem1ined from the
pbannaceutica1 fonuu lation(s) prepared by a single execution
of a compounding process are representative of the entire
batch. Moreover. values for impurity levels include those
amounts generated by the synth(.'Sis of the active pbarmaccu·
tical ingr~ient together with those levels generated by the
compounding process.
Each pharmaceutical batch or plwmaceutieal fonnulation
prep<~rcd by th<.! compounding proc(.'SS may be rharacterized
by an impu rity lcvclllt'Asp~ -bivalirudin not exceeding about
1.5%, or not exceeding about 1%, or not exceeding about
0.6%, or not exceeding about 0.4%. or not exceeding about
0.3%.
The pharmaceutical batch(es) or the pham1aceutical formulation(s) prepared by the compounding process may be
ebarocterized by a total impurity level not exceeding abom
6%. or not exceeding about 3%, or not exceedingabout2%, or
not exceeding about I%. or not exceeding about 0.5%. ''Total
impuril) level" refers to tbccombincd total of all measurable
impurities in the phann;Jccutical batch(es) or the phannaceutical fonnulation(s).
·n1e rccon~tllution time. i.e., time n.-quircd to pn:pare the
pltamlaccutical batch(~.--s) or the phaml3ccutical
formulation(s) for usc, for 1he phannaceutica I batch(es) or the
phamJaceutical formulation(s) may be characterized by a
reconstitution time not exceeding about 180 seconds. or not
exceeding about 72 seconds, or not ~xteeding about 42 seconds. or not excc.lcding abou t 30 ~econds, or not exceeding
about 21 seconds. or not exce.:ding aboutl5 seconds.
Reconstitution time may be determined. for example. by
add[ng 5 mL or wa ter to a unit dosage vial comprising the
bivnlirudin pharmuceutical fonnu lation. Immediately afier
adding th<' appropri:tte diluent (e.g.. water, saline. etc.), a
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timer is siarted. 'Tlle vial is shaken vigorously, with inversion,
The pharmaceutical batc b(es) or pharmaceutical formula·
for approximately 10 seconds. The vial is viewed to detertion(s) generated by the compounding process may be charmine if the solid has dissolved.lfthe solid has not completely
acterized by consistently having a meau recoustirution times
dissolved, the vial is shaken for another 10 seconds. These
not exceeding abou t 60 seconds, or not exceeding about 30
steps are repeated until all the solid dissolves, at which point
seconds. or not exceedingabout21seconds, or not exceeding
the time is stopped and reco rded.
about 15 seconds.
The pharmaceutical batcb(es) or the pharmaceutical forMoreover. the pham1aceutical batch(es) or phannaceutica I
mulation(s) prepared by the compounding process may relate
fonnulation(s) generated by the compoundillg process may
relate to one or more of the characteristics described above.
to one or more of the characteristics described above.
Collecrivcly. the compounding process of certain embodi- JO
Phannaceut ical
Batch(es)
and
Phrumaceutical
ments of the invention described herein may consistently
Fom10Jation(s)
generate phannaceutical batches or pha1maceulical formulaCertain embodiments of the present invention relate 10 a
tions having the same characteristics. As used herein. the use
pharmaceutical batcb(cs) or pharmaceutical formulation(s)
of the terms "consistent" or "consistently" in reference to the
compounding process indicates that about 85% of tbc phar- 15 comprising bivalimdin and a pharmaceutically acceptable
carrier. The carrier is any component of the pharmaceutical
maceutical batchles) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) have a
batch(es) or phanuaceutical formulation(s) tha t, for example,
specific characteristic. or wherein about 900/o of the phannaserves as a bulking agent or functions as a stabilizingagent for
ceutical batch(es) or pbmmaceutical formulation(s) have the
the active ingredient.
characteristic. or about 95% of the phannaceurical batch(es)
or philrmaceutical formulation(s) bave the characteristic, or 20 TI1e solvent may comprise carriers such as sugars. For
example, the sugar may be a monosaccharide such as glucose
about 99%ofthe pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
or fiuctose; a disaccharide such as sucrose, maltose, or trehatormulation(s) have said characteristic, or 100% of the pharlose; an oligosaccharide; or a polysaccharide. Alternatively,
maceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) have
the sugar may be a sugar ~t lcohol , such as sorbitol or mannitol.
said characteristic.
25
A pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannacemical
In various embodiments of the present invention, the phartormulation(s) may be characterized by aJJ impurity level of
maceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical fonnulation(s) genAsp9 -bivalimdin uot exceeding about I .5%, or not exceeding
erated by tbe compounding process may be choracterized by
9
about 1%. or not exceeding abou t 0.6%. or not exceeding
consistently having a maximum impurity level ofAsp -bivaahom 0.4%, or not exceed.ing about 0.3%.
limdin not exceeding about J.5%, or not exceeding about I%,
or not exceeding about 0.6%.or notexceedingabout 0.4%. or 30 A phal'maceutical batch(es) or phanmlceutical
forrnulation(s) may be charactetized by a total impurity level
not exceeding about 0.3%.
not exceeding about 6%, or not exceeding about 3%. or not
The phaonaceutical batcb(es) or phatmaceutical fonnulaexceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about I%, or not
tion(s) prepm'ed by the compounding process may be characexceeding about 0.5
terized by consistently having a mean impurity level ofAsp9 bivalirudi n not exceediugaboul 1.5%, or not exceeding about 35 A pharmaceutical batch(es) or phaJmaceutical
0.5%, or uot exceeding abo ut 0.4%. or not exceeding about
formulation(s)may also be characterized by a reconstitution
0.3%.
time not exceeding about 180 seconds, ornot exceeding about
72 seconds. or not exceeding about 42 seconds. or not exceedThe phanuaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutica1 Jonnulaing about 30 seconds, or not exceeding about 21 seconds. or
tion(s) gcncratoo by the compounding process may be char40
not exceeding about I5 seconds.
acterized by consistently having a maximum total impurity
level not exceeding about 6%, or not exceL>ding about 3%, or
Further, a pharmaceutical batch(es) or phannaceutical fornot exceeding about 2%. or not exceeding about I%, or not
mulation(s) may relate to one or more of the characteristics
exceeding about 0.5%.
described above.
ll1e phannaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceulical lonnula- 45 A pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical
tion(s) generatoo by the compounding process may be charfonnulation(s) may be characteriz~'Cl by a maximum impurity
acterized by consistently havi ng a mean total impurity level
level of Asp9 -bivalirudin not exceeding about 1.5 or not
not exceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about l.3%, or not
exceeding obout 1%, or not exceeding about 0.6%. or not
exceeding about I .l%. or not exceeding about 0.5%.
exceeding about 0.4%, or not exceeding about 0.3%. The
The pbanuaceutical batcb(es) or phannaceutical lormula- 50 pbannaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s)
tion(s) genera too by the compounding process may be charmay also be characterized by a mean impurity level ofAsp9 acterizoo byconsistently havinga maximum largest unknown
bivalirudin not exceeding about 1.5%, or not exceeding about
impurity level not exceeding about J%. or not exceeding
0.5%, or not exceeding obout 0.4%, or not exceeding about
about 0.5%, or not exceeding about 0.4%, or not exceeding
0.3%.
about 0.3%.
Moreover, a pharmaceutical batch(es) or formulation(s)
55
The pbannaceutical batch(es) or phannaceulical fonnulamay be characterized by a maximum total impurity level not
lion(s) genera too by the compoundi ng process may be charexceeding about 6%, or not cxceooing about 3%, or not
acterized by consistently having a mean largest unknown
exceeding about 2%, or not exceeding about I%, or not
in1puriry level not exceeding about 1.0%, or not exceeding
exceeding about 0.5%. In addition, the batch(es) may be
about 0.27%, or not exceeding about 0.25%, or not exceeding 60 characte.rized by a mean total impurity level uot exceeding
about 0.2%.
about 2%. or not exceeding about 1.3%. or not exceeding
about 1.1%, or not exceed.ing about 0.5%.
TI1e phannaceutical batch(es) or pharmitceutical formulaThe batch(es) may also be charocterized by a maximum
tion(s) generated by the compounding process may be characterized by consistently having a maximmu reconstitution
largest unknown impurity level not exceedillg about 1%. or
time not exceeding aboml80 seconds, or not exceeding about 65 not exceeding about 0.5%, or not exceeding abou t 0.4%. or
72 seconds. or not exccedingabout 42 seconds. or notexceednot exceeding about 0.3%. The batch(es) may further be
ing about 30 seconds, or not exceeding about 21 seconds.
characterized by a mean largest unknown impurity level nor
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exceeding about I%, or not exceeding about 0.27%, or not
Tbe injectable dosage fonn may be administered with
exceeding about 0.25%, or not exceediag about 0.2%.
otltt'r dmg products such as glycoprotein (GP) llbfllla inhibiYet, the batch(es) may be characterized by a maximum
tor ((see, e.g., i\llie et al .. Jlasc. Dis. Manage. 2006, 3: 368reconstitution time aot exceeding about 180 seconds, or not
375). Alteruatively. the injectable dosage form may be comexceeding about 72 seconds, or not exceeding about 42 secbined with blood thinners including, but not limited to,
onds, or not exceeding about 30 seconds, or not exceeding
coumadio. warfarin, and preferably. aspirin.
about2 l seconds.Also, the batch(es) may be characterized by
Tile invention will now be further described by way of the
a mean reconstitution time not exceeding about 60 seconds,
following non-limiting examples, which further illustr<tte the
or not exceeding about30 seconds. or not exceeding about 21
Jo iuveu lion. aod are uot intended, nor should tbey be interpreted
seconds, or not exceeding abou t IS seconds.
Moreover, the pharmaceutical batch(<lS) or phamtaceutical
to, limit the scope o.f the inveJttion.
formulation(s) may relate to one or more of the characteristics
described above.
EXAMPLES
Tile pharmaceutical batch(es) or pharmaceutical formulation(s) may be generated by the compounding processes 15
Example I
described above. Thus. the batcb(es) may be prepared by a
compounding process comprising dissolving bivalirudin in a
Generation of High Levels ofAsp9 -Bivalirudin
solvent to form a bivalintdin solution. efficiently mixing a
pH-adjusting solution wiUt the bivalimdin solution to form a
compounding golution, and removinggoJvenrs from the com- 20 A study was performed in three parts to detenni ne levels of
potmding solution. This compounding process includes all of
J\sp9 -bivalimdin generated in batches prepared by com·
the embodiments as described above.
pounding processes having different methods of mixing the
pH-adjusting solution with the bivalintdin solution to form a
Administering the Pha.nnaceutical Formulation
Various embodiments of the present invention further 25 compoUllding solution. More specifically, the study examined the etTects of adding the pH-adjusting solution to the
relate to a method of administering the pharmaceutical forbivalirudi n solutiou in portions with juefficient mixing, th~
mulation of certain embodiments of the present invention to a
subject, which comprises preparing an injectable dosage
ellects of having high lev~ls of pH in the compounding solufonn. and U1en delivering the it~ectable dosage fomt to the
tion. and theefTcctsofhigh shear mixing of the compounding
subject parenterdlly.
30 solution on Asp9-bivalimdin levels.
Tile injectable dosage fom1 is prepared by reconstituting
In a first part of the study, the bivalirudiu solution (-600
the phanuaceutical fomllllation ina phammceutically accep tmL)
comprised bivalintdin at a concentration of -().I mglmL
able vehicle. Methods of reconstituting the pharmaceutical
in a 2.64% w/w mannitol solution. The pH-adjusting solution
formulation are well known in the art. PhaJmaceuticaUy
acceptable vehicles are also well known in the art and can 35 (233 mL) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w
include, but are not limited to. water and saline for injection.
mannitol solution. Asp9 -bivalimdio levels were measured
As an example, the injectable dosage form may be prethroughout the experiment by higb-perlbrmance liquid chropared by adding wa ter to tlte pharmaceut icaJ form ulation and
matography
(HPLC). pH was also measured through the
dissolvi og the phatmaceutical formulation. This solution can
9
then be further dilu ted in 5% dextrose in water or 0.9% 40 experiment. One measurement ofAsp -bivalimdin was taken
sodium chloride for injection.
immediately after the bivalirudin solution was fonned (baseMethods of delivering U1e injectable dosage fomt parenterline).
ally are well known in the art. Por example, the injectable
The pH-adjusting solution was added to the bivalin1din
dosage form may be delivered intrJvenously.
solution
in lour equal portions over the total duration of about
TI1e dosage form may be an intravenous bolt1s dose of 45
I hour at a temperature o.fS-8° C.. eachaddi tion separated by
between about 0.25 mg/kg and about I .50 mglkg, or bet\veen
about 15 minutes. The resulting compoundiug solution was
about 0.50 mg/kg to about 1.00 mglkg. or about 0.75 mglkg.
mixed at between 600 rpm and 700 rpm throughout the addiThis may be fllllowed by an infusion of between about 1.25
mg!kglb and about 2.25 mg/kg/h, or about 1.75 mg/kglb for
tion of the first and second portions of the pH-adjusting soluthe duration of the procedure or treatment protocol. Five so tion. and the pH and Asp9 -bivalirudin levels were recorded
minutes after the bolus dose is administered, an additional
(measurements Il l and #2). During the addition of the third
bolus of between about 0.1 mglkg and about 1.0 mglkg, or
portion, the mixer was ntmcd oft· and the pH and Asp9 about 0.3 mglkg, may be given if needed.
bivalirud in levels were recorded (measurement #3A). 1lle
Tite dogage fo1111 of various embodiments of the present
mixtlll'e was then su~jected to high shear mixing at 4000 rpm
invention can be indicated for use as an anticoagulant. Also. 55
tor 30 seconds and the pH and Asp9 -bivalimdin levels were
the dosage form can be used for the prevent ion and treatment
recorded (measurement #3B). During addition of the fourth
of venous tlu·omboembolic disease. Approved indications
portion, the mixer was turned off and the levels of pH and
include treatment in patients with unstable angina undergoing
9
Asp
-bivaluridin were recorded (measurement #4A). Mixing
percutaneous translumnial coronary angjoplasty; a<.hninistrowas
then continued for. at least, two minutes at 5300 rpm and
tion with the provisional use of glycoproteinllb/111a inhibitor 60
the pH was and Asp9 -bilvnirudun levels were recorded (meafor use as an anticoagulant in patients undergoi11g percut:mesuremeut #48). The mixing rate was decreased to about 3600
ous coronary intervention (PCI); and treatment in patients
rpm for I hour and the pl-1 and Asp 9 -bivalintdin levels were
with. or at risk of. heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HJT)
recorded (measmement 115). A p011ion of the material [rom
or heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and thrombosis syndrome (I-TITIS) undergoing PC!. Also. the dosage fonu can 65 measurement #4a was allowed ro stand for 7 hours and the pH
andAsp9 -bivalimdinlevels were recorded (measurement 116).
be used lor the prevention and trcatmcm of venous thromboembolic disease.
The pH and Asp9 -bivalimdin levels are shown in Table I.
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1ABLE 2-conlinucd

pH rutd awmge AspP.biv:tl irudin levels niter addirion of pH·ndjustiug
solution in four eqml portions with inefficient mixing.

Asp~·bivalirudin kvels of portions adjusted to various pH levels.
%Asp~

%Asp9·

Measurement

Sample

Baseline

Srunple taken :iller biv"hmdin
solurion was fomted

#I

Sample tnken from

pH

bi,•:llin•din

-2.5

..Q.42
#]

3.0

JO

compowlding soltuion :tiler
addition of lim poJticn of
pH-ndjusting solution to
bivaluudin solulion
Sample taken from
eompowlding solution after
addit1on of S<:COnd portion of
pH-adjusting solution to
biv"lirudin solnlion
Somple lilkcn from
compounding solution nfter
nddibOJl of third portion of
pH-adjusting solution to
bivaluudin solution" ith no

#2

#3A

Me.asuremem Sample

112
4.2

0.43
15

#3

-6to8

0.45
#4

20

mixing

1!3B
#4A

Some ns 113A, but after mixing

5.0

0.74

Sample r:tkeu from
compounding solution :1fler
addition of founb Jlortion of
pH·ndjustiug SOIUliOJI to
bivnluudio solution, :tnd after
eompouodlng sclurion sat for
10 minutes with no mixing
Same as 114A. but after mixi.tt!(
Srune as I/4A. but after higb
speed mixing for l hour
Same as 114A. bill 7 hours
truer with no mixing

~S.5to 9

0.00

pH bivalimdin

Srunple mcasmed after pl J was adjus:cd
S:unple measured nfler-80 minutes
Srunple measured afler-300 mimnes
Sample mc3Stued afler-370 minU!es
Sample measm..-d after pH was tt<ljus:ed
Sample rnca.""Ured aflei -80 minutes
S:unpte me.'lS\ued aJ\cr-300 minllles
Sample measured atler pH was ndjus:ed
Sample m~asured ttfler -80 minut("S
Srunpk mca>11red after -170 nliinU<"S
Sample measured after pH wns acljus<c'<i
Sample me.'lS\ued nller-80 minures
Sample mea.'"IJre(( after -170 mim~es

0.71
0.77
l.ll
1.26

0.84
1.07
1.84

10

12

1.24

2.08
2.59
4.7 1
8.20
10.95

l11ese results appear to show a relationship between pH,
lime, and lhc generation of Asp9-bivalirudin.
Jn a third pan oft he st1rdy, the final compounding solution
from the first pari ofthe study was placed inlo a recirculation
vessel tor use in a recirculation water bath (Precision Model
li4B
0.57
6.0 to 6.5
#5
5.0
0.71
30 181) to be subjected to high shear mixing using a Silverson
Laboratory Emulsifier (Model L4RT). Prior to this study. it
#6
-S.5ro 9
2.05
was thought that bivalirudiu solutions were unstable to both
heat and shear, 1hus requiring extreme care in handling biva"These resuJts suggest that inefficient mixing of the com- 35 lirudin dttring lhe compounding process. Before subjecting
the compounding solution to high shear mixing, the level of
potmding solution generates Asp9 -bivalirudin. No1ably. durAsp9 -bivalirudin was recorded (mea~urement ll I ). The coming the addition of the pH-adjusting solution. a precipitate
formed which may contain bivalintdin. Since the level of
pounding solution was then subjected to high shear mixing at
Asp9 -bivalirudin is based on a % analysis by HPLC of the
-6000 rpm Jor 30 minu tes without use of the recircuJ~tion
9
amount ofbivalirudin in solution, Ihe level of Asp -bivaliru40 water bath; the temperature oflhe compounding solution due
din appears to increase and decrease during tbe compotmding
to the h.igh shear mixing rose lo about36° C. A sample was
process.
then
measured tor Asp9 -bivalintdinlevel (measurement #2).
ln a second pat1 of tbe st1tdy, Jour po11ions of the final
The
mixing speed was thcu slowed to 5000 rpm for 120
compounding solution from the first part of the sttrdy were
minutes
and the temperature was measured at about 33° C.,
removed. TI1e pH levels of these portions were adjusted to 8.
45
and another samp.l c was analyzed lor Asp9-bivalirudiu level
9, 10. and 12, respectively, using addi tional pH-adjusting
solution and high shear mixing on a Silverson Laboratory
(measurement #3).11leAsp9 -bivalinldin levels are shown in
Emulsifier (Model L4RT).
Table3.
Samples of the portion of the compounding solution
adjusted to pH 8 were taken inunediately, and after about 80
TABLE3
50
minutes, 300 minutes. and 370 ruim.ttes. Samples of lhe por--------------------9
tion ofthecompotulding sollllion adjusted to pH9were taken
Asp -bivslimdin kvets of the ~omp01mding solution
immediately, after about 80 minutes, and 300 miuUies. Furundemomg difterenr high shenr mixing rates.
ther, samples of the po11ion of the compounding solution
%Asp9•
Mensurcment Sample
Temper.uu.re bivalimdin
adjusted to pH IOand 12 were taken immediately, alter about
55
80 miuu1es and 170 minutes. TI1e results of the analyses for
--~ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
•1
Sample taken from !he
RT-2o•c.
0.71
levels ofAsp -bivalinrdin in lhcse samples arc shown in Table
compounding solution before
25

2.

high shear mixing

Srunple taken from !he

TABLB2

6()

Asr9 -bivabmdinle-•cls of portions adjusted to v>trious pH le>·ets.

113

%Asp9·

Measurement
Baseline

Sample

Sample mc:trured after bivali.tudlD
solution w;rs fomtcd

pH biv:tlirudin
0.71

J6• c.

0.71

JJ• c.

C).75

compow1diug solution after
high sheru mixmg at 6000
rpm for 30 minutes
Sample as #1, but after
mixmg rate was reduced
to 5000 rpm for 120 minutes

65

These results also show that, unexpectedly, 1ha1 bivalinrdin
is stable to high shear mixing conditions. Also, the tempera-
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ture of the compounding solution did not. surprisingly, aCfect
Asp9-bivalimdin generation i11 this study.

bivalimdi n levels were again recorded aFter mixing at 400
rpm ovemight (measurement #4). The pH and Asp9 -bivalimdin levels are shown in Table 4.
Example 2
Notably. after the 75% portion of the pH-adj usting solution
was added, a large white mass precipitated from the comEffects of adding the pl l-Adjusting Solution in Two
pounding solution and formed a mass at the bottom of the
Portions to the BivaJimdin Solution on
vessel. The addition of the 25% portion did not induce any
Asp9 -8ivalimdin Levels
physical changes in the appearance ofth.: mixture, and !.here
JO was no additional precipitation. 111e white mass displayed
A study was perfmmed to detennine levels of Asp9 -bivalittle change after mixing Jor 30 minutes a:ftenhe 25% portion
lirudin generated in compounding solutions prepared by a
was added, but dissolved after mixing ovemight.
TABLE4
pH and average Asp9-bival irudiu

levels after addition of pH-adjusting
solution in rwo pon ions of75% anrl 25% JU 400 mm.
% Asp9•

Measurement
BIISelille

#I

#2
#3

40

The bivalirudin solution (-760 mL) comprised bivaJirudin
at a concellfratioo of0.050 mgfml dissolved in a 2.64% w/w
manni tol solution.The pH-adjusting solution (233 mL) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol
solution. The experiment was conducted at a temperature of
about 8° C.

Tite pH-adjusting solution was divided into a 75% portion
and a 25% portion of the total pH-adjusting solution volume.
First, the pl-1 and Asp9-bivalimdin levels were measured
before addition of the pH-adjusting sohltion (baseline). Duringaddition of the 75% portion. at abom400 rpm, the pH was
monitored during mixing until the pH achieved a constant
level al which time the Asp9 -bivalirudin level was also measured (measurement 1/J). A portion of this material was
allowed to sit Jor aboul 6.5 hours and the amount of Asp9 bivalintdiu was again measured (measurement #2). The 25%
portion of the pH-adjusting solulion was added about 30
minutes a.fter the last base addition and mixing was continued
at 400 rpm. -nlc pH was initially recorded and then both the
pH andAsp9 -bivalirudinlevels were measured after about 30
minutes of mixing (measurement #3). The pH and Asp9 -

pH

bivalimdin

S(unp!e taken after
biv:ilirudin solution WllS
formed
Sample oflhe
compounding solution
lllkcn after ,tddition of
75•~ ponion of lite pH·
adjusting solution to the
bivalintdin so\u1ion
Sameas# l , but after
<ining for 6.5 hours with
no stirring
Remaining 25% of pHndjustiu~ solulion add<-d

1.71

0.42

Pe!lk nt\2.2.
Utcn dropped to
8-9

0.44

Same liS 113. t>ut after
mixing ovemighl

#4

compounding process involving the addition of the pH-adjusting solution to the bivalirud.in solution in two portions.

Sample

0.88
12.4 iuitilllly,
1.85
then dropped to
(lak~n fl~m the top)
7.7 after30
2.19
minutes
lt!lken from dte bottom)
5.0
157

These resuhs indicate that addition of the pH-adjusting
solution in two portions with inefficient mixing produces high
levels of Asp9 -bival imdin.
Exanlple3

45

Effect of Controlled Addition of pl-1Adjusting
Solution at Difterent Mixing Rates on
Asp9 -Bivalintdin Levels

Asp 9 -bivalimdin levels were assessed in compounding
solutions prepared by a compounding process which comso prised adding the pll-adjusting solution at a constant rate to
the bivalintdin solution and mixing under high shear conditions.
The bivalinldin solution (675 mL) comprised 64.4 g dis55 solved in 2.64% w/w mannitol solution. The bivalirudin solution was divided in half for evaluation of adding the plladjusting solution at two differen t mixing rates. ·n1e
bivalirudin solution was placed in a ves~el with a high shear
mixer.
The pH-adjusting solution (131.2 mL) comprised 0.5 N
60
sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol solution. Tbe
piT-adjusting solution was loaded into a burette, which was
connected on the bot1om to a tllbe with a hose. The tube was
positioned at the base of the high shear mixer blade inside the
65 mixing vessel containing the bivalin1din solution. A clamp
was used to restrict the pH-adjusting solution from passing
through the hose.
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Tlw speed of the high shear mixer (Silverson Lr~bomtory
Emulsifier Model L4RT) was set to either 1500 rpm or 3000
rpm. The clamp on the hose was removed and the pH-adjusting solution was then added to the bivalimdin solution at a
controlled, constant rate of approximmely 2 Umin.
For ~~c solution mixed at 3000 rpm, addition of approximately l 0 mL of the pH-adjusting solution resulted in a pH of
the compounding solution of 5.25. The vohuue of the compotmdiog solution was tben adj usted to a final voltmle of
562.5 mL.
For the compounding solution mixed at1500 rpm, after the
pi-1-adjusting solution was added. the mixing speed was
increased to approximately 4500 rpm for a short period of
time to allow faster and complete dissoltnion. and then
reduced to 1500 tpm until tlte solut ion was completely dissolved. After complete dissolution, the resulting compounding solution was moved from the vessel to a beaker which
contained a stir bar. The solution was adjusted to a target pl-1
of5.3 using 19 mL of the pit-adjusting solution, and then the
volume was adjusted 10 a final volume of 562.5 mL.
For both mixing conditions, the pH was monitored
throughout the addition of the pH-adjusting solution to the
bivalirudin solution to form the compounding solution. The
level of Asp9-bivalirudin was measured by HPLC before
(baseline) addition of the pH-adjusting solution, after the
addition oft he pH-adjusting solution (measurcment l/2), and
after the volume of the compounding solution was adjusted to
mark (measurement 113).The resul ts of the HPLC analysis are
shown in Tables Sa and Sb.
Notably, when the compounding solut.ion was mixed at
3000 rpm, a material precipitated as the pH-adjusting solution
was added. first as a mill)' white dispersion. and then as a
semi-transparent aggregate. By the rime that all of the pHadjusting solution was added. most of the precipitated material had dissolved.
Similarly, when tbe compounding solution was mi xed at
1500 rpm. a material also precipitated as the pH-adjusting
solution was added, first as a milky white dispersion, and then
as a semi-transparent aggregate.

TABLE Sb-continued
pH ru1d averageAsp9 -bivaJimdin levels before and allcr
addition of oil-adjusting solution at 3000 rpm.
%Asp~-

Measurement S:unple

#2
JO

l5

20

Baseline
Il l

/12

Sru:nple taken before addition of
pH-adjusting solution
Sample taken of the compounding
so tuG on after addition of pi 1adjusting solution
Sru:nple taken of the compounding
solution aftcrcompowlding
solution w ,l$ adjusted to m:uk

30

35

0.38

-6.0

0.31

5.3

0.34

Effects of Rapidly Adding pl-1 Adjusting Solution to
the Bivalimdin Solution Under Inefficient Mixing
Conditions- Large Scale Study
The efl'ec1s of rapidly add ing U1e pH-adjusting solution to
the bivalirudin solution under slow mixing conditions were
studied. Multiple batches were generated by the same
method.
TI1e bivalimdin solutio n (-110 L) comprised bivalimdin at
a concentration of 0.050 mglml dissolved in a 2.64% w/w
mannitol solution. The pH-adjusting solution (-40 L) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mam1itol
solution.
pH-adjusting solution was added to the bivalirudin
solution either all at once, or rapidly in multiple portions,
while Ute bivaJirudio solution was mixed by two paddle mixers located at the top and bottom of the bivalinrdin solution.
Both paddle mixers operated at <l rate of between about400
and about 800 rpm. When tbc pH-adjusting solution was
added to the bivnlimdin solution, a large amount of a material
precipitated. The precipitated material evenntally dissolved
after continued mixing. After the pH-adjusting solution was
completely added and mixed, tbe compounding solutioo was
sterile filtered and lyophilized, and the lyophilizate was analyz('<i by HPLC lor impurity levels.
This study analyzed impurity levels and reconstillltion
times of the lyophilizate of'89 batches. Results from the study
arc displayed in Table 6 (note that not all of the samples were
analyzed for each characteristic).

'nw

bivalimdut 45

-2.5

0.40

·n u$C results indicate that there were no changes in Asp9 •
bivalirudin levels before and aiier the addition of the pHactjusting solution at a constant rate, and under high shear
mixing conditions. Moreover, it was surprising that bivalirudin was not susceptible to degradation by high shear mixing
even up to 4500 rpm. even though many pcptidcs are susceptible to degradation by high shear mixing or by high temperatures.

25

%f\sp9·

pH

5.25

Example4

pH and awrageAsp9-bivetinHhnlcv<ls bdore Ntd after
e&lition of pH-adiustin~ solution ar 1500 rnm.
Me:JSurement Sample

bivalintdin

---------------------

40

TABLE Sa

S:unple tnkcn oftlte compounding
solmion after compounding
solution was adjusted to mark

pll

50

TABLE 6
55 ------------------------------------

TABLE5b

Ch:vacteristic.> of the b~tchcs gcn~mted by lhe compotmrling
process that fe:ttu.res npid addition of 8 pH-adjusting solution
and indfictenl mi•ing rntcs.

pH and avemge Asp9-bivalirudw levels before IU!d uftcr
addition of pH·adiustingsolution at 3000 rpm.
~~Asp9-

Baseline

II I

S:unple taken from bivalirudin
solution before addition of pHsdju~ing solution
Sample ta.keJt of the compounding
solution alter addition of pHadjusting solution

pH

bivalimdin

-2.5

0.43

-5.6

No. of
bntches

60

Asp9-bivatimdin (%)

87

Total impurities[%)
Lllfl!.est unlutOWII impurity(%)
Reconstiull ion tlrne (seconds)

63
86

85

Mean= Sl)

M!lximmn

0.5 "0.4
1.4% 0.5
0.3%0.1
30 "' t2

3.6
3.0

0.5
72

0,4)

65

According to tbese results, the batches displayed a maximum level ofAsp9 -bivalimdin of3.6%, while the mean level
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of Asp9 -bivalirudin was 0.5%. Furtheamore, tbe standard
deviations relative to the meaus were larger. These results
suggest that the charocteristics of the batcbes geuernted by
this process may be variable.

dard deviations relative to the mean, as comparoo to the
batches of Example 4. 'J11ese .results suggest that the process
of Example 5 generated batches generally and consistently
having shorter reconstitution times thau the batches generated by the process of Example 4.
A comparison between the batches generated in Example 4
aud Example 5 is shown in Table 8 which assesses the meau
values of the characteristics ofthc batches, and Table9. which
examines Lbe maximum values of the char<~cteristics of the
batches:

E.xamplc 5
Etlects ofAdding pH Adjusting Solution at a
Constant Rate and Under Efficient Mixi ng
Conditions- Large Scale Study

10

The effects of adding the pH-~dj usting solution to the
bivalirudin solution at a constant rate and under efficient
mixing condition were sl1.1died. Multiple batches were generated by the same method.
The bivalirudin solution (-I I0 L) comprised bivalirudin at
a concentration of 0.050 mglml dissolved in a 2.64% w/w
mannitol solution. The pH-adjusting solution (-40 L) comprised 0.5 N sodium hydroxide in a 2.64% w/w mannitol
solution.
The pH-adjusting solution was added to the bivalirudin
solution at a controlled rate of 2 Llmin using a peristaltic
pump. A homogenizer was used to provide a high shear mixing environment (between about 1000 rpm and 1300 rpm)
within the bivalinadin solution as thl' pH-adjusting solution
was added. A feed tube extended from the peristaltic pump to
an inlet in the homogenizer. so that the pH-adjusting solution
was addoo to tbe bivalirudin solution at a site aqjacent to the
blades of the homogenizer. Simultaneously, a paddle mixer
was used for mixing (mixing rate of between about 300 rpm
and 700 rpm) near the surface of the bivalimdin solution. As
the pH-adjustingsolution was added. a small amount of material precipitated which later dissolved. After the pU-adjusting
solution was completely addt.'Cl, the compounding solution
was sterile filtered and lyophilized, and the lyophilizate was
analyzed by l·lPLC for impurity levels.
In this study. which prepared 25 batches, aualysis of impurity levels and reconstitution times for the lyophilizate are
shown in Table 7.

T..<\.BLE8
15

<'omporison of rneno vah1es of the cbar!ICtrristics oftl1c b.'ltchcs genemt<'d
by t.he compounding process of Ex:unplc 4 :u1d 1hc chomcteriS1JCS ofthe

b:ucJ,es gener:u<'d by tlw CMlpounding process of
llxrunple 5 (p < 0.05).
20
Batches of

25 Asp9 -bivatintdin

Example 5

%

Mean "SD

Merut: SD

change•

0.5 %0.4

0.3r0. t

-40',1,

<0.0003

1.4 :0.5

l.O: 0.4

-29%

<0.004

0.3:0.1

O.hO.I

-33%

O.oJ

30 rl2

18:6

-4()0,~

(%)

Total impurities
(%)

30 Largest unknown
irnpurity
(%)

Rc<:Onstitutioo

<0.000001

time {seconds)
35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •% change •100 • [(meM value from Exrunple5 batches)- (me.m value
frorn E>.aruptc 4 blltches))/lmeau value from Example 4 batches)

40

TABLE?

TAULE9

---------------------------------Comparison of maximum values of t:he cbamctrn~tics of the
batches gencmtoo by the compounding process of Example 4
snd the chmcteristics of the batches generated by t:he
compounding process of l>xanwlc 5 IP < 0.05).

Cbamcteristics of 1he batches gene.rnted by the compounding
process thal features addition cf n pH-adjusting solution nt n
constant rate w1th ellicieni mixinu.
45

No. of
Asp9 -bivalirudio (%)
TOI.sl impurities(%)
Largest unlmown impurity(%)
Reconstitulion time (seconds)

Example 4

botches

MennxSD

Maximum

24
24
24
14

0.3 r O. l
1.0 r0.4
0.2 r O.l
18 r 6

0.6
2.0
0.3
42

Asp 9-bi,•alirudin

Batches of
Examplc4

Batches of Example 5

%

Maxunum

M3Ximum

change•

3.6

0.6

-8.3%

3.0

2.0

-33%

0.5

0.3

-40%

(O,~w/w)

50 Tot:tl impuriltes
(%wrw)

Largest unknown

impurity
i 1Je results of one batch wa~ not included in the data
(%w/w)
presented in Table 7, as the method used to generote the batch
Reconstitution
42
-42%
72
was not compliaut with the protocol established for this study. 55 time (seconds)
Comparison of the batches of Example 5to the batches of
--------------------Example 4 rcveak.'Cl that the batches of Example 5 displayed
*%change= 100 x [(maximum v:llue from Exampl~ 5 bntches)- (rnaximwn value from Exlll11plc 4 botches)li(maximum v•lue from Exsmple 4
significantly lower mean levels of Asp9 -bivalinadin. total
b."llch~.~~
impurities. aud largest unknown implllity. The batches of
Example 5 also showed smaller standard devia tions relative 60 As shown in Table 8. the levels of Asp 9-bivalinadin, total
to the means for levels of Asp9 -bivalirudiu, total impurities,
impurities. aud largest tm.kuowu impurity, and the recoustiand largest unknown impuri ty. Together, these results suggest
ttation
time are all significantly less in the batches made by the
that the process demonstrated in Exam pie 5 produced batches
process ofExaruple 5 as compared to the batches made by the
generally and consistently having lower levels of impurities
than the process of Example 4.
65 process of Example 4. Further, Table 9 shows that the maximum values lo r the levels ofAsp9 -bivalimdiu, total impuriIn addition, the batches of Example 5 displayed significantly shorter mean reconstitution times, and smaller stanties, and largest unknown impurity, and the reconstitution
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time are also greatly less in the batches made by the process
ofExample 5 as compared to the batches made by the process
of Example 4

din impurities among the di!Tereot fonnulation methods. The
rt'sults show that the lcvt')s ofo-Phc 12-bivliamdin were similar across each formulation method, which indicated that the
methods did not influence the generation ofo-Phe12 -bivliam-

Example 6

diu.

Having thus described in detail embodiments of the present
iuvcoJion. it is to be understood that lb.: invention defined by
the above paragraphs is not to be limited to paniculardetails
The bivalimdin pharmaceutical formulations prepared in 10 set fort h in the above description as many apparent variations
thereof are possible without departing from the spirit or scope
Examples 1-3 were stored in refrigerated conditions and then
evaluated by HPLC to compare rbe level ofo-Phe12 -bivalimof the present invention.
12

Genen1tion ofo-Pbe -Bivalimdio in Stored Bivalimdin PharmaceuiicaJ Formulations

SEQUENCE LISTING

<160> NUMBER OF SEQ 10 NOS: 3
<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<220>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>

SEQ ID NO 1
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
FEATURE:
OTHER INFORMATION : Modified protein from Hirudo medicinalio
FEATURE:
NAME/ KEY: MISC__Ff!ATURE
LOCATION: (1). , ( 1)
OTHER UIFORII!l\T!ON: Residue is a 0-isomer

<400> SEQUEIIC'E: 1
Phe Pro Arg Pro Oly Oly Oly Oly Asn Oly Asp Phe Glu Glu Ile Pro
5
10
15
Olu Olu Tyr Leu
20

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<220>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>

SEQ ID NO 2
LI!NOTH : 20
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: Pitificial Sequence
FEATURE:
OTHER HIFOPJI!l\TlON : Nodified protein from Hirudo medicinalis
FEATURE :
NAME/KEY: MISC_PEATURE
LOCATION, (1) .. (1)
OTHER lNFORII!l\TlON : Residue is a D- isomer

<400> SEQUENCE: 2
Phe Pro Arg Pro Oly Oly Gly Ol y Asp Oly Asp Phe Glu Glu Ile Pro
1
5
10
15
Glu Glu Tyr Leu
20

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<220>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>
<220>
<221>
<222>
<223>

SEQ ID NO 3
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: Artificial Sequence
FEATURE:
OTHER INPCRMAT!ON : Modified protein from Hirudo medicinalio
FEATURE:
NAME/ KEY: MISC_Ff!ATURE
LOCATION' (1) .. (1)
OTHER INFORMATIOIJ : Residue is a 0-isomer
PBATURE:
NAME/KEY: MISC_PBATURE
LOCATION: (12) .. (12)
OTHER INFORMATION : Residue is a 0-isomer
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- continued

<400> SEQUENcg, 3

Phe Pro Arg Pro Gly Gly Gly Gly Asn Gly Asp Phe Glu Glu Ile Pro
1

5

10

15

Glu Glu Tyr Leu
20

What is claimed is:
l. Phanuaceutical batches of a dmg product comprising
bivalirudin (SEQ TD NO: I) and a phamtaceutically acceptable carrier, for use as an auticoagulam in a subject in need
thcreol: said ha tches prepared by a compoundi ng process
comprising:
(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to form a firs t solution:
(ii) efficiently mixing a pH-adjusting solution with the first
solutioo to form a second solution, wherein the pHadj usting solution comprises a pH-adjusting solution
solvent; and
(iii) removing the solvent and pH-adjusting solution solvent from the second solution:
wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base. said pH
is about 5-6 when reconstitu ted in an aqueous solution
lor injection. and wherein the batches have a maxi mum
impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalin1din tha t does not exceed
about 0.6% as measured by HPLC.
2. 1l1e phannaceutical batches of claim 1. wherein the
maximum impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalimclin docs not exceed
about 0.4% as measured by 1-IPLC.
3. ll1e pham1aceutical batches of claim 2, wherein the
maxinmm impurity level ofAsp9 -bivalintdin does not exceed
about 0.3% as measured by HPLC.
4. 1l1e pbannaceutical batches of clai m L wherein the
batches have a maximum total impmity level that does not
exceed about 2% as meas ured by HPLC.
5. The phannaceutical batches of claim 4. wherein the
maximum total impurity level does not exceed about J% as
measured by I·IPLC.
6. ·n1e phannaceutical batches of claim 5, wherein the
maximum total impurity level does not exceed about 0.5% as
measured by HPLC.
7. 1l1e pharmaceutical batches of claim 1, wherein the
batches have a maximum level of o-Phc12 -bivalimdin that
does not exceed about 2.5% as measured by HPLC.
8. 1l1e phannaceutical batches of claim 1, wherein the
pharmaceutically accepta blecarrier comprises one or more of
a bulking agent or a stabilizing agent.
9. The phannaceutical batches of claim 8, wherein the
bulking agent is a sugar.
10. Tl1e phatmaceutical batches of claim 9, wherein the
sug-Jr is mar111i tol.
11. Tl1e phannaceutical batches of claim 1, wherein Ute
base is sodium hydroxide.
12. Phannaceuti<:<1l batches of a dntg product comprising
bivalimdin (SEQ II) NO: I) and a phamJaceutirally acceptable carrier, for use as an anticoagulant in a subject in need
thereof, said batches prepared by a compounding process
comprising:
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(i) dissolving bivalimclin in a solvent to fom1 a first solution;
(ii) efficiently mixing a pl-1-adjustingsolution with the first
solution to !orm a second solution, wherein the pHadjusting solution comprises a pH-adjusting solution
solvent: and
(iii) removing the solvent and pH-adjusting solution solvent from ihe second solution;
wherein the batches have a pH adjusted by a base, said pH
is about 5-6 when reconstituted in an aqueous solution
for injection, and wherein the batches have a maximum
reconstitution time that does not exceed about 42 seconds and a maximum total impurity level that does not
exceed about 2% as measured by 1-lPLC.
13. 1he phatmaceutical batches of clailU 12. wherein the
maximum reconstitution time does not exceed abou t 30 seconds.
14. 1lle phannacentical batches of claim 13, wherein the
maximum rt>eonstitution time does not exceed abou t 21 St~c
onds.
15. llle phamtaceutical batches of claim 12, wherein the
phannaceutically acceptable carrier comprises one or more of
a bulking agent or a stabilizing agent.
J 6. Tlle pham1aceutical batches of daim .LS, wherein the
bulking agent is a sugar.
17. The pharmaceutical batches of claim 16, wherein the
sugar is mannitol.
18. Tlle phatmaceutical batches of claim 12, wherein the
base is sodium hydroxide.
19. Pbannaceutical batches of a drug product comprising
bivalintdin (SEQ lD NO: J) and mannitol for use as au ;JUticoagulant in a subject in need thereof, said batches prepared
by a compotmdiug process comp1ising:
(i) dissolving bivalirudin in a solvent to fom1 a first solution;
(ii) elTiciently mixing a pH-adjustingsolu tion with the first
solution to torm a second solution. wherein the pHadjusting solution comprises a pH-adjusting solution
solvent; and
(iii) removing the solvent and pH-adjusting solution solvent from the second solution;
\~ herein the batches have a pH adjusted by a sodium
hydroxide, said pH is about 5-6 when rcconstitltlcd in an
aqueous solu tion for injection, and wherein the batches
have a maximum reconstitution time that does not
exceed abou t 42 seconds and a maximum total in1purity
level that docs uot exceed about 2% as measured by
HPLC.
20. Tlle pharmaceutical batches of claim 19, wherein the
batches have a maximtun impw·ity level of .1\sp9 -bivalirudin
that does not exceed about 0.6% as measured by HPLC.
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